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1. TIlE LANGUAGE AND PEOPLE 
1 .1 USE OF THE TERM lI~A[lI~ELUII 
The name lI~ari)1eri ll i s ac10pted in the initial sections 
of this study as a convenient cover term applying to the 
languages and people of a group of related tribes of Aborigines 
of the Lower Murray River area , South Australia . 
The tril)es referred to f orllled a uni t in several 
respects . They differed signif i calltly in l i:1I1 g u<tGe LlJld cultur(~ 
from their neiGhbours . They shared a comllion culture and common 
enellIies ,interl1larried , and spoke closely related dialects . 
The c los e sil1lilari ty of the l aneuages of the tribes never gave 
rise to cOllsciousness of a shared l anguage : each tribe 
considered i ts o.vn 1I1an g u age ll to be distinct, often exaggerating 
its degree of difference from the others . 
In 1870 , 'vhen the original t r ibal at-Hl dialect gro upings 
h ad bee n obscured by white settlement , the Reverencl GeorGe 
Taplin termed the group at his Point HcLei1.Y Mission the 
" 1 lI Narrinyeri -froll1 their word for " ma nkind" . Sllbsequent 
repeti-Lion in scholarly s-Ludies , government reports and 
religious materials has established the nalllo firmly in the 
minds of the people , who know themselves nOw as \'~ ariJlyeri'" 
In fact , the language thus designated and spoken at 
Po i nt McLeay from 1870 to abou-L 1950 'vas a modified language 
representing a rather unbalanced blend of the different 
dialects combined with phone-Lic influences from English . 
The chief dialectal source of lII-jariJJ(Yf )ri" was the 
Yaraldi dialect . Host of the informants for -Lhis study 
belonged orir;iJlally to the Yn.raldi tribe , whic h ;tppears to 
have been the dominant dialect in Taplin ' s time. 1\11 avai1al)lo 
ear l y records 011 al l dialects h ave I)een lls()d here -Lo obtLliJl 
a reliable lexicon of words that lilUSt be considered basically 
Yaral d i . Tn the l atter sections of this study , therefore, 
the 1 Llnguage j . s 1'8 ferred -L 0 as ." Yaral di " . 
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'1 • 2 THE ~J !\ I (] ~ Ell I 
1 • 2 • 1 L 0 cat i 011 
The group of people now 1<nown as "~ ariJJ(9 )eri" 
originally occupied a.n area of land in South Austr;=tlia at 
the mouth of the MUlTay HiveI' and for some distance eastward 
a long tho coast . The total extent of their land is variously 
described in past records . Map I shows tho area as depicted 
in Tindalo (1 97 h ) . Some other wri tel's , in c lllCling Hadcliffe-
BrO\m(19l8) and Bernd t (1 9LIO ) have notex-Lended the range 
of the Yaraldi to the eastern shores of Lake Albert . Host 
ear l y writers considered the entire Coorong to have been 
~afiperi territocy ; Tindale r s " Meinta :I)k" tribe mCl.Y be a 
horde of the Coocont;' tribe , -Lhe Acmgani . 
The 1jarip.er i were bordl)red on the east by the ~arkat; 
on the northeast by the ~aIJaruku , ~ ayawuIJ and others often 
call ed -Lhe II Moru" Group , from their word for "m an"; on -Lho 
north\vest by -Lhe Peramal}k; on the southwest by the lower 
Kaurna; and on the e xtreme southeast by the 13u:J al ldidj . Note 
that the Kaurna and Peramaqk were separated culturally from 
the :tjafijle{i by the eastern boundary of the circumcision 
rite . 
First contacts 
The first contact between whites and the group of people 
living at En counter Bay bega.n about 1790 with the arrival of 
wha l ers . A wh a ling station was established about 1800, 
after whi c h contact continued sporadically between 
Aboriei n os and whites , wi-Lh little major alteration in the 
way of l ife of the native people .• 
III l 8L~0 Dr . J . Moorhouse , Protector of !\.boriginals , 
visi ted Encounter Bay and the western sh.ores of Lake 
Al exandrina . 
latter area : 
lI e cO\1l\1lent ed on the l anguage spoken in the 
"\\fe found it nearly the same as tha-L 
spoken at Encounter Day. They all 
belong to the saille family of language; 
They have the same prin ciple s of 
construction , so th<'lt the acquisition 
of one is the key to the whole . " 
1 . 2 . 2 J 
In the eal' ly 1840 ' s, Heverend H . A . E . Heyer , 
missionary of the Evangelical Lutheran Society of Dresden , 
spent two years with the people of Encounter Bay . In 184J 
he published a brilliant and extensive grammar of the 
language spoken by the people "in the vicinity of Encounter 
l3ay , and (\\lith slight variations) by those extending along 
the coast to the eastward cUHl [U'oUJld LQke Alexundrina , and 
for some distance up the Murray Hiver." The language 
described by Meyer was probably the relatively unaltered 
dialect of the Ra( : )miperi or Humiperi people , the horde 
(or tribe ) of El lcounter Bay . Meyer stressed the in~omplete-
ness of his work . He hoped to complete a full grammar and 
vocabulary " which shall contain all the words - which probably 
do not amount to more than JOOO to 4000" . lIe never 
compl eted this task, but tho grammar he did write is one of 
the best of the early grammars , containing a wealth of 
phonetic and morphological detail , examples of sentences , 
and syntactic information including an excellent account of 
a middl e voice con struction ( anti - passive), its use and 
tneaning . 
The Heverenu GeorEe Taplill established a mission at 
Point McLeay on the ea'stern shure of Lake Alexandrina in 
1 859 . To this mission came people from all the surroLUlding 
districts . This influx rapidly obscured the dialect , and 
perhaps even the language , groupings of the area ; but 
Taplin ' s "Narrinyeri" h ymns and bible , and the relatively 
inaccessible location of the mission at Point IvlcLeay served 
to pre:'3c~rve a spoke n lcUlp,'uage until \vel.l into the twentieth 
about the lallguage, people all d CUStOli lS of the lja r ipe:ci . 
According to Hadcliffe - Brown,(19l8 ) his sources were 
primarily frOl 1l the Yaralcli tribe , wi th a slight admixture 
0:[ t\vO others - the l'an,gani and the Portmvulell. 
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.\ . 2 . J Extent and Organization of the People 
According to Dr . N . Tinda l e (197 4 ), the l'jarip eri 
consisted of from 60 to 80 hordes . Ear l y records identify 
and name both trilJes and hordes. f.-Ieyer (1 84J ) and Radcliffe -
Drown (1 918 ) state that a horde name consisted of a place 
name with the added suffix -inyeri _II belonging" • Berndt 
(1940 ), Radcliffe - Brown (1 918 ) and Tinda l e (1 9J7 ) all agree 
on five main tribes , named as follows : 
AlAS 
1. Jitralde s8 Jaralde 
2 . Ta?allal un , Ta?anekald Sll Dangenegald 
J • Ra :)mir1eri T) S2 Rami p ejari 
Enc ounter Hay Tribe ( Hr own) 
4. Hargi , Ivarkend S1 Ivargi 
5 · Portaulun SJ J30rdawulung 
The status of the HamiJLyeri group is unclear . JvIeyer 
considered "Rarniperi "t o be a horde name, and Brown included 
"Ramip~eri" as an example of the formation of clan/ horde 
names . J3ut Uerndt and Tindale both identify the group at 
Enc oun ter Bay as a tribe c onsi sting of v ari ous horde s . 
Tindale suggests that a tribe existed at Encounter Bay named 
"Rormear " but that the h orde name callie to be used in place of 
the tribe name . The last speaker of ~afipe{i, James 
Kartiperi, considered the "Hultlipge(i" to l)e a g roLlp of 
];'ar}gani . There is insufficiellt evidence for any resolution 
of this problem . 
Brown and Tindale both record that originally a tribe 
name was a l so a language name . Hadcliffe - BrOlvn (1918) stated : 
tt Yara ldi is t h e name both of the tr i be and of the 
languago or dialect spokonlly the tribe . Th.o 
language is called Yaraldi tiryar , while the 
people who speak it are Yaraldi kald" . 
Kar tir e ri and ~unaypon , the best of the modern informants , 
both referred to their Imlguago as Yitraldi kald 
...... 
Karti Jl efi a l so referred to his oc c Llsi onall y . 
The tribes best h:nown to us are the Rallliperi , throug h 
i''leyer, t h e Yaraldi , through Taplin a nd common fjarip eri , and 
the ICLt)gani, through songs put)li shed by Tindale (19J5) . 
Unfortunately , the l anguage of TindLlle I s "Ivlilerum" sories of 
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songs is either too archaic or too different from the Yaraldi 
dialect for any eood translation . The main uso of the songs 
is in establishment of possible distinctive vmvel l~ngth , 
the occurrenco of consonant clusters and other phollological 
information . Identification of the languages of Warkend 
and Portawulun tribes as ~ariperi relies on Tindale (197 4 ) 
and Hadc liff 0 - 131' mVD ( 1918) . 
Hadcliffo - l3rown (1918) ;xLtompted to determine the 
original numbers and social organ,ization of the ~ a:r i)leri 
gr oup . He estimated that prior to 1 820 - the first small -
pox epidemic - the people numbered JOOO to 4000, with a 
population density of 'I to 1 . J per square mile . This 
c oncentration of people , according to HadcliIfe - BrOlvn, makes 
the area one of the most donsoly populated on the Australian 
continent . He estimated from 60 to 80 hordes averaging about 
Go people each . Each group occupied no more than SO square 
miles of territory , and sOllie h ad I"u c h less. The abundan ce 
of fresh 'vater , fish , fowl , ganl(~ and ve getable food of the 
Murray - Lakes area , not to mention the magnifi cently endowed 
Currong ( Ku{ill) -sal t ,.vater) , made the area most fav ourable 
for people existing in the IIlanner of tho Australian Aborigine. 
The area of each tribe , according to Tindale (197 4 ), 
is as folloh's. 
1 . 'Ralllipc)eri - At Encounter l3ay; west to Tunkalilla , east 
of Cape Jervis , }10unt Hayf ield and Inman valley; east 
to Mi~dleton , thence across to Goo lw a and Currency 
Creek . 
2 . Jaralde'kald , Jaralde (Yaraldi) - East side of Lake 
Alexandrina and Murray HiveI' from Loveday Bay to 
MobilollC' ; on Narrullg Peninsula ; oast to l'joningie . 
J . 'TaJ) ane /l(ald , 'TaIj- falun ( rcu)ani) - Narrow coastal strip 
along Coorong from Middleton south to Twelve Hile Point 
(north of King ston) ; inland only to ab out inner margin 
of first inland dune terrace (usu a ll y five to eight 
rtliJes) ; On islands in La 1(e Alexandrina, except eastern 
and western extremities of Ilindillarsh Jsland; at Meningie, 
south end of Lake Albert , Salt Creek alld Taratap . 
I.J G 
Lr.' Porta ' ulun - western bank of Hurray River from \.{ood 
Hill to \VelliJ'1gton and Pumanc.la Point; west to Grote 
Hill. 
5 . Harki ; Harkend - located north and west of Lake Alexandrina 
from Grote IIil l to Currency Creek ; on eastern and western 
extremities of Hindmarsh Island. 
These descriptions corr late with those of Radcliffe -
Brown (1918) . The dialectal areas are shOlvn in r-lap I I. 
1 . J THE LANGUAGE AREA 
1 . J . 1 Hurray l{iver Languages 
Several different groups of languages may be 
identified along the Murray River . These groups have some 
degree of rela ti onship to eac ll other , and lliarked difference s 
froll l their neighbours . 
we have 
Pr oce eding ups trealll fr om the mouth, 
1 . The ljarir ejeti at the Murray Mouth . 
2 . A group often l<:nown as the 11r-1eru 11 -possibly the 
~aralti , :tjal)uruku , ~ayawL1~ , ~await. The vocabulari('ls 
of these tribes , according to Tindale (197 4 ) reveal 
certain differences , but they seem to have been 
closely related to each other . 
J . A third possible lal1guage group may be distinguished 
from the early vocabularies , in the area of 11 Ned ' s 
Corner Station!! . This may be Erawirul] or possibly 
fjinto..it ; it is refelTed to occasionally as 11Yuyu 11 . 
Lj . • The Kure i ri (Tindale) or Keramin (early records) 
reportedly related to Mu1i -Mu~i . 
5 . Tlt r. Yita - Yitn. ( Jitd-Jito; Tilldale). 
Materials avail able OIl the u t-1eru 11 are quite extensive j 
J . Moorhouse ( 18 LI0) has provided a graillmatical sketch and 
a good vocabulary , apparently of the ljayawuJj. Of the 
remaining groups, very little call be determined of either 
phonology or grammar . Two Curr vocabularies exist of the 
Yita - Yita , with l ittle phonetic accuracy or consistency . 
Kureiri is represented by several word lists of little 
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phonetic worth; "Yuyu " is represented by v ocabulary and a 
two page grammar in Curr (1 886); but once again , the 
materials are phonetically of lit tle value. 
These five "Hurray" languages have a number of points 
of similarity . Al l begin words with "I" or " r"9 an unusual 
feature in Australian languages. All have word - final stops , 
and appear to have a large number of monosyllabic roots o 
Certain characterist i c verbs like "lew " _II si t" · occur in allo 
There are a number of similarities in the pronoun paradigms : 
all have ~ap(e) for 1 sg. S (or perhaps S and 0); all have 
I dual pronoun recorded as "l}e l" or "I}Yil"; 1 pl. "pin" is 
shared by all but ~afiJlefi . 
There are numerous grammatical and lexical differences 
amongst the languages s however 9 as well as phonological 
disparities. ~afiJlefi allows initial vowels, unlike Meru , 
but initial vO\vels are restricted to particles and pronouns 
( optional but coolmon). l'jati p e:ri has initial clusters , which 
none of the others a llows . Most words in ~arireri end in 
a cons onan t , wi th opti onal number sLlffix (sg 0) [-iJ usually 
suff i xed in citation form . In ~ayawuq , the final vowel is 
[-uJ but it is impossible to know whether the vowel is a 
s uff ix or a uniform root - final vowel. 
the citation form is consonant-final o 
In the Kureiri group 
It may be that all 
roots are consonant - final in these languages 9 with common 
suffixation of number taking place in only the first two; 
b ut the materials are so bad for " Yuyu" , Kureipi and Yita-
Yita that little can be surmised. Comparison of these 
languages might h ave been very fruitful. For instance , 
c ogna te form s may be seen in IJafipefi: II ,drek" -c ut; KureiJli : 
" tharin " -knife; Yi ta - Yi ta : II ~}ari " - knife . Forllls such as 
ljari )leri "krill1.te ll -\vhi te cockatoo sKureiJ1.i "runth", Yi ta - Yi ta 
"kunthll s uggest phonological correspondences irllpossible to 
trace further. A sample of the sort of correspondence is 
as folJoh's. 
1 . 3 . 1 8 
;tj a t: il'l e r i N" ayaw uIj Yuyu Kuroipi Yita-Yita English , j 
1)uke 1) uJd<:o 1) ookoo J)ook J)u: g water 
plolllbi mar 10 mar,.varl rJlu r ( a l) maor I oar 
kele k e llu chelli ge ll dog 
A lexical comparison don e on a 90-word list by 
R . M.W . Dixon (unpublished) reveals the following pattern. 
I . l'}a:ripefi 
- 20% 2. 
- " 5% 
14 
20 
11 
71 
llj 
60 - - 23% 
1 6 
6 0 - 27% 
l'} ayaw uJ) 
3. Yuyu 
L~ . Kure ipi 
50 Yita - Yita 
Verb counts are approximat e ly t h e same as overall vocabulary. 
Dixon noted that the probable distance betweOll those 
lang uages , assumed from l exical comparison , suggests a chain 
of lang uage s extending up tho }lurray in the order 2 , 3 , lj" 5 ,1 -
that is, with ~a{ireri permute~ to final position. Lexical 
f i g ures indic ate that languages L, and 5 might have been 
genetically related; the other lexical scores r flect 
Dixon ' s postul ated e quilibrium range (1 967 ) for areas of 
diff usi on . Certainl y ~a:rireri seems to have borrowed very 
little from its n earest n eighbour, ~ayaw w). The whole 
picture, t ake n together with a l egend of movemen from up -
river to the present loc ation at th Murray mouth, is 
s ugges tiv e of fair ly recent sett l e ment by the ~atipeti in 
their present locat ion. 
A lo gond ~ mi grat ion by the ~ariperi pooplo down tho 
Murray Hiver is given by HadcliJfe-JJrown (1 918 ), TiJlda l o 
(1937) a nd by modern infor mants . RaLlcliffe-Brown recorded 
t h e following account : after travelling down the Hurray, 
the J araldi pe ople said, II Yarawalal}an, II _II lV-here sh all we go 
now?II ; the Aa.J.}(ul)an said , in their dialect : Ta;tawalan 
w1.7" - II\vher e shall we gO i " - and their descendants thus 
acquir e d their t r ibal names . 
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James Ka"(tip e{i and David ljunaypon gave a slightly 
dif£erent version of this legend : a people as numerous and 
fierce as ants descended on their ancestors. In the £ace of 
this invasion, the people \yho were most warlike - the ;L'aIJgani-
said they would £ight their W<1.y down river to new larld. The 
Yaraldi, less warlike, said they ,,' ould follow. This latter 
story has a ling uistic correlate : the root ".1ial, g " is cognate 
with "A a1}g -ul" - stand (the -u l root is the onJ.y attested one, 
but there is ~lllp l e evidence that c- ul] is a productive de-
transi ti vi zer ) . The word " Y<1.r" means "back " , "LJ eh.inLl" . The 
like 1 ihoocl that a tribe might acq uire a nalne fr Om the verb 
"stand" is enhanced by the occurrence o£ a horde ll a me 
IILewip e r i " - "l ew ll - sit . A possible etyillol ogy for 'I Yaraldi
ll
-
fr 0 m II yar" -back, -a),~ -pos s (1 oc) aJ. s 0 arise s ; but the inter-
d ental £eature does not appear to be present . 
1 • J . 2 Languages Surrounding the Hurray 1-{iver Group 
The ~ariperi are in close proximity with the lower 
Kaurna of the Cape Jervis area ~ Berndt (19LIO) clai lll ed that 
the two groups shared lIa common culture". This claim is 
not substantiated with respect to the Kaurna or the Adelaide 
plains, for whom the ~ a{jJ1e ti had little liking. Only one 
rnarri age between a Ijaripe{i man a nd a Kaurnn. WOI118.n is reported 
in the literature; it is said to have been a£ter the arrival 
o£ the white man, and to have been a failure. [-J o\yev er , the 
Kaurna o£ Cape Jervis are known to have spoken a significantly 
di£ferent dialect from the larger group , so that Berndt ' s 
claim is not a ltogether impossible. J There is nO evidence 
of signi£icant lexical, morphological or BTallllnatical simi-
larity between ~<1.riperi and the Kaurna languago. 
On the southeast, the ~a1Jgani (or I'-1eintank) encounter 
the Buryanditj . Dixon (unpublished) £ound only 15% similarity 
in lexical comparison o£ ~ar~~eri <1.nd Buryanditj. It is worth 
noting, hO\yever , that in tlli s neighb ouring l<l11.guage bound 
pronouns occur , and that they appear by their form to be 
ancient. Ily cont rast , the l'jar :iperi £orrnR consist of the free 
forlll pronouns adapted as clitics either by addition o£ the 
vO\yel II all or by omission of the initial consonant . It seems 
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lil<:ely t h at t h e i'jariperi forms are of recent origin , perhaps 
from influence of n eighbourin g B Ul) andi tj. 
It has b ee n suggested that the point of origin of 
the ~ariperi mi ght h a v e been up the Darling River . There 
is, however , a l ack of any l ex i cal or grammatica l similarity 
between it a n cl the Da : k e ndj i gr oup of that area . (Herc us -
pers on a l communi c a t i on) • 
TIlere are several points of simi l arity betwe n ~ar­
i Jl e [i and the Vi ctor i an IIKulin" l a n g u ages studi ed uy lIercus 
(1 967 ). The shift of stress fron l first to second syllable 
over a s ing l e sonorant is ment i on d for Wemba Wemba ; several 
l~ey words occur in both Murray and Kulin l anguages ; ini tial 
" l" a nd" r " occur in both gro up s ; 
mon feature . 
a five-vowel system is a com -
Dr . L . Hercus h as analyzed the linguistic affiliations 
of the language s of the u pper }lurray , in t Il e ligh t of new 
ev idence on Nari Nari (forthcomin g ). She has identified 
the latter language as a member of the Kulin group . This 
recent Ivork ma.kes more definite her s tatement of 19()9 : 
IIJ araldi - type lan guages appear li ke a wedge anlid the Kulin 
l ang uage s II. Hercus suggested that Yaraldi - type languages 
h a d links a long the Upper Murray and right Over to Gj,ppsland . 
The fe at u re SOlen ti one dare f iv e v owe 1 phon eme s , c ondi t i oned 
vowe l l ength , prolific occurrence of interdental consonilllts , 
a strongly roll ed a l veolar r hoti c . Further , in the Gippsland 
lang uaees , re t rof l exes (th o u gh scarce ) are marked by central -
i zat ion of preceding vowels . It is difficult to assess 
these sinlilarities ; certainl y they arc wort h noting -
combined with a cOlllmon tendency to initial clusters , t h ey 
a liI OLlll t La <l si gni fi can t degree of si lI1i 1 ari ty . Ce rtainly 
lja[ipe [ i Illay ue con sidered originally to have been a lang u·age 
of the Upper Murray , not the l"'[urray mouth; contact with 
l a n guages of the Gippsl a nd area mi g h t h ave occurred over l one 
periods before llIi grat ion . 
1 " 
1 . I~ THE LANGUAGE TODAY 
. 4 . 1 Viability 
The blend of dialects known as ~ariJleri , though 
impressively attested in past grammars, is now lost as a 
spoken 1 a Jl guage . Many of the pre son t genera ti on remeilibor 
the old people speaking fluently, but they agroe that 
problems botween the generations prevented tho older people 
fr Olll speaking the 1 anguaE,G out sido thGir o~vn gr oup and 
inhibitod any curiosity felt by the youth . Only v oc ab ulary 
items COllsisting of noun and vorb roots Illay nOlv be obtained. 
1 . 4.2 Influence of English on ljariperi 
James KartiFe{i, thG major informant for this study , 
spoke short sontences and phrases much affectGd by English; 
the en tire case system of ~ariJleri I"as unknown to him , 
although he claimed to have spokGn the language continually 
as a young man . CasGs occur in only a fGW fossilizGd phrases, 
such as 1<:ul-i - nant - on 
lhead)(sE; .J (~bl.) 
syntax of Kartiperi ' s 
the head. For a full discussirul of 
tne spGoch , see Yallop (1975) . 
From the point of view of phonetics , a nUlllber of 
interesting deve lopments can be observed . 
There has been los s of the rhotic distinction. It is 
interesting that the rhotic now thought to be characteristic of 
~a{ipe{'i is a brief tap - seemingly post - alveolar. N one of 
the modern inforlllants produce the heavily rollGd rhotic of 
Tjunaypon and Kartipyeri, al though }Jr s. lVi I s on was a,V'are of 
it . There is SOme awareness that a retroflex continuant , 
quite similar to the English rhotic , occurred in occasional 
words. Only a fow of thesG are preserved consistently by 
s(~veral illforrll<lnts . Most inforlll<lJlts produce a tap or flap 
r~lotic whenever the.y wish to approximatG IIreal" Tja{i;)lo{'i 
pronunciation . It is apparGnt that a tap or flap allophono 
has 1101v beGl1 extended tu nlany enVirOl'lIliellts in which it did 
not originally occur . This h as likely takGll placo OVGn in 
the word "Tjarip e r ill, which was uniformly spoIled in the past 
as if the two rhotics differed , tho first always 
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represented by "rr ll. 
Host retrof l exes h ave been losto We cannot be sure how 
prevalent retroflexes were in the language . Spectrographic 
work and Ka, tipet'i 1s e v idence suggest that the language had 
a reasonable occurrence of retroflex consonants, but certainty 
is difficult without articulatory evidence . All retro -
f l exes marked with certainty in the lexi con COme from un -
challengeable taped evidence from Kartip eri , Hrs. Wilson , 
or ~unaypon , from texts provided by Tindale (1940) , or 
from Dr . Hercus ' s field notes . Usually a cOlnbillation of 
several of these sources underlies retroflexion marked with 
certainty ill the lexicon . The loss of retroflexes argues 
oither scal.'city or restricted functional load not now discernible. 
Loss of retroflexion appears to have proceeded in 
several ways . 1{11.ere a retr of lex COns onant occ urred as the 
second member of an initial cluster, two developments have 
taken place : (I)retroflexion is simply lost, providing 
forms like [ nmaeng - i ] ( mud) from \!"r.laeng - i]; (l.)the co-articula-
tion alone is retained , to provide consonant + rhotic 
cluster in forms like (1-cralbul -~ (lJread) from [kJ.a~bul -~ . 
This latter development is probably reinforced by analogy : 
" r " is predominantly the second member of an initial cluster. 
\{here a retroflex consonant occurred post - vocalically , a 
process of "unpacking" appears to have taken place . The 
first stage provides a cluster "rhotic + consonant II ; the 
second stage reflects English influence in the loss of the 
rhotic , with lengthening of the vowel . Thus hie have records 
and taped Occurrences of U-co : J;-i] (man) -Black (1917) and 
[ko : rn -~ - l(a(tipe{i ; modern informants give only UO : n-~. 
Equally , [?elat - iJ ( egg) - past records and tapes and [ pelu."\:t-i] 
- Hrs . \vilson , and [ pela . t - i]- rnodern informants . Inter-
vocalically, retroflexes are completely lost; lengthening 
is slight and inconsistent , a .nd rhotics never emerge as a 
trace . Thus there is movement toward the phonemic centralized 
vowel)as the conditioning enviroHlnent is lost . 
Al though partial loss of in terden tal son ora[1 t s 
has occurred , it is less momentous than loss of retroflexes o 
A few inforlllants in Adelaide rernember the interdental 
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son orant s . Primarily it is the \vomen who provide this 
inf orma ti on; only one man , Uertie Pinkie , produced inter -
dental "n" fairly consistently , and none of the men articulated 
the lateral. lJy contrast, all the \voman articulated inter-
dental "I" and " n" or recognized it. With sOllie informants , 
of course, it is difficult to distinguish these consonants 
in the field . It appears likely that interdentals have been 
lost by the Illen for social reaSOns - they have been in 
contact wi th EnGlish more , aJld thor(~ is perhaps more pressure 
011 thelll to avoid the "odd" articulation . Some lamino-
palatal sonorrults are now articulated as interdentals . 
The alveolar lateral has been affected . Informants 
ref l uct EngU_sh influence in producing a predomiJlantly clear 
initial lateral and a dark final lateral . lift th ini tial 
laterals , this <.trticulatioll makes <.tuditory identification 
of laminals difficult; with final laterals it eliminates 
all hope of distinguishing retroflexes on the basis of quality . 
Contrastive vowe l length has been introduced, as 
noted , At least one minimal pair is now known to modern 
informants : [ lIIa :{ a ] - sister and GnQ ca] - hancl. The relation-
ship of this pair , di1ferentiF:l.ted solely by vowel leng'th , 
\vcl.s commented on by several inforiliants, Taplin includes 
"llIari" (hand) in his vocal.Julal'Y along with "turni" . Meyer 
includes OJlly "terni" , Of the informants of the 1960 ' s , 
only Mrs . Hilson and Mrs . IIarrison knew "mara" as the ~vord 
for "hand". Mrs . R . lq:opipe(i was definite that the 
~a{ipet i word was (J;+il-Q- i] , and Mr.D. Kartiperi, a 1976 in.formant, 
remarl(ed that the word [ ma-caJ came into ~ari.re[i recently 
II ir 0111 somewhere out we s t" . The appearaJ1ce of olle minilllal 
pair through I)orrowin g illustrates the relativity 01 the 
status " contrastive ". Particular l y in Australian languages, 
it is of II10re interest to know the extellt to which seGmenLs 
are contrastive thrul to cleterJllilJe al>solllte phollemic status . 
Tt is quite possilJle that SOnIe of the apparent Illinimal pairs 
in Meyer ' s vocabulary represent minimal pairs distinguished 
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by vowel length - it is impossible now to know . But since 
vowel length , in its major role in the language , can be 
predicted , it rna)' be considored non - phonemic . If a contrast 
does occur it is of such minor importance that it can be 
ignored in the phonology . 
Extensive contact with English for years could 
only have accelerated the deve l opment of distinctive mid 
vowels . Taplin ' s bible and vocabulary undouhtedly influence 
pronunciation today . Equally, although early evidence exists 
of interderrninate unstressod vOlvels , reduction of these 
vowels to schwa could only have been enhanced by English 
contact . 
• 
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NOTES 
1. Taplin noted that the word meant "humankind", and was 
used to refer to any blackfellow at all, regardless 
of his lanGuage . Meyer included it in his vocabulary 
as "h.umankind", relatinG it etymologically to the 
word "narr " - raw , plain, complete . 
2 . The initial syllab le of this name is uncharacteristic 
of the Y~ralrti Inn ?uago . David ~unaypon ' s father was, 
however, from a differellt tribe; David spoke his mother ' s 
lang u age in infancy . 
J . It i s of interest that the modern t)ari51.e{i informants 
pronounce this name [k ;,: na] . Since the ljc:q:iJ1eti word 
for "man" is ( k :):ni J ( fon nerly [ko :lj- :iJ ) with <l. plural 
[ko : .r: - a rJ, there is a possibility that the ll ame derived 
from I')al' i p e ri. There is no trace of the etymology of the 
name in availab le kaurna materials . 
2. THE YARALDI LEXICON 
The vocabulary used in this study, henceforth termed 
the lexicon, includes only words derived from tapes, their 
associated fieldnotes , and fieldwork. Although forms have 
been determined in the light of information from different 
dialect sources 9 the goal has been to establish as uniform 
u Yaraldi vocabulary as possible. 
2.1 SOURCES 
2.1 . 1 Early Hecords 
The first person to write of the ljaripe{i was 
Reverend B . A. E. Meyer. Meyer IS granlt1Jar and v ocabulary of 
the Ramiperi dialect have been thoroughly investigated in 
the course of this study •. Meyer's record of vowel and con-
sonant length is extremely useful in phonological analysis 
of present Yaraldi-based materials . He included phonetic 
comment as well as morphological and syntactic information. 
Taplin's published material is of less use, but he 
did record the interdental stop omitted by Meyer. Taplin 
recorded it mainly initially , but even this small contribution 
to the identification of interdentals is helpful. In most 
other respects9 Taplin appears to have drawn heavily on 
Meyeris grammar and to have added little additional information. 
Taplinis gralllmar has been studied in detail by Yallop and 
Grimwade (197L~). 
A number of minor studies or word lists contain scanty 
phonetic information . Moorhouse (18~G) quoted the nine 
pronouns frolll " Encounter Dayll in his comparative tuhle -
possibly obtained from Meyer. Wyattvs Adelaide vocabulary 
in IV-oods (1879) includes a nUll lber of words frulII Encoullter 
Uay. There are a fel" incidental wurds by Police Trooper 
Moriarty in Taplin (1879) . Eylmann (1908) quoted words from 
"Narrinyeri", probably based On his own field work. Kin 
terms are availaQle frolll a number of early authors and in 
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later work by Radcliffe - Brown 9 Berndt and Tindale o 
The orthography of early writers cannot be fully 
understood , even with the help of modern information. 
Meyerrs vocabulary is the most useful record before the 
time of Black (1917 ) . Be cause he marke d v owe 1 and con-
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sonant length, one of the variables generally indicated by 
early "r" is eliminated . With Meyer 9 only the rhotic itself9 
retroflexion , or vowel quality need be considered o Ilis 
record of length includes both length and raising 9 so that 
both [ l)a : p-i] (1st sg . S) and [:raeIl1J (tell) have vowels marked 
by length. 
Certain spelling conventions recur in the early 
rec ords 0 The central low vowel [ a ] is usually written "u"; 
[ ae] i s usually " a" ; the tense mid front vowel ( e:J with 
characteristic "y" off - glide is written "ai" (as in"braid"); 
[ aynJ becomes "ine". The central vowel [±] is " ir" , "er" 
"u" , "e " ( occasionally) or "all ( to Meyer only). Unusually, 
the retroflex continuant is II rr" in both Meyer and Taplin, 
while the flap allophone of t!J.e trilled rhotic, and probably 
the tap allophone of the retroflex are represented by II r ". 
This is the reverse of the convention often adopted by 
early writers , but is recorded also by Hercus (1907) and 
Simpson ( unpublished) for \vemba Henlba and Kaurna , respectively. 
The convention probably captures a durational contr a st, 
ignoring manner of articulation o It thus merges the 
continuant retroflex and trilled alveolar rhotics , distinguish-
ing them frolll their allophones, the tap retroflex and flap 
al ve olar . 
Nasal + stop sequences are impossible to distinguish 
in early records . The velar nasal is spelled ling" , but as 
stops in non - homorganic clusters in nominals are voiced , 
IIngll is ambiguous o 
Except for Meyer's It "'II o , 
for recording central vowels . 
there was no early convention 
The use of II r II t 0 indi cat e 
v owel quality is completely inscr utable , as [ er] sequences 
are common in the language . 
There are several distinct II spelling" clues to inter-
dentals , but no ear l y convention for recording. Imere a 
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doubled consonant occurs in j>.'Ieyer ' s record , cUe in-Ler -
dental mu st be considered . Even writers who did not 
mark leJl gt h independently, hut Ll sed dOl,1l'~led CO ll sonant s p 
often record interdentals by doubled consonant s . For 
instance, Moorhouse lists a large number of words for 
:tjay,awl.lll wi th ini tial "1" - a nd a n eq ual n ulliber wi -L It ini tial 
"11" . One of the latter is "llewin " - sit, in which an 
initial interdental later a l h as been determined for Yaraldi. 
The convention II dI" is also s u spic ious , a lthough it is 
difficult to distinguish froll1 pre - stopping . Heyer sometimes 
records interdental sonorants \"ith his convention for Ill ark -
ing length . Thus h e g iv es l} a fu (1 sg . O) for l}a 1;!i. It 
seems that interdental articulation appears to the careful 
ob server to illV 01 v e incroa~ed dura t ion 
2 . '1 . 2 Later Hecords 
The modern era in transcription began with the 
vocabularies of J . N . B l ack (1 917 ) (1 920). J31 ack , who was 
familiar with the IP/\' system , provided two rather short 
voc abularies of "ljaripyer i" . They contain -Lhe first record 
of non - alveolar sonorants. He not ed (1 920 ) that he h ad in 
the past recorded a certain " s in g l e consonant sound" by either 
II rI" II dl II or II 11" • Black ' s description of the " singl e 1" 
seems to indicate a retroflex , b ut his statellient is intrigu-
ing l y imprecise : 
liThe tongue is no-L so mu ch reflexed as for 
" r ", nor is it pushed so far back on the 
palate, but . .•• • the preceding vowel is 
indistinct in quality, owing to -Lhe 
peculiarly elevated position of the 
tongue, so that one feels in doubt whether 
it s hould be represellLed I)y II a" , " a " 
II 0. ", " :> II or evell II E. II • II 
IJlack settlecl on "dl" as the consistent representation of 
the lateral , an d "oe" as the usual vowel . Unfortunn.te l y , 
he recorded both the retroflex and interdental laterals with 
hi s cOlJv8ntion . l lTom Black, therefore , we h ave basically 
"non-alveolar " as a feature on [n] and [ l ] along with a very 
valuable record cUld discussion of t he two rhotics. Black 
was familiar with Meyer , so his record of length must be 
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treated with caution . 
Dr . N . Tindale (1 9J5 ) (19J8 ) used a phonetic script 
dp.veloped by tllo South Austr a lin n J\l11.'5eum . He pu[)lished 
two texts, "Prupe and Kooromang , a Tangani Legend" (19J8) 
and "The Legend of 1,fayungarj" Yaraldi Tribe , Lake Alex-
andrina , South Australia" (19J5). The latter leeend is 
the most useful material available . It was printed in the 
version transcribed by Tindale , and then in a versioll 
provided by the infortllallt, Fran]~ Dlacktlloor . TIL result is 
a I ellethy te xt in tVJO c omparabl e v ersi on s, to be interpreted 
in the light of information from the lexicon. 
Tindale ' s transcription indicates vowel length and 
quality . The record of the rhotics cOlltains discrepancies-
it is not always clear that vowel quality isn ' t slipping 
into the record . Tindale does not include interdental 
sonorants, and his record of the interdental stop does not 
correspond to TJJ.ackl1l00r's spelling - which is often confirmed 
in the lexicon . The lJ1ethod of articulation of the inter-
dental stop may account for its omission in some envirollments. 
(li' or discussion see section 6 . 2 .1.1 ) SeveJ,'nl interdental 
sonorants are nlarked as rotroIlexes , a problem that also 
plagues recorc1ing of the lexicon . Thus from Tindale ' s record 
we must often be content with a feature "non-nlveolar" ,but 
not further specified . 
Taped Material 
The main body of information '''ns made avail a ille by 
Dr . Luise Harcus , who continueu and completed collection of 
material lJegun by Dr . C . Ellis in 196J . The taped material 
consists of interviews with tIl<) last spenkel' of I')ari) I et,:i , 
James iJrookes Knttiperi . 
difficulties of interpreting them are discussed in Yallop 
(1975) . The lI1ain difficulties from the point of view of 
pholletics nre the indistinct voice allu -Lhe deafr.ess of tlw 
i llforn l8nt . I.llterviewers had little? opportunity to question 
h ill l or to reproduce the sounds for satisfactory ide ntificntioll . 
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Thus even for taped material? the information is poor. 
Further taped material provided by Dr. Hercus was 
collected in Adelaide in 196LI--1965 by Elaine Treagus. The 
following informants contributed. 
1. David ~unaypon : David spoke the language less 
fluently than Kartiperi, if he could be said to speak it at 
a ll . His mother was a Yaraldi speaker, but fj"unaypon had 
been educated in English and had ueen away for man y years~ 
He could be questioned, but his knowledge was limited; his 
chief contributions were not in phonetics, but in 1ll0rph-
ology. The tapes are not of good quality because of the 
guttural v oice of the inf ormant and background noise. 
2 . Mrs . Rehecca Wilson : Mrs . Wilson could not provide 
any sentences, but she knew a number of words. She was 
a Yaraldi speaker, and an extreme l y valuable and intelligent 
informant . She provided 86 words of basic vocabulary, 
taking extreme care to teach the intervie~ver exactly how 
to say the words correctly. To this end? she ropeated , 
described , discussed and spelled the sounds. The tapes 
are clear and the voice of the informant clear . Here 
retroflex consonill,ts may be identified with certainty. 
3. Walter McHughes : Vocabulary given coincides with that 
of other. inf ormill, t s • McHughes deviates somewhat in pronun-
ciation 9 however , particularly in the lack of centralization 
on certain vowels. This may be retention of some dialectal 
difference, or it may represont inaccurate memory . In the 
latter case, MclIughes was producing the sound h e thought 
was correct, and his evidence is worth consideration . 
Those vowols ho produced un contralized seolll, in terllls of 
oLher information, to be correct . Contributed 10 2 words . 
4 . Mrs . Alison Lovegrove: Provided 17 words, largely 
in agree\TIent with other informants . 
5 . i'1ike Goll an : Said to be from the Currong, but no 
dialectal differences noted . Mr . Gollan knew 1 8 words . 
6 . Mrs . S . Harrison : 
with other inIormants . 
Thirty words provided, in agree ment 
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7 . H . Karpiney : 56 words , spelled and discussed . Inter-
de~tals at least suspicious on Lhis tape . 
8 . Mrs . Ann Rankin : 22 words 
9 . Bert Pinkie : J6 words collected by R . M. W. Dixon (1974 ) 
Accompanied by field notes . A number of interdental nasals 
recocded . 
Some field notes are available on these early tapes, 
but in general the tapes alone provide the Norldng material 
Lack of articulatory information is a for this study . 
great problem . Hany of the most perplexing words have been 
lost, not to be remembered now even with prompting . 
Nouns generally occur on tapes in citation form; 
they are thus usually suffixed with the singular morpheme 
[-i J Some nouns occur in short sentences or phrases, Ivhere 
they are commonly unsuffixed . The principle is given by 
Kartip e { i, who says : "when one fellow is talkjng to another, 
he leaves off the "i'''' . Some verbs occur in citat ion form , 
suffixed wi th the present tense morpheme la Q-] , but 
perhaps even more were collected in the purposive inflection 
[- u{ aem J Thus no alternations in the voicing pattern of 
f i nal consonants is obtainable o This uniform mode of 
occurrence also produces stereotyped patterns of vowel and 
cons on an t length 0 The occasional imperative verb introduces 
variety ; but the songs. and several rambling unglossed 
monolog ues by Ka{tip e { i , are the only unself - conscious 
e v i dence On nouns and verb s. 
2 • 1 • L~ Pi e 1 ell.; ork 
A small amoW'lt of fieldwork was done in conjunction 
with this study . Ten days in all were devoted to obtaining 
any remaining phonetic information from elderly people in 
Adelaide and Point McLeay . Considerable interest and 
enthus i asm for the language exists amongst the younger 
people , sons and daughters of informants visited by Hercus 
w~d Ell i s in the 1960's . 
2 . 1 .4 22 
From the people in Adelaide it was possible to 
obtain articulatory information on a siz~able vocabulary . 
Effects of English on their articulation of consonants has 
been described in section 1 . 4 . 2 . 
as follows . 
The main informants were 
1. Mrs . Veronica Brodie : Go words clearly articulated 
and discussed . Careful examination of the material 
prov i ded by her mother , Mrs . Rebecca Wilson (1965). 
Immense help in discussing articulation of consonants 
with other informants and in guiding interviews . 
2 . Mrs . Edna Rigney : 47 words . 
J . Mrs . Bela Dodd and Mr . Ted Rigney : together these 
two very enthusiastic people managed to recall 12J words . 
4 . Mrs . Violet Rankin : J8 words . 
5 . r-'i.~s . Rose K(.opipe(.i : 69 words . Mrs . Kropineri is 86 
years old, the oldest person interviewed . Help in 
discussions with her was provided by Mr . Graham Wilson, 
who himself remembered many words . 
6 . Mrs . Oscar Ka(tire(i : 126 "ords . 
2 . 2 COMPOSITION OF THE LEXICON 
There are 5J2 words in the lexicon. Of these , 217 
are verb roots , includi ng (some postulated) stative verb 
roots exemplified in such expressions aa priuk - uo-el-it 
lC old)(pre s) ~c on t:J l!1.e) 
(he is cold) and ~g- urre ~-it (his mind is wandering) . 
lOld) /pre s ~c on t J l he) 
There are J0 1 noun roots (ru1.d stems) in the lexicon. 
A category "adjective " cannot be clearly distinguished on 
1 present e v idence . In fact, in Ka{tipe{i' s use, adjectives, 
modifying nouns and stative verbs are impossible to 
differentiate. At least one derivational process that applies 
to apparent modifying nouns and stative verbs also applies 
to nouns . Thus , a causative suffix - uwar appears to derive 
a verb : WrIJ]-uwar-e J,- it, ; but we also have paJ)-llh'ar 
l bac.9 (caus .) l cont .) U t ) rain caus. 
( It ' s raining) . Modifying nouns often bear full case 
marking for an NP . 
2 . 2 2J 
There are IJ uninflecting particles of time and 
directiono They may be used to predicate location or 
direction of movement , 
directional nominals. : 
and may thus be de sign ated 
rl o l tuw -£1-1 t ] ( I ' m going up , L .... up ... be r I'll 
go up }. The latter gloss accounts for Meyer's "intention" 
particle " e l". 2 
Most verb roots are monosyllabic . TIl.ere are J8 
disyllables in the lexicon , most of which are clearly 
derived stems involving a productive suffix [-u~, which 
functions as a detransitivizer . Occasionally a suffix 
[-iy] appears , distinguishing transitive stems . 
to be an archai c forlll . An open class of roots 
by [- uwarJ; none are included in the lexicon . 
It appears 
is derived 
Most noun roots are monosyllabic , but 10J disyllables 
occur i n the lexicon . Most of these involve four or five 
very similar final syllables that rllay be analyzed syn-
chronically as suffixes . There is ~ very small number of 
roots and sterns of three an.d four syllables. 
2 . J SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
Most noun and verb roots in the lexicon are monosyllabic . 
2 • J • 1 Possible syllable structures : 
Suffixes 9 particles and free form pronouns - (C) V C (C)J 
Monosyllabic noun and verb roots -(C) C V C (C) 
Other syllables flexible within ( C) (C) V (C) (C) 
with the proviso that final syllables end in consonants. 
The op-Lion of an addi tional syllable exists for all 
nouns through suffixation of the number morphemes: -i (sg.); 
-I r;( g ) ( dual) ; - a { ( pl.) . These morphemes possibly derive 
from the third person pronouns , ~vhich in turn may derive 
frol1l the demonstratives o The correspondence of -Lhird person 
pronouns and number morphemes may be seen below . 
Pronoun 
Jrd. sg . 
d ual 
pI ural 
ki i1 
kIl} ( g ) 
ka( 
NUlIluer llIorpheme 
- :i 
-11) (g) 
-at: 
2.J . 2 
2.J . 2 TIle Structure of the Singular Morpheme 
Both the shape and the meaning of the final suffix 
on nouns ln -cne slngular create difficulties. Meyer never 
identifies the final -i suffix as the singular suffix, 
although he identifies both the dual and plural . lIe speaks 
of a final -i on singular nouns that must be "c ast offll to 
obtain thc root. Ka{tipe[i insists on omission of the 
suffix whenever "singular" is not presumed, and in fact once 
r'. 
equates the final -i specifically \vith the meaning "oneil :J 
Ka:ctiperi rejects any such form as (nil) gael) kOl:--i) (two-man), 
remarking that the -j means only one man. Additionally, the 
suffix - ay (possibly a variant of -i ) i s identified both 
by Heyer and MoorhoLlse as a "restrictive". I h~ave chosen to 
interpret this suffix as an optional singular morpheme because 
of its 'pattern of occurrence on tape, because of the regulari ty 
imposed by such a solution, and because of evidence of a 
somewhat different underlying form. 
for and against this solution . 
Thera are arguments both 
There are several reasons for suggesting that the fin a l 
-i did not originally represent a singular lIIorphcllle. stops 
in final clusters in noun roots behave peculiarly in the 
environment preceding - i. Before all other vowel-initial 
suffixes the stop is voiceless; before -i it is voiced - as 
it is when unsuffi xed . Further, final -i occurs (although 
never on tape) optionally on pronouns in both singular and 
plural, and on some adjectives where no nun~er spccification 
is suggested. Finally, -i on nominals is a common feature in 
the Hurray River area and in the Kulin l anguages . Hercus 
( 1 9(7 ) view s final -i in 14erkaia as an incrcmen t tor oot s , of 
phonological import only , and has noted certain liulin 
languages differing from each other only by the presence of 
this final syllable. 
It is possible that Yaraldi initially had, or acquired , 
this final -i suffix without the meaning nOw suggested. The 
presence of other final vow e ls on kin terms and detccted in 
this paper in disyllabic stems suggests that the final -i 
was acquired or generalized after the movement to cOhsonant-
final roots had taken place . It seems likely that acquisition 
2 .J. 2 
of a singular signification may have partially motivated this 
generalization . Certainly similarity in form between - i and 
~ (Jrd sg. pro .), combined with analogy from the corres-
pondence of other number morphemes to the third person 
pronouns might encourage growth of the number signification . 
Phonemic representation of final -i is difficult to 
determine . There are several possibilities . 
(1) A forn l [-i:~J or[e : y~ l occurs on tape from both 
Ka{tipe{i and ~ unaypon. Mrs . Hankin insi st s that the final 
suffix On nouns is [-i : ~]. This may be a further step in 
equat ing the suffix with the third person pronoun , and thus with 
the number signification - it may be a recent development or 
a dialectal form. Furtherillore , the presence of a fina l 
consonant would regulariz e the form of the suffix ; it is the 
only non-archaic form in the lang uage which is vowel-final. 
(Althoug h note that the norm realization of /ar / , the plural 
morpheme, i s simply [-a :J ). 
( 2 ) The final consonant may be present but need not be /t/ . 
... 
Representation as / - iy/ would also regu l arize the form . Since 
the third singular bound form pronoun /-i~/ alternates with 
/ -iy/ in the l anguage (a s in - iija..p .-v.iyaJ~, Jrd sg . 0 , and -iij 
~ iyi (d emonstrative pro . V, it would be quite reasonable to 
6 
represent the s ing ular ending as -i y . This possibil i ty is 
supported by the existence of an audib l e glide in such forms 
as /yaQ-~i / + /kO~l/ ). Cy~~iY01.:J (ol d + man :> old man) . 
The evidence for a consonant - final form here supports 
int erpretation as the singular morpheme. Yet I have chosen 
to represent the final syllable as a vowel, realized either 
as tense [ i{ :)J or as [ e (:) YJ and to consider the y - glide to be 
inserted . This retains for the f in al syllable its anomolous 
position in the language ; it seems likely that it functions 
as the singular morphe me in ~ lIIarginal way - a significat i on gained 
by default , perhaps , as suffixation of the other number 
morphemes became common . 
2 . L~ STH.ESS 
2.4. 1 Primary Stress 
strong primary stress Occurs on the first syllable of 
a word . Only in a few words is this pattern broken, and only 
on these is stress marked . Uns tressed vowels are schwa , whic h 
2G 
is retained even in slow and careful pronunciation except 
for the occasional emergence of a reduced [ a J. The mid 
vowels occur in invariant form primarily in initial 
syllable s ; it may be that they n e ver reduce . 
In all words in which stress does not occur on the 
initial syllable, a fairly equal distribution of stress on 
first and second syllables may be observed . It appears 
that a shift of stress takes place Over a single sonorant 9 
yielding syllables with equal stress . 
discussed fully in section J . l. 
This phenomenon is 
2 • L~ . 2 Sec ondary Stre ss 
There are very few roots in the lexic on Ov er t\vO 
syllables in length o In disyllabic stems , the vowel of the 
second syllable is unstress e d and often reduced . Nominal 
stems in particular contain reduced vowels; typically the 
verbal suffixes contain vowe ls that may be disting uished. 
Secondary stress occurs on the third syllable of a word, and 
apparently again on the fifth. Stress in longer words may 
be observed only in Tindaleis songs o 
Case suffixes receive no stress other than that 
I" .... ( applicable to noun stems : kul-a n 'rlU\.l - on the h ead ); 
l)r:;m-amb - ( t 0 you) 0 
Other monosyllabic suffixes (number and the bound 
form pronouns) receive secondary stress : 
/ "-,P~ : 1 ·-, .Il,! (eye s ) 
kO : .t;l - l (man) 
" , Uak - qp -eJ,-i"5 (he is looking ) 
The difference in stress patterns of these suffixes 
probably reflects a difference in status. TI-:le c los e 
resemblance of the bound form pronouns to the free form, and 
the application of secondary stress are perhaps suggestiv e 
of recent dev e lopment o Neverthel(')ss9 the bound form system 
8 
was well-developed and much preferred . 
Those disyllabic suffixes that are a tt ested normally 
rece ive stress On the final syllable: [-u{~mJ (purposive); 
Eary~9 ]( first pl . bound form) . Meyer nuted that this stress 
pattern was violat e d with the dual bound form suffixes . 9 
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With affix-transferring and inflections very long 
forms occuro Note that the stress pattern On the verb 
e ~-i~ is suggestive of s uffixation rather than independent 
status. For exampl e , KartiJlefi g iv es a form : 
/ , , , 
tont-uKa~- -uA- e ;!.-iu-i"G -( He is blind), where all stresses 
after the first appear to be equal and secondary. Kartip-eri 
considers this to be " one word"o 
2 . 5 PHONETIC INVENTORY 
The phonetic inventory of Yaraldi is set out below , 
as a guide to interpretation of the symbols and to the 
articulatory features discussed in the next chapters . 
Phonetic transcription is used in the next chapter, and 
both phonetic and phonemic representation are Given itl th(~ 
lexicon ( Section 7 ) to preserve the exact form of every 
lexical item obtained from tapes . 
2 . 5 . 1 Vowels 
The phonetic inventory of vowels is set ODt in the 
chart below, together with arrows indicating the direction 
and range of minor variations in realization . 
Front [Jack 
Close 
. )(1 
xU 
xl, 
xo 
!.la li -open )(./\. 
xde 
\ ~)(Q 
X a. _----;---} )( a. 
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2 . 5 . 2 Con s orW.ll t s 
The phonetic inv e ntory contains the full range of 
art i cu latory distinction s common in Australian lan.guages . 
Bilabial Dorso - Apico - Apico- Lamino - Lamino -
velar al ve o l ar doma l palatal dental 
st ops 
~_c.eless p k t t .~ t-
v oi ced I) g cl d 9 ~ 
rJ asa .L s III 1) n 1)- )1 Q 
Laterals I I ~ A . 
Hhotictj 
Trill r 
Contin uant .{ 
- - ~~-- 1: 
F l c:E_ 1 
Semi - w y 
Vowels 
The con sonant series are re:(erred to as II bilabial , " 
"v e lar ll , lI alveo l ar ll, Il retrof l ex llll interdental"and ll palatal .1I 
Several very minor phonetic occurrences arc omitted 
from this ta l)le. A fricative occurs in the speech of some 
informants , in place of the in terdental stop . It appears 
likely that Engl ish has been an influence here; }leyer ' s 
omi ssion of the stop , and Taplin ' s record of only Llw initial 
stop, suggest that the fricative realization was originally 
un c 011101 on . 
A velar fricative - al lophone of the velar stop ur nasal -
occurs occasion a lly in Ka{tiperi ' s speech , in expressions 
of surprise, emphasis or cOlTllnand . For example , he gives 
[ lax]( spear(hiJl1)) and [ kox !J (I understand) . This allophone 
partially accounts for Taplin ' s various forms of the root 
lak - pierce : "lak , l ag , l agh , lakkll . 
Several ti liles Ijunaypon produces an initial "h" ill 
vowel - initial worcls . The oric-i llal frequency of tllis 
realization is attested by ]\'Jeyer and Taplin in their version 
" " of tlle d e mon strative pronouns : h:i.yi, harar •• 
1ni tial " 11." is purely ' a phonetic featul'e . 
2 . G 
2 . 6 HI2:THODOLOGY IN DETEHMINING TilE LEXICON 
It was the aim of this study to d etermine the 
phonemic system of the language, a syste m obscured by the 
various represen tat ion of the past and by inadequacy in 
present sources .TI~ e phonetic inventory was readily available , 
except for the interdental lateral, which could not be 
obtained frotll any records, and t h e in erdental Il asal , which 
was attested only in a very linlit ed lexicon obtained by 
Dixon in 1971~. Originally, .no 110pe \vas ent.ert.ail1ed of 
articulatory information frolTl liv ing informants . Hhen this 
was obtained, numerous exalliples of interdental sonorants 
becallle available . 
To rationali ze the pholletic inventory, a number of 
procedures were adopted , and certain crucial decisions wore made 
On specific representations . TIlose will be discussed in 
the ensuing chapters , so that the postulated phonemic 
categories may be described in the liGht of certainties and 
possibili tius obtained by diffe l'(Wt pror.edul'es. In a study 
such as this, rujecLcu hypotJwsns play all unusually im-
portant part in reaching the final goal and in indicating 
how best to approach other such problel1ls. 
IneVitab l y , some of the inforll Jation necessary for 
phonemi c i z a ti on allo\vs rev i si on of III orph 01 ogy and insight 
into diachronic phonological processes. Details of the 
pronouns are sketched in Appendix I; diachronic information 
is presented in Ch apter J. 
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NOTES 
1 . Meyer includod adjectives of several types. One denotos 
intrinsic attributes Or qualities ; the other is derived . 
A pattorn appears marginally in his grammar whereby 
nouns differ from "adjectives" in predicative use . 
Predication with nouns includes the verb 1[£ ;l. 1n JI (to be) 
\\T1Jile adjectives function independently as predicates . 
13ut this pattern may be fortuitous . Tho lexicoll 
does not agree; forms likE'_~~-~ ( I am (his) child) were 
obtained from fjunaypon . (eln LLI I) 
2 . The status an 1 use of [EJ,1 are outside tho scope of 
this pape l~ . ](arti p ori thought that the bound prUIiOUll 
(3 sg. ) was t£~t t)] , and his use of the form must 
therefore be ignored . The root of the verb [lA- t AJ 
(to uo) I,vas used Ivithout inflection as a continuous 
particlo . It figures in triggering a syntactic 
transformation to middle voice construction , if 
Meyer ' s ovidonce is accurate . Meyer gave a numiJer 
of meanings for the form which all appear subsumed 
under the " continuous ll lauel . 
3 . The rule giv~n is subst<lntially correct . Ollly the singular 
Illorpheme [- i J deviates from this pattern , and discussion 
of otlier) alt8rnative , roproselltations is inclucied ill 
section 2 . 3 . 2 • Quite possibly with 1Il0ro information 
one of the alternatives could be adopted . An apparent 
past participle occurs twico , in which tho veriJ with 
present tonse suffix is furthor suffixed by the vowel 
[ a J . Thus : wOk ·-lUJ.-a ( burnt) and mut - L1J,J. - a (pregnant). 
The form of the suffix must be I eft in cloui.)t: the plural 
suffix (-a(l is frequently realized as l -aJ , and the 
correct form of the "participle " could be quite 
different from its appearance in these tlvO ",Tords . 
4 . Moyer records a number of three- and four-syll a blo forms 
which are completely mystorio llS . For instance, 
mi vuwulcluwi - short , I!lat tj nJidlauwe -sploen . The 
"dl" clustor is uncharacteristic of Meyer ' s orthography 
and impossible in the lanGuage as a cluster. The [-aw] 
may be the possossive suffix , ~~l tho singular, but the 
root is lmanalyzablo. 
5 . He uses a singular form of kalde r -i (tail) Ivith a 
plural ke l-a r in discussion of t<l.il-wagging. His 
reason : the dogs each only have one tail l 
J1 
G. A form [ ay] recurs a number of times, apparently with 
a rpstrictive lTJeaning . It is given the meaning 11 only" 
by Meyer . An " - ay " suffix crops up occasionally in the 
lexicon . David Nunaypon gives [r; a~ayJ as the dual 
1st person pronoun on one occasion . Since a relation -
ship [ iy ....... ay] (probably [- aeyJ) is recorded between 
dialects w~d internally in variations, these lTJay be 
either the same or otymologically related . This would 
be an argument for representation of the singular as 
-iy , if it could be established . 
7 . ]\1(~yer mentioned this reductioll in 18L'-J , noting that the 
present tense s uffi x contained a very indistinct vowel. 
He a lso commented that the speal<:ers could provide the 
right vowel - C'd or [ u ] - when asked . 
8 . Meyer recog'nized the status of the pronouns, calling 
them "inseparab l e ", and describing them as 11 suffixed" 
to the first word of the sentence, with considerable 
flexibility Over which word that might be . In his 
examp l es a clear preference for the bound form pronouns 
over the free form is obvious . The informants of the 
lexicon had very little awareness of alternative 
sentences using only free form pronouns . Use of the 
free forms mi ght well have been either rare or 
semantically motivated even in the time of Meyer. 
9 . These fOrllls never occur in the lexicon. Uut Ka{tipe(i 
does give a n odd dual number suffix sever <.q ti llles : 
[ a"el,a.1J. (The usual form is [-ael)]) . This deviant form 
suggests a possible earlier dual Jrd pronoun kiy + 
i fhael, the last syl l able having dropped to yield Q<:iyn.8IJ]' 
This type of formation would represent the cOlllbillation 
of the Jrd SE e pronoun ki~ alld the 1st sg. [IJael1 The 
sequence VCV postulated would regularly be realized as 
[ aer;). This is a highly speculative suggestion - with nO 
so ur ce for the final " g il given by ~J eyer except insertion . 
The extraordinary l ength of the pronoun might be 
explained by a VCV sequence . 
J J 'J ,-
J 0 DIACJmONIC PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
J.1 nnTIAL SYLLABLE LOSS 
There are a number of disyllabic monomorphemic 
roots in which equal stress occurs on first and second 
syllables . In most of these , the vowel of the first 
syllab18 is /aj ; in manY9 la/a l so occurs in the second 
syllable. In all these words th8 first consonant of the 
second syllable is a single apical son orant ; 
the shape of the root is : 
C V C V 
E10\\'1 ani c n. :il t son-oran!J 
C ( C) 1 
that is , 
A selection of these words is as follows . 
Yara1d- i ( a l most always) - language t~t uk -i-1eg(sometimes 
name 
paray-i - hon8Y IllaraJ:}an -i - crow 
~ara1g - i - spear throl,rer mananu-i - tong o stick 
parak - i - kangaroo 
tcrr;k) 
There are words exhibiting equal stress in which 
vowels oth er than I a..! occur o Tn all of these 9 the first 
two consonants represent unacceptable initi a l combinations . 
Two words are realized alternatively with 8qual 
str8ss or with an initial consonant cluster; that is , 
E. wt aeIJ i '"'-' v \v:i:{aelJ i J ( bad ) and [ ntaembi ",,'n:i:r ae mbi] -{!Jrain, 
ho l y, sacre~Q Since these two words are very common, it 
is possible that they represent an archaic stage in re -
duct i on of initial vowe1s a 
There is one clear exception to the str8ss shift 
rule in the l exicon : 'muralapj. -(smaLY. It , too, may 
display archaic pronunciation ; or perhaps the final two 
sy1laLJles are s uffixes - th8y both have a form COlTll ll On in 
the fina l syllables of uerived nouns . Interestingly , Black 
gives the word as mura1 1 appi 1 
The conditioning factor in shift of stress to the 
second syllable of a root appears to be a single inter-
vocalic apical sonorant . Since these segments are also 
the on8S represented as second members of initi a l c lusters 9 
JJ 
the inference may be made that a shift of stress to second 
syllables is the mot i vating factor in formation of these 
c l usters. Further , it may be inferred that the greater 
resistance of the low front vowe l /a/ prohibited completion 
of the shift, providi ng a number of roots in which both 
syll able s re cei ve eq ual stre ss . \vhere the v O\vel of the 
first syllable was either /u/ or Iii , and the resultant 
c luster is acceptable , the vowe l has reduced and then 
deleted , producing an initial cluster. 
In some very common words even the low front vowel 
reduces ; the v erb m[ok - (grab , hold) seems likely to have 
derived from mar-a('d~(handS) , \vith reduction of /a/ . Cognate 
forms from Murray lang uages mentioned in section 1 . J . -I 
suggest loss of /a/ ; Ordinarily it is impossible to re -
construct the init i al vowel- so it is impossible to guage 
the reducibility of /a/ . Occasional participation in general 
processes of centralization and reduction may be observed, 
however , in alternant forms Gnara(r)", m±:ra(t)](hanC15) Glla~ rv rni-~ J 
( stone) and [IJ a~l rv1J i-J: J (lst . plo) attested in the lexicon . 
In the past , a vowel has often been represented 
between the initial consonants . It might be arGued that 
representation of a vowel in w1.derlying form would bring 
YaraJ.c1i syllable structure more into line wi th common 
Australian . The first problem with such an approach would 
be choi ce of v O\ve 1 • Early writers - Meyer, Taplin, Black 
and others , nearly always represented the same vowel as that 
appearing in the second syllable : morokk -hold '; manak -
spear karawi - big 0 But the informants consider these 
seq uences to be clusters . Yallop ( 1975 ) mentions Ka~tire£its 
spelling of O<:rawta~ - iJ ( spoonbill ) - in which he begins 
II cx .. tI ••• Mrs . Wilson not only spelled initial clusters, 
she instructed Treagus on the correct pronunciation : 
II 
it all out in One : [ m.I]-aeJ l31ackmoor spelled his 
"bring 
version of the legend of 1v'ayul1Gari using initial consonant 
clusters,with few exceptions . Insert i on of an intervening 
vowe l isn ' t impress i onistically credible , particularly where 
C2 i s a retroflex , and the pronunciation is'Gll{n)' for / m.I]-/. 
The strllcture CCVC(C) is a very COrIIIIIOll 011e in 
Yaraldi. The only segments that are recorded as second 
members of initial clusters are Ird:,l , n , l.:~~ / . Since· the 
first four of these may be observed to participate in the 
process of stress shift, we have postulated that the others 
do also , and that it was this shift that ultilllately led to 
reducti on and then loss of the v o\vel in the ini tial syllable, 
creating initial consonant clusters. 
The reduction of initial syllables is c<lrried further, 
to include loss of the initial consonant as well. It seems 
likely that this process accounts for most of the occurrencus 
of initial /l,r/ and perhaps / rio Loss of initial consonants 
is an on-going process in the lexicon; c ollipari s on of words 
recorded there >vi th records of Meyer and Taplin and wi th 
other occurrences from the tapes reveals the process very 
clearly . For example , the verb "sing" is given by Meyer and 
most informants as .riUbal However, ~unaypon informs 
Treagus that when you say it exactly right , II it I S really 
ITI{il) bala n\\ . A sample of the many examples is as follows. 
I)lem~n rv lem el l - Ullc:ierst<lnd 
IJronkul-v ronkul - growl, snore 
lam -carry ...-v (k)lalllat Er-i - wood 
prank rv yrank - burn 
Initial syllable loss may thus be seen as a two-step 
process involving the following stages : 
(1) C V C V C (C) ~ C C V C (C) 
[ ~100fE-pical ] 
son orant 
1 2 J 4 S 6 ¢ J L,. S 6 
( 2 ) C C V C (C) -} C V C (C) 
J L,. S 6 ¢ J 4 S 6 
The absence of retroflex consonants in initial pos-
ition suggests either that optional loss of initial consonants 
in clusters is inhibited when the second member is a retro-
flex? or that initially there is neutralization in the apical 
series . 
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Most of the y~initial clusters derive from initial 
palatal nasals . Loss of the palatal nasal with retention 
of the characteristic y-glide may be seen as partial loss 
of the initial consonant. It llIay be that an initial velar 
nasal, which is remarkably IIfronted" before front vm,7els, 
and which is also realized with a pronounced y - glide onto 
the vowel , is lost initi ally with retention of the y-glide . 
Presumably completion of consonant loss v,rith retention of 
a y - glide for both nasals might lead to ambieuity. Loss 
is not complcte , however, with n asal and y-initial forms 
al ternating freely in the 1 exi c on. Yallop (1975) 
_postulated that / [1/ and /I)/ were in free variation initially; 
Although their occurrences are hard to determine , it does 
not appear that these nasals are in free variation. Hather, 
recording of the velar as a palatal is very likely, both 
from the tapes and in early records. ~lere consistency in 
recording has been sought , and correlation made with the 
best recordS ,no exampl es of free vari ation Iliay be found . 
There is -no certain example of loss of the velar nasal with 
re tenti on of a g lide; the suggestion arises from past 
records , and Yallop's description . 
Loss of an initial syllable may have taken place 
illdependently of the initial syllable reduction process, in 
words that were glide - initial. For example , the verb "walk" 
in Yaraldi is /ry op / . The CA root 
unconnected to the Yaraldi formo 
"go" is *yan9 apparently 
But Hercus (1967) cites 
the verb "walk " in Wemba\.[el!lua and \¥erkaia, present tense, 
as Ya!]a o ( It is ~ in J3unanditj) Interestin g ly, it is 
a form vaoap or yal)op that Walter McIIughes gives for his 
dialect . Here we may have an example of los s of an initial 
syllable involving / a/; and since there is nO attested 
cluster / yn/ it seems possible that loss has been more direct. J 
Some ini tial laterals, then , may aris e independent ly of 
cluster fOrIllation . There is no recorded occurrence of inter-
dental c~lsonants second in initial clusters; their occur-
renee initially does not prove that they occur there, bl1t 
:L t dO(,Jf;i s ll{"gest it . 
It appears that the unusual occurrence of certain 
initial cOllsonants 9 the l argo number of mono syllabic roots, 
and perhaps a lso the numb er of words unrecognizablo as 
cognate wilh CA forms may be accounted for partially within 
the frame1vork of ini tial syllable loss. 
J . J FINAL CON SON ANTS 
Yaraldi roots are alnlost a ll consonant-final . The? 
alJse?nce o f linnl \'owels is a result ot fillal vowel los:=:; 
in some cases , and of consoll a nt addition in o-Lhr:r cases . 
Two final stops, ";k " a lld" pI' occur very commonly in 
verb roots . The "k" set is 90% intransi tive; the "p" 
set is mixed . These consonants may derivo from older 
suffixes . Severa l obvious CA roots are present in the 
"k"- final se?t : 
verbs, 
In addjtion , Yaraldi vnl'bs, 
I, 
have no imperative suffix . 
is 
unlike mosL Australian 
It may well be Lhat at 
sO l11e stage the ililperative? suffjx - very lil(oly resellibling 
" " the C A * -g a was r e - an a 1 y zed , L 0 i [J C 1 u cl e i nth e roo t the 
iniLial stop of the suffix . This sort of process Iliay also 
hav e l(~d to t ile addition oi final "p", perhaps irolll the 
widespread Victorian purposive suffix .' - ab ". This latter 
possibility is a weaker one than the iirst, but some such 
suffix llIay well have played a part . 
Many disyllabic nouns contain a final syllable that 
" at first Glance appears to be a suffix of the shape -VC 
I' II 
for example, there are - Vr 
,1 If 
-Vk " " 
- VI :t OI ' IIIS (j(~nel'i1J.ly 
in the final syllables of nouns . Analysis as a suffix is 
Illotiv ateci by suc h correspondences as [f) a Jd~.J (flesh) , 
Eta ;J.~ -ErJ (du ck) . Many of theso corre?spondences are set 
out in Appendix V they are made qui te explici tly by 
l<.a{tipe l i, the lI1 e?anings equaLe?d OJl several occasions . 
The vowel of the "suifix" may be l u i (mank-II C- i - sLorllach, 
gut ); / a / (p i lL - a r - i - po s s U 11); I P. I (k e n i ~ - It ( - i-a 1 b aLL 0 s s ) 
Taplin and j\1eyer both include? possible minirllal pairs . 
tvleyer gives , ( swal]) and (a kind of tree). 
Dut note that s u c h a seeming distinction cou Ld actually be 
based on SOllle conson a nt feature?, or even all. differences in 
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the final consonant clusters. Some of the " 
-V C syllables 
can be analy zed synchronically as suffixes: there is 
evidence for this with /-ar/ 1!uk/,!al/ and probably I-ap/. 
The se forms, wi th the v owe 1 sho~vn, appear to be pr oduc ti v e . 
But the alterllative vowels suggest that originally the 
vowel represented the final vowel of a root, the del'ivation 
be ing f orllle d by addi ti on of a con s onan L . 
odd . 
If this theory is correct , the presence of [~] is 
It is possible that [£] r(Jpres(~nts a fOrIlJ01~ lal 
raised in the environment after an interdental or palatal 
consonant. The phoneme lal also occurs in this environment , 
bu t thi s fac t nJay be ac c Oun ted for : the form /-ar i / i s much 
the most cOlllnJon, representing the rationalization of the 
form that took place as the "suffix" became differentiated. 
The differentiation would proceed naturally if the root 
lost its final vowel . There is a strong suggestion that 
nouns h ave lost final vowels: kin terms retain vowels 
other than IV. Forms 1 ike rllaynU 
-grandfather probably 
illustrate earlie r structures; it is in kin terms, too 
that unpredictable vowel length occurs . Typi cally such kin 
terms resist even such sweeping changes as regularization 
of consonant - final stems . 
3.4 THE FOHMATION OF MID VmmLS 
It was postulated in secLion 3 .1 that loss of vowels 
in initial sylla~ l es of disyllahic roots produ ce d mono-
syllabic roots in Yaraldi . 
Certain flypothes es lllilY be mado about (dlec ts of such 
cl process. In verb roots, lor instance, (u sing' /C/' the Illost 
common consonant appearing in Clusters), the following 
possihilities oxist : 
(1) C i ( a C iC) 
(]) C i I: iCC) 
( 5) C i [ u C c) 
( 2 ) Cut: a C 
( l~) C II t: i C 
(6) C u:c. u C 
(c) 
(C) 
( C ) 
J .1, 
If the initial vowel were to affect the quality of 
the ' second vowel , we IIli ght well get mid vowels [El and [ :> J 
for patterns (1) and (2), repectively . This would yield 
invariant mid vowels from (I) and ( 2 ) while the high. vowels 
Iii of (J ) and (4) and l ui of (5) and (6) might stil l 
reflect the oleler range of al l oph onic variation . The 
invariant miel vowels would , of course , occur only after 
apical ~onorants . If such a pattern existed , no trace of 
it can be seen now. Such an origi n a l paLLern might have been 
on l y an initial step in the for mation of invariant rllid vowels . 
later extended to other e nvir onme nt s . 
There is another possible source of contrastive mid 
vowe ls, also a conseq uence of t h e general movement to mono-
syl labl es . Mid vowe l s may well have been created where a 
- vc suffix was applied to a gl ide - or rhotic - final root . 
None of the com ll1only attested disyllabic sterns involves 
a root ending in a glide or rhotic , but there are occasional 
hints of an ulJderlying disyllabic form for SOll ie COlilinon 
111 on 0 s y 11 a b i c 11 roo t s 11 • Several of these are given in the 
table below . 
En.g-lish 
a Id coot 
al10p 
hjld 
13 
C 
C 
\v 
D 
D 
A 
S 
h at for 
ig 
ancing stick 
varicious 
poonbill 
So ur ce 1 
Ka:rtiperi 
Ka(tipe£i 
All records 
Ka:ctipe:[i 
Ka{tipe:c.i 
KaIti r e Ii 
Meyer 
All rec ords 
Ph oDe tic 
Forlll 
ki :l -i 
iji :.( -i 
pO : :J--i 
mEk 
lq:ae·l 
piyaekal - i 
taLL-owa.J. -an 
k(aw -k -i 
Source 2 
McHughes 
Latrlpard 
Tindale 
Meyer 
All records 
KaItiJ1 e :r: i 
Tindale 
KartiJ1eri 
Phonetic 
Fo] ' [JI 
k r iyal- i 
i;iya[- i 
poruli 
m"!k , meyak 
lq: awul 
pi : kal-i 
Li:ct 0: Ian 
kt: aw ,(8 1 i 
II elision of a glide or rhoLic , perhaps wiLh vowel 
quality conseq ll e n ces , takes place in disyllabic stems, a 
number of common Yaraldi words with invariant mjel vowels can 
be re - a n alyze.:l . For instance , if the original [arm o£/p o : l -i./ 
( child) was of the form par or~plus the cOlllmon I1 suffix l1 
- a l ) then thi~ invariant mid vowel might be explained , as 
well as the frequency of this vowe l in the envirorJllIenL 
before /1/ . 
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It appears unlikely that either -un or - a l were 
originally retroflex, as some of their occurrences are 
distin~tly alvcolar . But there are a numb er in which retro-
flexion may be suspected and others, such as[k[iyal-i] , 
where it is certain . It appears that retroflexion of the 
suffix mi ght h ave been a phonetic fact originally, in 
response to retroflexion in the original root . With this 
in mind, the 1I10st likely fornl for /pO:l-i/ would be 
par-al-i - perhaps pur-aI - i. Note that Tindale (1937) 
cites this form as poruli - with an alveolar rhotic. 
One rather puzzling fact about Yaraldi retroflexes 
may relate to this hypothesis . Black noted that a retroflex 
series of consonants existed, and he indicated them (in 
confusion with interdentals) by the convention "dl", "dn". 
He included these consonants in a vocabulary in which there 
were also "rl'; "rn" clusters . This correlates w] th a fact 
noted on tape : some retroflexes, such as those in /ko :l}-i/ 
(man) and/? i : J -if (hill) may easi ly be identilied - in fact, 
they sound like c lusters; other retroflexes, llIarkedly 
different in II 10de of realization, may only be identified with 
difficulty . The contrast in these two types was suff i c ient 
Lo insti ga t e a study of possible contrastive function, a 
possib11\y subsequently discount ed . An on-going proce ss of 
reduction of some disyllabic roots to monosyll ables , with 
llIarg ina l retention of the original for m, mi ght account lor 
the dis crepan cies in pronunciation not e d . 
Although it may be posLulated that movement to mono-
syllables was a chief source of distinctive mid vowels, there 
are forms where more direct derivation nlust be e n v i saged . 
victorian / ;y oiten appears as Yaraldi [ o J . This has lw e ll 
see ll already .in Lhe contrast) V.lcLor'i a n: '\ ra tj ap '; Yara ldi:/r) OlJ/. 
The latter f onn is c learl y distin ct frolll ;l)at)p-i/( I st sg .S). 
Likewise, the word for "Murray Hiver cod " ill h' (~lIlba WCIIli)a 
is pa·p (je 1 , 
v .,. 
feature on 
wltile:) in Yaraldi it 
the consonants . IL 
is / lJUtld -i/ , wi Lh 11 0 apparen L 
see\llS li1-<e l y that a phonetic 
variant of the phoneme l a/ has been " ca llg h.L up" in the range 
of a developing phonemic lIIid bacl" vowel / 0/ a nd equated ,vitlI 
it . 
NOTES 
----
1. The exact feature on Lhe vOl\ie l is difficlllt to assess . 
It appears a lmo st certai n Lhat cluster formation tool<: 
place berorG co n trastive miLd vowels developGd . If so, 
the appropriate feature is simply "high". The shift of 
stress and rGduction of vowels was originally mono -
1II0rpllCrnic, it seems ; hllt there is sporadic s hi ft stress 
within hiords of the correct s h ape where the final sylJable 
re presents a " s uffix". Thus cluster formation is undoubtedly 
a conti nuin g process . TherG is no evidence of IIlid vowels 
having reduced even sporadicall y , hOI"iev('r. Sillce it 
appears likely that mid v01ve l s (di stinctive) evolved as 
a by - producL of the creatiun of Illonosyllables, perhaps 
they are not, and never have been, participall Ls in vowel 
reduction . 
2. f3e1ore 1ront vowels, volar I) is "lronted" and a clear 
gljde Illay be heard . The idc~ l ltification of the nasal as 
velar IIIUSt follow from lhG remarkable consj stency of the 
best investigators - Meyer, Dlack, Tilldale, Hercus and 
Dixon - in presenting sllch words asG; Yi.rag] (to cry) 
and [tjYael] (1st dual) with a velar . The "fronted" velar 
and g lide accou nt for Meyer's transcriptions of this sort: 
"ngyan" - which rlli ght he considered an error of sOllle killd. 
I-L is jllst poss :i hle that Yallop ' s suggestion of free 
al terllat :i 011 I)(?tween the nasals is corl'ec (. The bulk oJ 
the evidence pOillLs to a eli Fferell -L COJlcll lsioll: Taplill's 
inconsistency is noL as s i gnirica ll t as the uniformity of 
other source s . 
J . It seems very possible tJlat lacb: of a "yn" clusler it; 
fortuitous, and that reduction proceeded by clustel' 
formation . Forms like '[pn £ lllpiQ-] -(untangle) occur, with 
the nasal alvJays fully arLiculated . HGducLion of U1J to 
initial [YJ is much more cornmon bGfore [ rJ 
LI. The bare stern of the? verb is used for imperatives, or the 
stern plus the forl1l [ awr J , Ivhich is glossed by Taplin as 
the root of the verb "llIu St" . The suffix -Uhial~ (caus) 
is quite common , never realized as [ awrJ It may well 
be this form, of course - there is no way of telling nOW. 
S . Tile only forl11 actuall y aLLestGd (or Yaralch is GI£lJ-
r; -iv en JrGqLwn-L Ly by [\a ctj)l c) (i. f3 llt rvloorllouse ( ) 
giv(~s IIIC) yak [or Ijayalvll ? ' ,j u st IljJ tllC) ~11 1lTilY (rul11 LJul 
Yaraldi pearle - and a nalysis of the paradjglll in \vhich 
t hi s form occurs (given by Meyer) leaves very litLle 
doubt that the underlying form is/tlleyak/. 
OTES 
6 . It i s of interest that lhe forrn for "ma n" is _ko:n-:i" 
a nd the form for w olnan, mi : rnun -i. If L h e original 
final syll a bl e on both \vas :J::!.!!, then thu root for 
"man" mi g ht have b een ka or kat'. It is e ven poss ibl e 
t h at the suffix co uld be a dd ed to a root like kan, with 
reduction of the nasal to a rhotic - a process already 
obs crvR d in operation with retrof lexes . Forms like "ka" 
"Ra n", "kan" an d "kun" are widespread in Victoria a nd 
adjacent New So uth \vales . 
There is also a possible, a nd perhaps more lIkely, source 
for t he clj stinc-Live Yaraldi word for "nose " ko : p-i. 
The suefix - a pi appears to mean something like "be long . 
to" ( as ill 1TI01ti ( sc ud) mu lt-a pi ( sea devil)) . The 
combination of l<:u w or · k\]l~ with - api llIi GhL well yie ld 
ko : pi; t h e likelihood is that the form "kuw" or "kaw" 
was the root - both are attes -L ed in Victoria . Mrs . 
Cameron g ives this word a s ( k Wop\]. 
Lest the e tymologi e s suggested for disyllabic stems 
be considered spurious, c er tain comment s of Ka:r.tipe:ci 1 s 
should b e me ntioned. From Katiir e ri: "We call it (the 
kangaroo ) w9quni. be cause it hops"; and : " tha t I s a 
~aypuri_ - it jumps around". And of the em u etymology, 
Kartipe ri provided the fo~lowing : 
"l3uttoc ks are [pipae . 1)1 - \v'e admire the way they 
mov e when you walk - [pipg i] - means beau t iful" 
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4 . S.PJ:<.;CTIWGHAPHIC \vORK IN CONSONANT TDENTIFICATION 
This is perhaps a pioneering attempt to obtain 
spectrographic data on laterals and nasals in an Australi~ 
language attested only on tape . It proceeded in the face 
of several difficulties. 
( I ) There is to my knowledge no spectral data on a 
language that distinguishes as many points of articulation 
as Yaraldi . Yaraldi has the maximum Australian system : six 
points 'of articulation for nasals and stops; four for . lateJ.' als. 
(2 ) There are no living speakers of the language . During 
the spectrographic study, it was believed that no significant 
articulatory information could be obtained from the field . 
(J) Taped material is not of good quality . Sur pri singly 
useful material has been obtained from tapes that might 
well have been considered useless for spectral work . 
Moreover, the informants interviewed on tape, although 
much lIlore knowledgeable than present informants, still 
spoke a language much affected' by English . Even Kaltiperi 
must he considered a subordinate bilingual, ,vith Yaraldi 
much the lesser known language. Interference from English 
may be observed in articulation of consonants and in the 
variations in realization of the vowels displayed in section 
2 . 5 . 1 • 
Careful selection of the consonants to be studied 
is crucial to spectrographic analysis. Intensity in the 
articulation of the consonant must be sufficient for proper 
siting of the amplitude sec Lion . Lack of intensity may 
result in a misleading lack of amplitude in the higher 
frequencies even when the section is correctly located . 
Older records and "suspicious" articulations on tape served 
as a ' basis for selection in this study - but many interesting 
consonants could not be done because of inadequate 
representation on tape . 
The success of spectrographic patterns in predicting 
the point of articulation of consonants is illlpressive . 
Confirmation of Ieatures indicated by spectral work was 
obtainable in the field. This latter fact was discovered 
after completion of the study . Obviously,i! phonetic 
detail had been known to be available , the ~pectral work 
would never have been done . In this case, unnecessary 
effort had its own reward : the spectrogram predicted very 
accurately the location of interdental sonorants . Con -
firmation of retroflex patterns was not available , as no 
informant articulated retroflexes except in second position 
in initial clusters . Yet retroIlexes unquestionably existed 
elsewhere in the language; many of them are clearly audible 
on tape - particularly with the h elp of the "slow scan" 
me chanism of the voiceprint spectrograph . Confirmation of 
retroflexes, then, is available only to a limited extent , 
and definition of a characteristic spectral pattern must 
be considered tentative . 
Spectral information frolll known Australian languages 
would be an important ad junct and support for this study. 
There seems every reason to suppose that success obtained 
here may be duplicated with more viable languages, where 
sys Lelliatic ellvirollll lents IIIUy I)e cllosen arid a range oI IOl'llltiJlt 
frequencies prescribed for d _lIiarent consonant articulations. 
It may be hoped that data provided here will constitute a 
beginning in spectrographic work in analyzing languages 
available only through tapes, and in aiding the fieldworker 
where articulatory evidence is insufficient. 
* 4.1 GENEHAL DESCHIPTION OF SPECTHAL PAT'"l'ERNS 
A selection of spectrograms is presented in this 
secti on to illustrate the po~nts summarized below. Work 
on laterals was much more successful than on nasals, where 
the nasal formants obliterated or confused formants :In the 
lower freCluellcies. Because this work was purely predictive-
that is, Ieatures were rarely known prior to exalTli llation -
investiga~ion of nasals was eventually abandoned in favour 
of laterals . However, a number of spectrogral1ls are included 
for consideration in the light of subsequent fieldwork, 
* See Appendix ~I for guide to diagrams 
I..,. 
where accurate identification of many interdental nasals 
was possible . SOllie generalizations are possible with 
respect to known nasals . 
The description of typical formant patterns given 
here lacks the rigour that could be achieved by controlled 
selection of environments for each consonant . There were 
insufficient trustworthy occurrences for such a procedure . 
For example , the range of F2 of the alveolar and inter -
dental laterals over l aps : the Generalization that may be 
IIlade is t l lat in sirll ilar environilielits F2 of the illLcl~dental 
will be higher . Similarly , alliplitude in the hiGher 
frequencies may overlap - alveolar laterals articulated 
before or after high front vowels may well display sections 
with considerable amplitude in the high frequencies . 1mat 
may be predicted is t h at interdentals will exhibit relatively 
more energy in the same environ nletlt, as well as possible 
plus transitions from the high vowe l s . 
Genora l conc l usions on the relative values of 
formant frequencies of laterals are as follows . 
( 1) Retroflexes : The best spectral evidence of a retroflex is 
a p l unging FJ in the transition from a preceding vowel . 
FJ of a retroflex is never greater than 2000 hz .; FJ 
occasionally merges with F 2 , which is never higher than 
" an apid- alveolar in the similar environment . h. In fact , 
F2 is typically lower , and may be below 1000 h7 . But 
retroflex and alveolar patterns overlap , - formant 
comparisons can be made only where environments are 
almost identical . 
( 2 ) Apico-alveolar : F2 is typically in the rang 1200-
1800 hz . In the environment after [~J, where it is 
best attested , it ranges between 1500 and '700 hz . F J 
is in the range 2000 - JOOO hz ., with relatively notable 
ampl i tude which is , nevect ltnless, II larkodly silialler thall 
that 01 10 1 or 1"2 ' There are thus typica l ly three well-
defi n ed po l es . F~ may often be seen above JOOO hz, but 
a III P 1 i L II <.l e i Sill S i g n i f i call t . 
(J) 
(4) 
4 . J 
Interdental : The chief indication of an interdental 
consonant is the relatively huge burst of energy 
observable in amplitude section at JOOO hz. or abov~ 
In the environment following [~J , little energy may be 
observed in the range 2000-JOOO hz. It appears that 
vowels [iJ and [e ] introduce energy into this range 
seemingly through a higher F2 - but further work is 
n ecessary to establish a predictable pattern here. In 
all environments , however, the frequency of F
J 
is 
at least JOOO hz ., and ~he amplitude is considerably 
greater than for any other consonant type. 
Palatal Little work was done on palatals, which are 
poorly attested . Only two known palatal laterals were 
st udi ed , and they revealed a rather typical palatal 
pattern - a pattern very similar to that of the vowel 
~] Y2 and FJ were both high (over 2000 hz.) and 
proximate . F , was also relatively high, but not really 
clearly enough distinGuishable lor certainty . The main 
problem in distinguishing_ F
J 
was the abundance of bound 
poles in the lower frequencies. This pattern recurs 
with both larninals - enough to be a characteristic, if 
minor, variant of the laminal pattern . It seems 
likely that the confusion of poles - with no clear 
zeroes in the l ower frequencies - reflects something 
of the interference of laminally articulated consonants 
with resonances from the cavity behind the restriction ) 
or from the side cavities . In laminal consonants there 
is a decreased resonating cavity forward of the con-
striction , the raised blade of the tongue perhaps 
conflJ'Sinc- resonating paLLerns . The "indistinct" vowels 
noted by lJlack in the vicinity 01 consonants recorded 
"dl", "dn" is mirrored in a particularly "messy" 
spectral paLtern in vow(~ls adjacent Lo interdell tals . 
1, . 2 
L~ • 2 La t era 1 s 
Hetroflox laterals can be ausolutely identified only 
where a preliminary "r" is discernible. This Occurs commonly 
only after /a/ and occasionally after /0/ . A formQnt 
pattern may be specified for known retroflex consonants, but 
because predj ctive accuracy is not established, the retro-
flex feature must often bo indicated as a possible, not 
definite, feature . In such a case , the feature is brQcketed 
in the lexicon . On spectral evidence ,retroflex consonants 
have little effect on the low vowel : de lil1li ta ti on of 
range of possible allophones was much assisted by spectro-
graphic work . 
The third formant of retroflexes is affected , as in 
North Arnerican Enelish , by a substantial drop frolll the F
J 
of precedine vowels to about 2000 hz . The second formant 
is often at typjcal apico - alveolQr point of articulation -
a feature that might be attributed to English influence and 
on-going loss of the retroflex feature . 
The range in articulaLory possibilities for alveolars 
is quite large; it would be interesting to establish whether 
this reflects English interference or an original situation . 
The allO\vable articulatory range of each series in a language 
with so many distinctions is necessarily of interest to 
phonetics . Contrastive value may depend perceptually on 
one dominant para meter or on several combined acoustic 
features . In writing their languages, Aboriginal 
informants often confuse the larninals - apparently perceiving 
acoustic similarity . English recorders more often confus e 
alveolar Qnd interdental consonants- perhaps through lack 
of knowledce of the interdentals . 11ut more 
experienced recorders sometimes blend the retroflex and inter-
dental , even when aware of the Lwo series. It is certain l y 
these two series that are diffiCult, if not impossible, to 
differontiaLe on tape . Hoth have all impressioJlisti ca lly dark 
quality , and both affect the a djacent vowels by producing 
centralization . The whole question Of the perceptual base 
upon which so many consonant distinctions are made is worth 
further investieation . 
Sp8ctrograms were made of some suspicious and some 
identified lat erals in the environment following a variety 
of vowels tentatively established as /a/ . The quality 
of these vowel s was quite uniform ; the words exarnjned were 
as follows . 
(I ) waldar Cw j\Yld tl r ] - ducks (' .) 
( 2 ) ya~~aldi [y I;>XQldi] - language name . 
(J ) walun [ WAl a n J - shake 
(L~ ) r) a l ~ [r) a ~ t, J - flesh 
(5) pa ;!; ~ €. r i o~ t p t21 ~ £ ria~] - salt 
( G) pal [pa . 1 ] - travel, move 
l O) (.) 
(7 ) kael [kae : :t~ k ( :3:J - dog 
( 8 ) l}ael [1)Yae :±j 
In the first colurnn l I record the fo r m with the phonemes 
established as well as possible at the commencement of 
spectral work; in column II the exact phonetic quality is 
recorded. The results, in the spectrograms following, 
illustrate in detail the patterns descr ibed earlier. As 
may be expected , transitions between laterals and adjacent 
v owe 1 s are ahrupt . The vowel-like formants oJ the laterals 
are not distinct in most cases because of decreased intensity, 
particularly for 1" J 
and ab ove , and must be obtained by 
"gating" out the vowels and doing amplitude sections . The 
1"
J 
of adjacent vowe l s, according to Fant (19 60 ) may be ex -
pected to fall to the FJ of the lateral . In spectrogram 
I } page 48 , the quali ty of the v owel obtained from the tape 
inhibits a goo d picture of transitions , but FJ established 
by section during the "preliminary " rhotic is at 2000 hz . , 
rising only slightly into the lateral. The alluphone [A] 
of/a / refle cts a lower F2 than allophones r~J or [ a J , and thus 
is natural in the environment of a retroflex . F2 of the 
following lateral is at only 725 hz . Transitions are 
observable, but slight, illustrating a previous observation 
that variations in vowe l quality conditioned by retroflexes 
are not extensive . 
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In s pec trogram 2 , a l atera l fairly certainl y 
estab lished as a lveolar - throuGh frequency of occurrence 
i s presented for c omparison wit h the retrofl ex . There are 
three well-defined poles observab l e , I'Jith the h eight of 
F at about 2500 h z . J - well above the retroflex level . 
Note t h e rapidly fa llin g f J of / a / in the env:ironment 
preceding the retrof lex tap; oi the rhoti c appears to 
approxi mate 2000 h z . 
Cl ear l y a r ule / 21. / / ___ ~ cal1Jl o t be 
es t ab l ish e d, as this vowel qll a lj. ty can be djs cov () I' ()cJ belot'e 
latera l s that are not retrofl ex . In spectroGram J , paGe l.J9,an 
occ urren ce of / a / is s hown before a n apparent apico -alveolar 
lateral. llere F J falls very little, and the second formant 
is at about 1 LI 00 h z ., well defined; there is a lllpl -j Lude 
in two well-de.Eined pol es over 2000 h z . The qu a lit y of the 
:rt w:ill I)() lI ui,(~cI t a i e l' Llta( 
this vowe l quality is quite COlll1110n a l so beIorn i llL ercJental s . 
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Tw 0 po s sib 1 e in t e r dell tal s we r e e x a III i n e cJ i n L~, G} a ~ t J 
a nd 5, ~a~~erio~ . No signifi c ant perceptual differen c e 
may be dis c erned between this v owel and that 01 "walun". 
There is, however, relatively more energy in hi Gh e r frequen cy 
ranges in the lilteralSof[l)allJ (4) and[pa!cJ,erio~J (5) . In 
4, the a mOllrlt of energy over JOOO hz . and the poorl y fo r m-
ulated lower resonant frequen c ies are cOlllpat:Lble with a 
Ill i ll or patlern 01 interdental JOrtllatlts . In boUl laL(~rals, 
1"2 Illay be J a il" ly similar to LhaL 01 apico-alv(~o l aJ'ti. It 
is obvious, however, that the distance betwee n 1<' 1 and F2 
in 5 is grc~ater than in J - and this may be foulld to be a 
si g nificant factor in more exact study of e nvi r onme nts . The 
c hief di1feren c e between inLcrdental and alv e olar l a terals, 
On the basis of this study, is the height and e ner g y of 
F.'J . Spectrog rams 4 and 5 (b elow) are included as CJx a mples 
of the two most COllllllon patterns e x hibited by int e l'de ntal 
laterals - with the pattern of 5 being mu c h the lllo S t c orllllloll , 
with ex c eptions previously noted in the e nvironme nt 01 hi g h 
I I' on t v owe 1 s . 
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Roth these lat e rals were confi r me d ill lhe field. 
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In spectrograms 7 and A, two crucial words are 
shown . The corr~ct assignnlent of Lhe vowel [ae ] :i. ll these 
Ivords has ramifications through.out the phonololjY . The 
undetermined words were [ IJ-YaelJ - dual -I st person pronoun, 
and [ kae 1J - dog . These Ivords are consistently recorded as 
" g el" Rnd "kel" by earlier writers. For Q<aelJ ) the vuwel 
is sometil1les corrected to Cae] from [f] by informants; 
it is always corrected for [ ,) YaclJ t-1oreover, informants 
failed to recognize [ t)Yael] wilen the vowel was pronounced 
[£] 
The spectrograms preclude assignment of tile retro-
flex feature to t kael] - a feature that undoubteuly would 
h ave been se Lected on impressionistic grounds . There is 
no evidence of a fa l l in F or a low F jn any Examl,le J 2 . t-' 
a n a l yzed frol1l J\.a{tip e { i ' s speech . The only other likely 
feature was interdental . A nUlliber of examples of the word 
revealed a pattern shown in R, page 51 . The following vowel 
[ i J might Ivell create extra heiGht ancl QllerfSY over 2000 hz. , 
but in 8 the pattern is quite unlike that of Uw vowel [iJ 
and there is considerable energy at 4000 hz . and above, 
suggest i ng a source in the consonant itself . Doubt about 
this feature derives partly from its loss jn modern word 
lists, wh.ere informants preserve the interdental sonorants 
fair J y well, yet none give an interdental lateral for this 
word . The identificatio ll of the feature uQpends on otl-wr 
evidence , and Rnalogy wit h the following word'~JYaeJ]. For 
a full discussion , see section 5·4·1 
The pattern of G) YaeIJ is much 11I0re definitive . A 
number of examples were selected and analysed, and the 
l ateral in a l l of thelll reflected a Lypica L ittt0.rcic) lltal 
patter n . The samples chosen for study were impressiollist-
ically suspicious - the formant pattern may be seen in 
spectrogram 7 , page 51 . 
Two laterals i n t h e envirOlli ll ent following [~J were 
examined in spectrograms 9 and 10, page 5J . A retroflex 
lateral was suspected in 9 ; "prildar"(lO) was not suspected, 
but was chos(~11 as a possi l)lc alveolar for cOlliparisoll. 
1 
h . 2 5J 
In 9, formants of the vowel are not clear , but FJ appears 
to·fall from 2700 to about 2200 hz., while F2 is located 
at 2000 hz . This must be considered a probable retroflex; 
in conjunction with other evidence, a decision may be made 
to mark this feature in the lexicon. 
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The formants of 1 0 deviate from the alveolar pattern . F 2 
I'-. 
j] 
and FJ are quite high, and the section (at B) exhibits a lot of 
energy in the high fre quenc ie s . On the basi s of tili s pattern , 
an interu(~Jltal was postulated in t h e word . J"ol' LunaLely this 
\vord was avai l ab l e in the vocabulary of Irl ocJern informants, 
where the interdental feature was confirmed . 
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In spectrogram 11, a t:illSp.l CioliS lateral was exa lllined . 
It appeared illlpressionistically Lo be lamino-palat a l . The 
pattern reveaJed is indicative 01 palatal articulation : 
even the clearest alveolar illlagi ll al)le is unlik e l y to have 
F2 at this height, a nd the c loseness and relatively eCJual 
arnpli tude 01 Ji' 2 and FJ is c haracteristi c of palatal, noL 
interdental, articulation . Certainty abouL this as a 
contrastive feature would be complete excepL lor evidence 
that some alveolar latera ls in the environlllent of Lhe high 
vowels receive palatal articulation - very likely as a 
result 01 English inLerleren ce . An example of this type is 
presented in spectrogram 12 . ]\ Iost al ve olar s I-v.l th adj acen t 
hi g h vowels es t a blished a I'a n ge of l L,OO h7 . l or F a nd 2200 2 
hz . lor It' - with signiliccli l L a lllpl i. LlIde JUl' boC IL ; 1)lIL LllCl'C 2 
are ellol lg h exampl es like 12 Lo confuse the p.icLure . 
J\,ssig r llT!(~nt 01 Lhe palatal feature to this lat(~r a l d(~pellds 
more Oll Lhe c haracteristic y-glide from . the preceditl g vowel 
Lhan Oll the spectral pattern . 
I, . 2 ss 
Latera ls in the environment after [ i J mi ght 
be 'expecte d to show some of the characteristics observable 
after [ eJ Two simi l ar worus are of parLlcular interest 
in the cnv ir onmen t aI ter [ i 1 : [ Pi : 1 i ] - eye , whi ch was 
recorded (on ce ) by Black (1 917) with his "dl" conv ent ion, 
and [~i :l:ij, whic h is g iven by Taplin as "tyilyi". Both 
words were selected without the final Singular morpheme [ i:] 
to avoid vowel influenc e as mu ch as possible . In 1 2 , eq ual 
energy for F2 a nd FJ may be secn in t h e hi gher frequencies , 
with l"2 very hi g h a nd c lo se to 1"
J
. This pattern is 
indi cative of pa lat a l articu l ation, yet it is unlike l y that 
aeons anan t of t h e palatal serie s should be s pe cifie d : [ Pi:li] 
is one of the rllost frequent words on tape a nd in past records , 
a nd j, t is n ever marked suspicious in any way . Even I3lack 
place d a form without the "dl" conv e ntion a l ongside hi s main 
entry . Perhaps a d i alectal difference existed; it see ill s 
certain t h a t in i ts main occurrence , this was a non- suspicious 
l ateral . It is diffi c ult to consider the pal atal pattern 
of the l ateral as anything but an " English" articulat:l on _ 
a latera l palatali zed b e t,,,'ee n two h igh fron t vowels . The 
l ati tude in t h e range "alvcolar " beinG' established here 
" '" "-1 
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might well be impossible in a language distinguishing a 
palatal series, if contact with English had not taken 
place . 
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In 1J the pattern of [ t,i : liJ iS shown . It was never 
attested in the field, and although it is usuall y impress -
ionistically alveolar, it \.,as marked suspicious in McIlughes' 
dialect . The frequ e ncies are indicativ e of interdental 
articulation in Ka{tipe{i ' s speech : the pattern of 13 
reveals tho hi gh energy, with the pol e in the ran ge 2000-
JOOO attributable to tho surrounding high front vowels. It 
seems quite plausible to mark an interdenta l consonant h ere . 
Determination of features On lateral s has a bearing 
on One of the nJOst difficul t problelTls in tho l a n Guage _ 
det er lTlinat ion of possible conditioninG environlTlents for an 
obs e rved variation in vowels [ i J and [ e J. In pursuit of this 
particular problem, a number of spectrograllis were made in the 
57 
environlflent follmving postulated / e / , spectrogram ll~ 
provides a section of the lateral in the root of the verb 
~ !inJ (functioning as the progressive or continuous morpheme) . 
F2 is quite cloar - no indistinctnoss or bound poles in 
the lower frequencies impair the picture - and it is quite 
high at about 1700 hz . The pattern of F J is indicativo of 
the normal interdental lateral confi guration . 
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Two initial laterals in the environment before / i / 
and / e/ may be seen in 15 a nd 1 6 , page 58 . A difference in 
tho height of F of the laterals, as well as in the 2 
a mplitude in the high frequencies , may be seen . "Le win" ( sit) 
was the particular form of interest, se locted as the evidence 
began to accumulate that doubled consonants in older ro c ol.' Lis 
indicate interdentals . Tho sections in 15 and 16 repr0'.'3ont 
tho host available exanlplot; for cOlnjJari so n : the lateral jll 
' (~e willJ(sit) .and the lateral in 'lliry ga l -iJ -(tea). - The config - -
urations are vory different . On the basis of this contrast, 
prediction of a n interdental lateral was possible, with the 
proviso that t h e l ax v owel might account for the 
difference in the two patterns . The laterals were both 
confirmed in the field, however , with the features predicted. 
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Laterals were also examined in the e nvi ronment of 
back v owe Is . One ol the most obscure and suspicious of 
the. vocalic environments was the final lateral alter [ 0 ] 
or [J] . This may be comprehe tlded when it is remembered 
that all these laterals seem extremely dark on tape . Any 
untrained English observer might automatically record a 
rhotic to account for the quality of [::>] . The accumulatiot) 
of (?vide ll ce sugge sted a possihle unif orm envirot)IIJen L, 
perhaps cond j Lio lling al lophoni c variation . The words 
se l ected Lo represent this B"l'OUP arc (1 ) [IIl :J: l~ (scud) 
( 2) [ yo :l iJ (buck) ( J ) [ yaet a ldoIJ (prett y li ttle g.iTI) . 
When t h e tapes were put into the voiceprint machine , 
a number 01 the l aterals were in fact discovered to be 
retroflexes . Ll u t s ollle of the lateral s thought to be 
ide.ntical tur ll ed out to be very different indeed . Spectrograms 
17 and 18, page 60 illustrate this statement . The rhotic 
in 1 8 was h eard during the procedure : the section illustrates 
this retrof l ex - both FJ andF'4 JaIl cOllsiderably - measure-
me n t not clear lJecause o f poorly defined vowel 10rJlICl.l1tS . 
Spectrogram 1 7 was so different that a possible intccclental 
\vas suspected . It is worth ellJphasizi ll e that this idenlili-
cation was correct , and that it was confirtllable within the 
body of the data, without fieldwork . As a result of the 
cOt)fi guration of this lateral , two related words were dis -
c overed . One jnformant had given a word transcribed as 
[ma~iiJ -(lit tle waves) . On re - examination, the vowel was 
c l e~rly [ o j. It appears that Ka(tipe(i - probably by 
accident - had exte nded the COmmOn optionality ol homorganic 
stops to the fina l cluster of noun roots , where optionality 
cannot he said to exist . The other word was a d(-:'!rivaLio ll, 
[IIIQ~~ -ap-iJ ( sea devil), which is c le iJ..rly related, and clea J' ly 
confirmed the postulated interdental . 
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In spectrogram 19, below , the configuration of 
a final retroflex lateral is presented. This suffix 
[ -o : -!-J appears to be a diminuLive , derived from the noun 
[po : ~-~ (child) . There was no occurrence of the noun 
61 
in Kartiperi ' s speech with indications of a suspicious retro-
flex . Kartiperi, like the others, was losing retroflexion; 
he produced retrollex consonants sporadically, and often 
dropped rhotics in other places as well . The only time the 
l ateral in [ poq - i J appeared to be retroflex was in this 
suffix . The preliminary rhotic was clearly audible from the 
voiceprint machine . 
! (@J 
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La t ora) s we re examined i tl the env ir Ollillen t ai t er [Q] . 
TIle words scl(~cted as representative are (1 )J.;ul t -u!:.(/ (sway) 
( 2)~)(i1k-Ul-ll~j(cJ a.tl ce ),(J)/wu~[.;-U).4-Ll- aP/(J J oul, [01', search) . 
Most of these laterals were postulated retroflexe~ . A 
typical sampl e of the sections obta.ined in this envirol1ll1ent 
" I I ( may be seen .in 20- wult-un sway) , page 62 . 
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There is no evidence of formants falling . FJ might very 
well be below or near 2000 hz . in thi s v owe 1 . But is too 
high and too strong to suggest retroflexion . Thi s 1s a 
possible interdental, but much 1II0re likely simply an alveolar 
lateral . The environment after [Q] is not widely enough 
sampled to prov1de certainty . The closest eXLlmple in this 
environment was analyzed for cornparison , and is presented 
in 21 , page 6J . In the latter exalllple, the lateral 
illustrates a very different spectral pattern . The ty pi cal 
interdental pattern , with little energy between 2000 and 
JOOO hz . is demonstrated , with a burst 0:[ enerGY ,just above 
J -
! 
1 t 
JOOO hz . , of slgnificant ampliLude . 
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All the sectiolls in 
2 1 depict knuwl l j ll tcl ' de ll tal r.OJl::;U llillltS. T I I() paL L()J'11 lor 
6J 
a lateral alter [E.J includes energy between 2000 and JOOO 
hz :, and tho exact configuration for nasals is uncertain , 
but in both sections Band C, t h e amplitude of energy 
over JOOO hz . is Uw distinguishing feature. 
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The l ateral in spectrogra rll 22, page 6 11, is a possible 
retrollex . This is an e.xarnp1e of the [:- ul ] sulJix, which 
appea['s to be a detran sitivizer . It oIte ll appears suspiciolls, 
especia l ly i n the freque n tly repeated taw-u.l -111 1- E 1 
7 n 
-a negative 
verb ' or adverb IIl fO!aning I I d on ' t il. The form and Illea lling 01 this 
suifix - or suif i xe.3 - are obscure . In its ItJaill IU ll c tion, a 
s u ffix [ -ulJ appears as a detransitivizer . But a similar forlll 
als o a ppears frequent l y , wi th a l atera l that appears suspicious, 
;f ,\'1 , \ 'I probab l y retroI l ex . Meyer lists two su ·Iixes, -ul and -urI 
as if they were one . It seems highly li l<.ely there are two 
different t:>uffixes, and that the [ -uflJ rnay never I.w 
understood . The occurrence shown below is the postulated 
it does appear La contain a retrof lex lateral, 
and to be significantly differ.ent from an alveolar lateral 
in the saille env ir onille nt . 
[ 9 t D K 
The lateral in 2 2 is one 
which the re tr of 1 ex feature was 
C) 1, J 
of the few 
suspected . 
1 
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OCCUl'L' CnCes in 
The many other 
occurrences of the [- uIJ suffix are impressionisLically 
alveolar . Postulating a dialectal difference does not 
account for t-1eyer ' s record - and note that Heyer diLl 110t 
use "r" to indicate vowel quality . It does appear that two 
LlifLerent suffixes may figure in the Illorphology; if so, there 
seems Ii ttle hope of disentangling thelll at thi s stage in 
the loss of retroflexes . 
In s pe c tr ograms 2) aJ'ld 21, , ini t ial lateral s may be seen 
before back vowels . Impressionistically, the vowel in 
2J is [0] and in 2~o is [el] . The spectral patte r n, in fact, 
reveals a slj_ghtly lower vowel - closer to [ :)J - for 2J . 
Accurate location of the vowel formants of 2~ is not possible-
F OI and 1"2 may be quite close, with F J fairl y high . This is 
a reasonable pattern for [a....J- but what is really odd is the 
difference in the transition from the initial lateral to 
the followine vowel in 24 as cOlllpared to 2J . Jill FI -F2 
difference of about 600 hz. exists in 23, while in 24 the 
difference is more like 1200 hz . Something significant 
distinguishes these laterals, and it cannot be attributed 
to the following vowel; in fact , the vowels could be ex-
pected to have the opposite effect . Since there are no 
initial retroflexes in this language, the difference can 
only be indicative of alveolar versus interdental - palatal 
laterals, besides being rare (possibly absent) initially, 
are distineuished by both a preliminary and a following y-
g lide. 
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YdentjJlcation of possible retroflex laterals, and 
of ,a definite distinction between alveolar and interdental 
laterals in environments both. precedinG' alld foLlowing hiG'h 
and mid vowels halted extensive attempts to establish. a 
pattern of allophony within a three - vowel contrastive 
system in Yaraldi . A shift of emphasis to determining some 
e nvi ronment in which variations in hi gh. and mid vowels could 
not take place was motiv ated larG'ely by this spectral work . 
In one area ) provisional identification of a condition -
ing environment had been made , partly confirmable by spectral 
work . This environment inv olv es the centralized vowel [:i::], 
which is frequently heard . Retro1lexion appeared to play 
a part, but not to be present in all occurren ces . Moreover, 
some of the apparent retrofl exes in past records could well 
result from an attempt to capture vowel quality. A clear 
preliminary rhotic was discernible from the voiceprint 
machine even before analysis , 
bY [~:i:q- iJ below . The section 
in 
in 
a number of words exemplified 
25 reveals a dropping FJ 
and absence 01 energy over 2000 hz . 
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In 26 and 27 , 
more I ik el y , [kri ya~) 
/' . 2 
the same word, [ki:~] or [k:(i : ~-J (Itct1cl coot-
is pronounced in dif ierell L ways. In 
26 , the close front vowel appears , with diphthongization 
and movement to a short steady state of perhaps . 05 second 
(where it is impressionistically a sChwa) - and then there 
is further transition to the lateral. In 27 , F1 of the 
vowel is identical to that of the schwa portion of 26, but 
P is higher . 2 A lengthy steady state may be observed in 
27- and with 1125 hz. difference between p", and F the 2' 
vowel is front of central. This location of the vO\ve l 
supports its identificatioll with I i i . It did seem possible 
at the comlllencement of this study that some of the vowels 
symbolized bY [i~ were mistaken - possibly confused with a 
centralized allophone of l ui . Dut in all those checked , the 
equation with I i i is supported . Further , in such examples 
as 26 a nd 27, identification of a retrollex environil lent as 
a conditioning element lor centralization is also supported . 
A number of other examples analyzed did not suggest retro-
flexion, however . In all such examples, a uniform environment 
after the rolled rhotic can be" demonstrated . 
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4 . J Nasals 
The following spectrograms are presented to indicate 
points in COll lilion with laterals and to serve as a COlnJl lence -
ment in compiling data for the analysis of the nasal series 
in Australian languages . 
Spectrograms 28 and 29 illustrate spectral patterns 
of the nasals in second position in an initial cluster. 
Spectrogram 28 presents the section of a retroflex nasal, 
to be compared to that of an a lveol ar in 29 . The differences 
are quite clear : it appears that F2 and FJ of 28 are very 
c lose - below 2000 hz ., whereas FJ of 29 is at 2850 hz. The 
indistinct pOles in 29 , below . l000 hz .)are not analyzable -
the nasal formant is probably intrusive here . The retroflex 
pattern exhibited in 28 is particularly interesting, as it 
represents the only retroflex Illareinally retai r10.d by modern 
informants . 
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Spectrograms JO and J 1 illustrate patterns of several 
of'a large set of words in which /a/ precedes a postulat ed 
retroflex nasal . The patterns are suggestive of retro-
flexion; both words are recorded with "r" in the past . 
The accumulation of evidence indicates retroflexion, but 
a b sencG of absolute conf irmation prevents marking with 
certainty in the l exicon . At least one thing is clear, 
however if l mantJ is retroflex , the n so is [ tantJ there 
is no appreciable differenc e between theln either impression-
istically or spectrally . 
® 
~:, 
[m J\. ~ !J J [t A. 
Illant - (steady) tant - ( ,s leep) 
In spectrograms 32 a nd JJ, two very similar words with 
different fi lla J c J.lIsters are S J IOI'; II. Tn J2 the [jlla/. cl.lIste r 
is apico - alveolar , and in JJ it is interdental. 
a significant difference in the height of F 
2 
There is 
with the 
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in terdontal ab out J 50 hz . higher - and in tho aliiount 
of 'energy depicted in the higher fre~uencies . The pattern 
here correlates very well with that of the l a teral s . Note 
that in pattern J2, a retroflex mi g ht well be postulated . 
Intensity is a far greater problem with nas a ls than with 
laterals , I t appears that lack of intensity a bove 2000 h z . 
must account for absence of energ y in J2 : ausence of any 
trace of falling transi ti Ons from the preceding v owel is 
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pand-iy-(carry, tr . ) (smell, tr.) 
indi c ative of alveolar,not retroflex , arti c ulation . 
In spectrograms J~ and J5, two examples of one probl e m 
word are sho~vn . The word is "foot"; it is g iven by informants 
about equally with and without an initial int e rde ntal stop . 
T l lO J:i.llal IlCl s al is illlpn) s :'3io ll isLicalJy rcLI ' oI} c x IliusL of 
the time, or at least "sLlspicious" . Dlac k re c orded the 
word as "toedni" , suggesting either retroflex or interdental 
arLiclilaLioll ; Moorhouse , for Nay- awurj , gives "tudn g i" . The 
word all along the Murray is spelled with initi a l "th" ,and 
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final "nn", suggestin g interdental consonants . The vowel is 
"i'~ in the Murray area in all records except Moorehouse's. 
All infornJanis oJ the 1960 ' s gave the same word, or some 
slight variation , for "hand" as well as "foot". McHughes 
summed up the whole problem when he said to Treagus : "It's 
either [ ~t1:Vi] or [ti :l}i] - some people say one , some say the 
other - I don. ' t know". 
The spectra l pattern of Jl.j precludes identification 
of a retroflex nasal in Ka(tipe{i's speech . It now seems 
likely that the peculiar nasal noted was not retroflex but 
interdental . This raises the problem of vowel identification : 
on l y l ui is known to centralize before interdentals. Thus 
I tu :n-i l Jnu st be considered t h e most likely form Lor "f oot" 
'"' .., 
in spite 01 the regionally attested I i i . In the lexicon the 
indeterminacy of the forlll is recorded; it seems likely that 
a Murray River form with interdental stop and nasal has 
interfered with an original Yaraldi form, which may in fact 
have contained a retroflex . Such slightly different forms 
might even have fi gured in differentiating "foot" from "hand" . 
It is impossible to discover the truth now. 
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F ur ther cO lJ iusioll frolll the blenuing oi divergellt dialectal 
forms Illight have added to what is now complete mystification 
on the correct iOrill of this word . 
In J5 , be l ow , another nasal originally marked as a 
bracketed retroflex is presented . The centralizod vowel 
h ere is clearly rounded - l ui , not / i i , and the feature on 
the n asal i s apparently interdental . 
over JOOO hz . in the final nasal. 
[w H /11 J 
Note the a mplitude 
One further picture is included by way of establishing 
occasions gives the 2nd person singular pronoun, bound form, 
in short phrases . In several of these , a final fricative 
re l ease of the stop may be heard. Because of Kartiro{i ' s 
frequent prOl l lltl ciation of illterue nL a l fricaLives, ovor-
compen sation Illust be considerod a possible lactor. On the 
other h and , h owever , fieldwork ostab li s h ed Lhat the 
l a n g uage abounds in interdental consonants , verifying every 
exampl e originally postulated . Kartiperi ' s introduction 
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of final interdental fricatives to English words might reflect 
a pattern in his Own language rather than a general trend 
to over-compensation . Spectrogram J6, below, depicts the 
form [yae'J a l-iQ~ J (\fuere are you going~) . llere the second 
nasal appears in section . The spectral pattern reveals 
energy at 4000 hz . of considerable magnitude; more over, 
the formants of the final fricative may be seen after the 
nasal section . It is quite obvious that Lhe nasal in this 
word had interdental articulation on this occasion . It 
must be considered a possibility that the bound pronoun 
~, at least in one diale ct , had final interdental 
consonants . 
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In the few pictures of n asals pres e nted h ere , 
general corrcs poll uence may be seen between lateral and nasal 
patterlls . Lest Lhe correspondence appear too simple and 
apparent, it lTIust be noted that many more of the nasal 
patterns had to be rejected because of inadequate resu lts. 
Th ose few that are transparently h e lpful are the exception . 
LI. 4 The Uses of Spectrographic Analysis 
There seems little reason to doubt -Lhe eff~ctiveness 
of spectrographic analysis in identifying interdental 
laterals articulated i n the Yaraldi manner. (See section 
6 . 2 . 3 for discussion) . Retroflex laterals may be as 
readily identified once norm frequencies are determined; 
there are plentiful indi cations that a characteristic pattern 
accompanies even the "sli ghtl y ref l exed " articulation 
characteristic of Yaraldi retroflexes . 
Nasa l s appear likely -Lo pose greater problems. 
Certainly some articulations of interdental and retroflex 
n asals correspond neatly to lateral patterns , may be predicted 
to belong to certain series, and may then be confirmed in 
the field . In contrast to the l aterals , however, these 
satisfactory nasal patterns are the exception , rather than 
the rule . Even when clearly defined , nasal formants may be 
indeterminate , and c l early defined patterns do not prevail . 
In tensity problems confuse nasals patterns, as do the nasal 
formants in the lower frequencies . Selection of the part-
icular segment to analyse is far more crucial with nasals 
than with laterals. These problems may be overcome 
with care and experience , but it does appear at this point 
t h at benefit to the fieldworkcr in Australian languages lies 
mostly in identification of laterals . Work on nasals will 
require considerably more effort,with results that are less 
dependable . It will be necessary for a study of nasal 
formants to be undertaken in its own right before spectro -
graphi c analysis can be assessed as a practical aid in the 
study of nasals in Australian languagos . 
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5 · PROBLEMS IN PHONEMICIZATION 
5 . 'I CONSONANT LENGTH 
Consonant length is a notable characteristic of 
Yaraldi articulation . It has been recorded extensively in 
the past by Meyer (1 84J) , Black (1 917 ,1 920) and Tindale (1935). 
In tho lexicon)length is recorded only on the final consonants 
of verb roots or on the nasals of final clusters in verb 
roots and various suffixes. Length in consonants is not 
consistently maintained: it occurs mainly in elicited forms 
and in the imperative, especially where emphasis or urgency 
is intended. In rapid speech , or even On repetition , length 
is absent . Tindale's "Wayungari" text includes consonant 
length in continuous speech, but the legend was carefully 
recorded and transcribed, in conditions conducive to formal 
speech. There is no evidence of consonant length in the 
informal utterances of Kartipeti; consonant longth appears 
to be of phonetic importance only, a result of the Yaraldi 
preference for phonetic length,in monosyllables. 
5.2 VO\V-EL LENGTH 
Vowel length, which is phonetically very important , 
is predictable in the lexic·on. Several small anomalies exist , 
1 
and one modern minimal pair can be distinguished , but there 
is no reason to assume that vowel length was contrastive 
in Yaraldi. Meyer ' s careful record of vowel length includes 
a number of apparent minimal pairs of the sort exemplified by 
ramm -tell , ~- open. It is his record of the Ramiperi 
dialect that motivates a careful consideration of any 
possibility of contrastive vowel length in Yaraldi . 
In past records (other than Taplin's) there is general 
agreement that long vowels occur - b u t considerable dis-
agreement about where . For instance, Meyer providos ga:pi-
(1st sg. S), Black records nappi, and Tindale gives ~. 
Yallop heard q ra :ki (teal duck) , but Black heard Qrakki 
Bl ack (1 91 7 ,1 920) carefully recorded vowel length, but he 
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noted t h e scarci ty of the long v oW81 "a ll, and he did not 
illustrate any minimal pairs . His record correlates well 
with recorded ( condition8d) raised or lengthe n ed allophones 
of the vowels . 
Length in the lexicon is recorded in citat ion form , 
but u sually not in informal conversation . Inf ormal speech 
is not frequent on the tapes ; it occurs c hiefly in a rambling , 
unglossed episode in Kartire{i's first interview , and in 
occasion al phrases . Vowel length is n ot apparent in an.y such 
speech . Moreover , in a respectably large lexicon, no 
minimal pairs occur . Length appears and disappears with no 
apparent concern to t h e informants. For insta nce, the 
frequently occurring verb " tell " is heard as [rAm], or 
~~ I? rr~ or [rae . m] - a f ac t whi ch renders Meyer's re cord of a 
minima l pair difficult to understand . It seems likely that 
the permissable variations in pronunciation at any given 
time by different informants could yield a number of 
ostensible "mini ma l pairs" - even to such a car8ful observer 
as Meyer . In addition , of course , he h ad no record of 
conson ant fe at ures, distin g uishing most of th8 variations he 
heard throu g h a record of vow e l quality . 
One possibi lity that must be considered is that vowel 
length h as been lost as a contrastive featur e . There are 
two exampl es of l e n gth recorded by Meyer but g iven by 
Kartireri consistently with short vowels : mek -(why), and 
pirim -(ti e ). In the first, the underlying form is 
undoubtedly meyak - a form given by Moorehouse for ~ayawu0 
a nd recoverable from the Yaraldi morphology . In the latter, 
the usual tens ing of /i/ before a single I ml is mysteriously not 
given by Ka [ tip e[i. It is the consistency with which the 
short vowels are attested, rath e r t h an the disparity with 
t h e records, that is odd - giv e n the underlying form of 
mek and the conditioning nasal of (p~ l m]. Nevertheless, 
such anomalies are minor, and undoubtedly to be expecte d 
in a l ang uage so poorly attested . Disparities in earlier 
records suggest that vowel length was never consistently 
maintained . Dis c ussion with workers on Australian l a nguages 
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in similar circumstances, but where vowel length may be 
established as phonemic, suggests that such complete loss 
of unpredictable length in a lexicon this large is extremely 
unlikely . 
In the lexicon, predictable vowel length occurs in 
the following environments : 
(1) Half-length OCcurs on stressed vowels in the environmemt 
before single retroflex consonants. 
(2) Raising, often accompanied by half-length, occurs On 
stressed vowels before single consonants /r , 1/ and/m/. 
I specify only the alveolar here, but certainty 
is not possible o 
(J) Raising or tensing of vowels , often with half-length, 
occurs in the environment after /y/ , and less consistently , 
after /w/. The vowel /i/ is usually tense in the 
environment after a palatal consonant. 
( L~) Vowels are fully long in monosyllabic noun roots of 
the shape (e ) eve . 
In spite of erratic occurrences of length, the 
lexicon quickly established that vowel length in citation 
form occurs only on certain roots, while consonant length 
appears on others. Separation of the roots into the 
categories "noun" and "verb" revealed a maj or pattern . It 
appears that, at least in careful speech , monosyllabic 
roots are preferred phonetically long in Yaraldi . This is 
achieved differently, however, in the different grammatical 
categories. Nouns receive length on the vowel, verbs On the 
final consonant of the root . 
Vowel length may be predicted in monosyllabic nouns 
according to the syllable structure . Vowels are long only 
in (C) eve roots , with particular length in tho e eve 
roots . 1~here final homorganic clusters occur, as Yallop(1975) 
noted, there is some variability in realization, with 
the norm being a short vowel. 1fuere a final non-homorganic 
c luster occurs in monosyllabic roots, and in disyllabic 
2 
noun roots, vowels are never fully long
o 
• 
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AlthouGh vowels are never fully ~ong in verbs, raising 
and half-length Occur in the environment of the consonants 
noted prev i ously . Thus we havo a set of verbs liko, 
[fe. m] (scrape) [ nre . m] (examine) [ yeo mJ (pour) eyre. m] (dance), and 
others . To this set must be added a n exce pti on - [pe. mp] -
(give). It contains an invariant tense vowel for no 
reason predicted by the environments mentioned; further, 
a verb [ mE. lllp ]-(hit) exists as contrast . One pos si bi Ii ty 
is that " give " may be underlyingly a VCV sequence - there 
is no internal evidence to help- or it might correctly be 
ropresented simply as [peym10. Only one other exceptional 
vowel occurs in the verb roots: [nfllf-(leave, forget). The 
lax vowel in this word probably reflects an underlying 
form [nt:mb-iy] , which is recoverable by analogy with an 
extensive set of transitive - intransitive pairs. These 
last three verbs are anomolous in containing invariant 
forms in an environment that conditions inconsistent 
occurrences of length. They are all very c Ollllll on verbs, and 
llIay have established firm patterns through use, as the 
language deteriorated. 
Yallop ( 1 975) noted the general predictability of 
length, but retained length as a contrastive feature because 
of a number of subminimal pairs . Most of these llIay now be 
fully discounted; others may be ignored as insuffiCiently 
recorded to chal l enge general patterns observa~le in the 
language. Yallop ' s subminimal pairs are as fOllows . 
(1 ) mil - ( charm, stab) wi:l - ( ache , hurt) 
The lexi con doesn ' t includo a clearly recorded form 
but only [ Wi. :rJ -(b e sick) The latter form is 
given by Mrs . Hilson, Ka{ti,reti, and occurs :Ln Dr . Hercus's 
field notes . Only McHughes gives something like Q.vi .l] , 
but the lateral is c learly not alveolar . Th us i tis not 
apparent that tho vorb is recordod correctly - SOllie feature 
may occur on the lateral to affect the vowel, either in 
[wi .lJ or , for that matter, in [m11J. In fact, in view of 
the environments for tense vowels described here, it is the 
form of [m11J that is most puzzling . This pair of 
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verbs may be considered p roblematic , but in su ff icient 
e viden ce c f distinctive vowel l e n gth . 
( 2 ) kl a l -( b llrn) ; pagl - ( travel, move) 
The word [ pa);J is recorded in t h e lexicon wit h a 
probahle re t rof lex . ~] eyer recol' ds thi s as "PQrl ll , a nd not e 
Lh a t h e marks vowel l e n gth independently . ~unaypon says , 
tpa .\~)] - or yo u co uld say ~a~\cFi1 1C - as if vowel length here 
means notJliJlG to him . "Kl a l" i s noL reconJecJ in citation 
form, which great l y influences l e n gLh in t h e env ir onm e nt 
preceding a l atera l . 
( J ) parayi (h one y , flolver ) ma: r a"IVi ( s i. s ter ) 
The firs t ""ord is a cJisyllabic root, exhibitin g shift 
o f s tre 55 . The second is a nlon osyll ab i c root Ivith possessive 
suffix, prililary stress applying fully on the fjrst syll able . 
The stress paLtern great l y affects the occurrence of length . 
Norma Ll y l engt h is lost in disyllabic stems, alth ough cond-
itioned half-length is frequently h eard . The words (ma !.l- aw - i ] 
a nd Lilli : m-un-i] (wom a n) are atLested consistently wiLh out 
lo ss of lOll gth in the first syLl ab l e . 
(4 ) r ongi - ( broth er -in - law ) ; kogngi - ( rood ) 
Hecording the point o( artic ul ation of nasals 
prec e ding stops is very difficult indeed . It appears that 
rongi is correc t here, but cer Lainl y ko:ngi is not. 
Severa l inf ormants give this word , a nd i n all cases the 
nasal i s c l ear l y velar . Severa l inforlll a nt s OIlLlt the final 
stop . Thu s the correc t form is undoubt edIY/ko : J}- :yor/ko : r; g - i ! 
( 5) lF al<:i - (an g ry) ; ry rQ tl<:i - (t ea l cluck) 
The first of these is a Ill odifying noun, or adjective , 
coll ected so l e l y from phrases; the second is a noun col l ected 
pr ililari l y in citat ion fo r m . The variability of IJ rak-i 
(t ea l du ck ) i n the records h as a l ready boen dis c ussed . 
yl~: 1 uld - (n:tI)bi t) ; Yl1t I1k i -(bill y call) 
l:loth cOllt ain vowe ls in e livi roni ll e nts conditionin g 
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sporadic l ength . And, in fact, such variation is amply 
attested in past records and in the lexicon. The forms 
[ y o tuk] or [ Yl tUkJ appear in transcripti on - and Meyer give s 
yirtuge , while Taplin records yirtugge Yuluki is 
recorded once with a short vowel in the lexicon; this 
pronunciation is undoubtedly also reflected in Taplin 's 
yullukke 
ELilllina.tion of contrasLivc vowel lellgth dcsLroys 
JvJeyer 's sta.terne tlt - repeated by IHack (und oubtedly from 
Meyer) - thaL vowel length distinguishes a transitive and 
intransitive third person plural bound form pronouns . 
That is, the forms would be ~(intr . ) 
- a ::[ (tr.). 
There is no trace of such a distinction on tape - which 
might be expected . More significantly, Meyer doesn't 
record this varia.tion in his sa lli p l e sentences , and the 
observed occurrence of hall-length in the environment before 
retroflexes suggests that the distinction would have been 
very difficult to distinguish. 
There is no reason from the lexicon, past records other 
than Meyer, or field notes from ear lier field work to 
consider vowel length phonemic - except , of course, insofar 
as vowel length correlates with nominal status . 
5 . J VOICING 
5 . J .1 1101IlUl/iLl.JI:LC Clusters 
J30th Tindale (19J5) and Yal lop (1975) noted that a 
voiced homorganic stop lIlay appear optionally after a nasal 
OJ' l ateral. Yallop specu l ated t Jl at the stop is of phonoLic 
irllportance only; that is, surfa.ce voiced hOlllorganic clusters 
roflect only a single unclerlying nasal / lateral, while under-
lying clusters arc represented on the surface by nasal! 
latoral plus voice l ess homorgaJlic stop. 
Provious writers, including Meyer, record occasional 
apparent minitllal pairs in which the VOicing of a stop - either 
singly or in cl u sters - appears to be the only distinguishing 
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feature . Considering t h e tota l abse n ce of consonant 
distinctions, however, such a record indicaLes littl e . 
Suggestion of a voicing distinction is only slight in t h e 
lexicon . There is SOme question of predicta l>ility of. voicing 
of inv ariant s tops , which wil l be discussed later. There is 
a lso a record of a definite minimal pair , [ ma!:g-ac- i ] -
(I i zard ) a nd GllaJ,:!~ - a r -iJ ( berry) . If stops are represented 
in under l yi n g forlll for thesl; worus, vOi cing lfIu St be 
c on sid ere d con t r as t i v e . Bu t , on t h e other hand, ev idence 
from the pasL in some respects s ubstanti ates Yallop ' s 
theory that vOici ll g is optional and of pholleti c va lu e only . 
Prior to Tilldale (1 9J5) , optional realization of stops is 
never merl ti oned ; forms like [ mau<1-ar - i ] (li zard) occur with -
o ut the stop . For instance, the language name "Narrinyeri" 
is never spel l ed with a stop , unl ess IH ack ' s (1 920 ) v ariant 
Naringyeri is considere d a stop . 
Exami nation of all Lhe sources reveals a strict pattern 
of occurrence of optional stops . Th ey occur only rTIorpheme-
finally, a nd onl y in certain morphemes . They occur most 
commonl y rooL-finall y before t h e (p ostu l atod) suffix of 
d erived disyllabic stems - and are observed nlu c h more 
frequently with palatals t h a n with other consonanLs . Thus 
[ P l p-al- i ] '" [ P l r9-al -i] -(emu) in the l exicon . ( It may be 
that Taplin ' s and Black ' s for m pingjali should be inter-
preted as record of a stop) Apparent optionality in the 
realization of a homorganic stop also occurs on suffixes a nd 
partic l es . Thi s pattern of occurrence mi ght well suggest 
that c lusters with voiced stops were pres e nt at an earlier 
stage of the l ang uage , to be lost on noun roots, possibly 
after l oss of a root-final vowel . If the stops in question 
h ad heen recorded ear l ier , a nd had no t becolile a gonera l 
phenOll10110n oll] y in recent records , this interpretation would 
be preferred . 
b e introdllceu . 
As it i s , certain other considerations must 
Voiced stops in cl usters are the norm in n oun roots, 
but omi ssion a lmost nov er occurs . It would be quite im-
possib l e to s uggest [ p E. I J as a u altern ant of [ p Cld] -( duck) . 
Dr . Uerc u s on one occasion asked Kartiperi if she rni ght say 
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" wa 1" f or c lou d . The respoJlse was negative : "You must say 
" wa ld " if you want the full Illeaning" . 
A further limitation on the solution offered by 
Yallop cOnies from the evidence of Meyer, who gives the dual 
suffix as - e1)k, the dative suffix as -aryk . lie then notes 
that when the dual is further suffixed with vowel-initial 
forms, or when it follows nOUJlS beginning with voicell 
consonants, the "k" becomes "G" :"f or reasons of euphony" 
Thus, in his description, f\1ey()r inllicates a norm of 
vOicelessness, ,,,ith an alternation pattern to voiced form. 
Tn moderll records only the dual is attested, and it occurs 
normally with a voiced final stop, alternating to omission 
of the stop . 
Meyer offers other, apparently contradictory, phonetic 
information . In discussing nouns, Meyer notes that final 
t'b,d,g" become " p,t,k" before vowel-initial affixes . The 
examples he gives demonstrate this alternation only with 
final non-velar homorganic clusters in nominals: 
man di 
tumbi 
- house man t - alII_ 
tump-a r 
- in the house 
- raw 
- raw (pl . ) 
This pattern of alternation is substantiated on tape : 
Ka(tiperi gives the form 
bl ind '; illllnediately followed by the comment : "00nd~- means 
blind" . Thus the accumulated data on alternation to unvoiced 
consonants is problematic in several respects . Meyer ' s 
description of the environment is inaccurate insofar as 
-=L is itself a suffix in his grammar . The environment for 
voiceless consonants must be mollified to specify suffixes 
other than ..:2..-. or perhaps s ollle phon 01 ogi cal env ir on III en t . 
l"urthe l' , when the _~is droppud, the voiced consonant occurs 
word -finally much more often than the voicel ss. It 
follows, then, that we have a situation in which the form and 
behaviour of final stops i n clusters in two suffixes -Ea1kJ 
alld C=ae J;J'J j~ quite diLfercnL f]'olll the behaviour of 
final stops in clusters in noun roots . 
A ' look at the behaviour of single consonants in noun 
roots reveals a different pattern from clusters : voiceless 
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occur before i. a.nd word-finally, altern ating to voiced: 
[ryrak -i] ( w lgry ),A.../ [IJrag - uwa~J (b ecome angry) ; Gll az}~) -( steady) 
rv[m~:~)uwarJ ( go steady); [wu ~kJ ( snare , intr) r...., [wulg -iy]-
(snare,tr). This pattern is the same as the pattern described 
by Meyer for the suffixes ~ and ~ • Except for the 
exclusion of ~as an e nvi ronment for vOicing - sufficiently 
odd to deserve cOlllment ( see section 2 . J . 2 for discussion)-
the alternation of a voic eless consonant to a voiced consonant 
before a vowel is a natural one , and quite CO ll1lIl On in Australian 
languages . The unusual patt()rn , then, is the one demonstrated 
by final stops in clusters in noun roots , where the pattern is 
voiced before -i and finally, and voiceless elsewhere . 
The Il lost effic ient treatment of these latter stops in 
synchronic terms is representation as voic eless stops , with 
spec ifi cation of voicing in the relevant , restricted environ-
ment. But it Il1ay well be that t h e older pattern in nouns is 
the voiced one - and that alternation to voiceless in forms 
other than the singular absolutive can be looked upon as a move 
toward the more general pattern . Possibly if the voiceless 
norm were estah lished throughout the nominal category, altern -
ations of the more general sort would become established . This 
view presumes, then, that voice l ess consonants in final position 
are preferred in the language; that an older form is preserved 
in the voice d stops found in clusters in noun roots ; and that 
the voicing of final stops may originally have been general 
in nouns, perhaps because of the original presence of a final 
vowel in the root . It must be noted that such a theory strives 
to account for a vOi c ing pattern , but sheds little light on 
the presence or absence of under~ ing stops where they are now 
optionally realized . All this data indicates is an undoubted 
underlying cluster represent ed on the surface by a voiced 
homorganic cluster. 
\Vith respect to the suffixes - a ? k and - ol)k, there is 
undeniable ev ide n ce overall of a lternati ons [ ael)rv ae9g f'/ ae;Jk J 
(Meyer ' s " er)lt) . Analysis here must be based on probabili ty . It 
is improbable t h at Meyer ' s pattern [ae1l~· A./ aC'!1) g] is mistaken ', 
011 the other h and , there is s0111e ev ide nc e that optional 
a lternation of the pattern Cae :.; A.., ae? gJ was a.llowed originally , 
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perhaps in restricted environments , or even with certain 
m 0:1; pheme s . This latter pattern of variation appears to 
have been extended in modern tinles 
- still within limited 
grammatical or lexical environments 
- to words in which 
it did not ori g inally occur. Contact with English would 
certainly accelerate lo ss of voiced final stops in velar 
clusters . Thi s loss would ini tiate al ternations Cry /V 9g ] 
perhaps at the expense of alternations [l) k rJ l) g]) confusing 
further the original pattern . Morphemes contuining a n 
original single underlying sonorant may have gradually , 
by insertion of " optional" stops , become totally confused 
with morphemes containing clusters . Dialectal differences, 
either in the treatment of, or presence of , final stops in 
cl us ters would add to the irretrievability of the original 
patterns . Thus the analysis proposed by Yallop is al most 
certainl y partially correct : opLion a l reali?;atioll of stops, 
which seems to have generalized l ate in the life of the 
language, is a feature of Kartipe ( i ' s speech . There is 
evidence , however, that voiced clusters don't consistently 
represent underlying single consonants , even in restricted 
e nvironments . The only hope of determining the original 
form li es in earli er records , which are followed in entries 
in the lexjcon . 
There is one area in which a possible contrastive' 
function may accompany voicing . In disyllabic noun stems, 
the vOicing feature on root - final stops in clusters is 
maintained con sistently : they are eith er always voiced or 
always voiceless - and the environments apPear to be 
identical . For instance, we have such words as [wa\~-af -~­
( gut ); ~(ald -ar-iJ -(tail), [~£ H, - uC- iJ- (bittern) [k~a_~ b - al --9-
(bread) The consistent form of the consonant must be 
considered evidence of a voicing distinction the feature 
cannot be predicted in these words . Dut if voicing of the 
co n soll ant can he ge neralized l)eyolld the particular word to 
the grammatical category of its root , then predictability 
(of a sort) can be mai nt ained . The original roots can only 
rarely be g l ossed . It is possible that both noun and verb 
roots figure in derived noun stems , invariant 
voicing mi ght reflect point of origin. In the lexicon 
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I recorrl those stops as if nO distinction exists; tho 
ph?netic record wi ll preserve the forms, perhaps for SOme 
future rosoluLion of these probloms . 
5 · J · 2 Voi cin~in other Env iroll men t s 
Final single stops are voiceless in tho lexicon . 
Previous records include voicod stops in a small number of 
words , suggesting original variability, with perhaps a 
preferred pattern of voicelessness . 
Initial stops are without except i on voiceless in tho 
l ex i con . Ear l y records reveal a minor occurrence of voiced 
forms, so that original v ariabili ty with a preferred pattern 
must again b e inferred . 
As previously noted, stops in final clusters in nOuns 
are voiced in the lexicon, whother the clustor is homorganic 
or not ~ Stops in final clustors in verbs are voiceless, 
wh ether homorganic or not . 
5 . J . J Transitivity and VOicinG 
Yallop (1 975) noted that certain pairs of verbs exist 
in whi ch trwlsitivity appears to correlate with VOicing of 
the final stop . One such verb is Taplin ' s pinggen - throw 
6 down p i nglcen - fall. 1'wo othor sots may easily be gleaned 
from the tapes : [ n EmJ(leave, put ) ,[n£mp] -( stay , remain) ; 
and [pn E, mb] -( tangle , wind something) ,[pn£mp]-( tan.gle , intr . ) / . 
One other s imilar pair was g iven by several informants : 
(PEA~n-( smol l, tr L Lp l.~ ·~l -( smell , stink , intr .). Mrs . 
\4ilso11 , who gives the correct transitivity to the correct 
v erb ( randomly confused by other informants), also insists 
that the forl1l of the transitive verb is not (p c.~~l) but 
\{itll this inionJlatioll, it was possiblo to ro -
exalllill e ](artiFe[i ' s utterancos, a n d to uiscovor a lIUlllber of 
~-fillal roots . 
without corrospol1ding iJltransitivo roots, aJld fOllr pairs of 
roots wi t h a transitive/ intrans itive distinction correlated 
wi th tILe fi ll al syll able ~ :iy _ . 
(1) [\ve ~ g iYJ sJlare , hook ; [we~kJ - go snaring . 
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(2) ['vu~giYJ 
(J) [ kaVgiyJ 
(LI) [ pandiyJ 
- search for , seek ; [ wu}.kJ - want, wish for 
- make fun of [ karykJ - laugh 
- love someOne ; [ pan.tJ- breed , bear a child 
Meyer ' s vocabulary suggests that there were quite 
a nUlliber of these verbs . 7 It seems likely that the :iY 
verbs are a remnant of an older class of verbs . 'Ule final 
syllable was prohably not productive - it is too barely 
known and too scarce to have been significant even in the 
time of Meyer . A suffix [ -uI J or [- u+ J appears to play the 
major role productively in producing intransitive stems from 
transitive roots . 
I± appears, then, that it is not a voiced final stop 
that disting uishes the transitive stem from the intransitive, 
but the ~ suffix , which has either not been noticed 
previously or has been omitted, forgotten , by the informants. 
It is plausible to consider the underlying form of the verbs 
of sets [nErn, n £ rnp] (leave,stay) and [ pnl mb ,.rnc rnp] (tangle) 
to be an.alogous to the other sets; that is, the tr.ansitive 
verb will be represented underlyingly \vith the -iy suffix. 
It may be that loss of the final suffix had already taken 
place,before English contact , in some of these verbs; if 
loss had occurred in all , obscuring the original pattern , 
a voicing distinction would have had to be recognized . 
5 . 4 PROBLEMS IN THE ANALYSIS OF VO\vELS. 
5 . 4 . -I Phonetic Cae] 
The correct phonemic representation of r ae ] is a major 
problelll. Eight words from the lexicon illustrate the 
difficulties with this vowel . 
Phonetic Phonelilic English 
(1 ) ke : n-i kel} - i fire 
(2) i:)e : 1 -i A.- t E : l - i ~e~ -i arm 
(J) 1J Y ae : 1 1)a~ -i 1 st person dual ( S) 
( L~ ) ke : l - i /V kae : l - i kal-i dog 
.... 
(5 ) w{ae : 1)-1 w{Iryg - i bad, silly 
( 6 ) kae : IJ kIl)g Jrd person dual (S) 
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(7 ) l1L,;ae :1)-i ml~ 11) g -i mud 
( 8 ) p{ae.l) uk-i prI1)uk-i w<l.ter 
There is clear evidence that words (1) and (2) contained 
retroflex consoJl ants . l"re have kairni -fi re , from J3lack-
moor, and a rhotic recorded by ,,,ryatt (1 879 ) and others . 
Equally , cherli is recorded by l"ryatt , and several 
occurrences on tape are decidedly non - alveolar . The 
spectrogram does not indicate a retroflex lateral, but loss 
of this feature has been discussed . It is unlikely that a 
rhotic would be introduced in records to indicate the quality 
of this vowel , or that centralization would be recorded , 
if retroflexion were not a factor . Analogy with/ keX:-i/ 
is sufficient t 0 motivat e the entry / t,e l- -ij. 
(3 )[ryy ae;.l] : This word undoubtedly derives frolll *JJali . 
Impressionistically , the lateral appears non-alveolar in some 
occurrences, but the feature is impossible to distinguish . 
The most likely candidate impressionistically would undoubted-
ly be retrof l ex . Spectral work , however , indicates inter-
dental articulation . There is a small amount of support from 
the records f or this feature : Ulack records q elli, gedli 
the spelling of the consonant suggesting an interdental; 
Meyer doubled the consonant, even for the bound form which 
is -ill,)all Uasically, it is the firm evidence of a number 
of spectrographic sections that forms the basis of marking 
for the lateral in this word . 
Specification of the lateral doesn't determine the 
phonemic category of the vowel . It could be illl allophone of 
either /e/ or /a/ . Meyer's record of the short form of the 
vowel differs fronI that of Taplin , in containing "a", rather 
than "e" . l"urther , he gives illl alternant form of the dual 
pronoun : o alluo. Most other investigators give the word as 
1)el , but Taplin ' s influence must be noted here. TiDdale (19J5) 
(19J7 ) trQl1scribed the vowel in -Lhe bound forlll wi-Lh "a ", but 
the free form never occurs . Tnterestingly ) both Ijunaypon and 
Kartiperi persistillltly correct the vowel to Cae] if it is 
pr on 0 un c e d [f..]. 
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~t appears very likely that dialectal differences 
existed in both the realization and phonemic status of the 
mid vowel . A raised allophone of /a/ in the environment 
before an interdental lateral might easily overlap with 
allophones of lei , becoming identified with jt . In fact, 
in Yita Yita , well up the Murray , the recorded vowel is 
" i " . The Hami) leri pe ople were in con tact wi th the lower 
Kaurna, who have a form 1) acLli , while the Yaraldi were 
in contact with the Meru tribes , where the forlll is recorded 
as ll ellu . 
• 
IJecause of the evidence of 131ackmoor, who was 
a Yaraldi speal<:er , and the insistent correction of the 
vowel by Kartip e ri and ljunaypon, I prefer to enter this form 
as /J)a~i/ in the lexicon , wi t il the al ternative/r) e~ V' offered 
as a possibility . 
(J;(j<:ac :l-i ): All modern informants pronounce this word [ ke:l-j). 
Once again , the most likely feature On the several suspicious 
occurrences would be retroflex; but two spectral patterns 
suggest an irlterdental feature , as does analogy with the 
very similar for lll/1) a ;J.y. The ms;tjor objection is the absence 
of the fG8.ture in the speech of modern informants, who 
pre serve' :i Idr·rclentals . 
The l ateral in this word is marked as peculiar in 
several past records . Black re corded it wi th hi s II dIll 
convention, and Hercus marked it as questionable . The 
history of the word may be guessed at to some extent . Yaraldi 
shares this word with a number of other language s in the 
8 region, where the form is either 'kal kal 
--' 
Only in or 
the Meru language s is the form re c ordecl wi th an II e If. It 
seems likely that an earlier word for "dog " in Yaraldi was 
~vr ae : ry( g )-iJ, which now means "bad, rotten , silly". The 
equation of the terms [wrael}-iJ and [kae :l-~ is made explicitly 
by Kactipefi . It seems plausible to infer that movement of 
[ wrae : 1J- i J from its core meaning to the denotation of a 
quality mi ght acco unt for borrowing of the COII,," on reGional 
term [ l<:ae : liJ to refer to" dog" • q If the word was b orr O\ved , it 
appears likely that the original vowel was l al' not / e / . 
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There is only one record of a possible interdental lateral 
in'the area , at Mallee Cliffs , where kaltha is recorded . 
This latter record is helpful in confirming a spectral 
record that is patchy - several of the occurrences anal ysed 
did not substantiate interdental articulation . Analogy 
with lJ a li is sufficient to motivate a record of interdental 
art i culation in the lexicon . Here too , the proper 
assign lll ent of the vowel is difficult . Either a diachronic 
movement /al --r / e/ I __ ~ may be envisaged , or an under-
lying form containing la/ . It appears plausible to enter 
this \vord as/ka~-ij, \.yith the available alternative/ke}, - i /. 
- bad,silly ( 6 ) [nll:ae:~lJ ( g ) -iJ - mud . 
These two words are representative of a group ending 
in the sequence Cae : r) ]. This sequence may readily be 
distinguished from [ an ( g il. Note that correct identification 
of u final COns onant is not possi bl e be cause of modern 
inserti Oll of opti onal st ops . 
The word [ wrae : lJ -iJ has been recorded in the past as 
wirrengi, wirrangi In a rapidly expressed 
phrase in the l exicon , Kartiperi gives [ w~j~-uwal-an 0:) au) li.n ch :) (.prc s ., 
l~all -ltJ J -. "I t ' s going bad" . The vowel in this utterance 
lbe) lpre s ~ \,..i t ) 
i s clearly [1.J.Meyer gives the seq uence as on gi or aieng~ 
as does Moriarty (1 879 ). lhesa representations are very 
close to the variations observed on tape . Occasionally 
the nasal seems l ength ened , but usually the vowel Seems 
long , with a lengthy y - g li de . One word of this set , 
[ p1h~ ae :~-iJ-( bUII ant ) is once heard with a clear VCV 
seq uen ce : [pt~taeYil/-i]. 
It is possihle that phonetic [3.e :])J derives from 
a V C V sequence , possihly[ iyilJ]' TI1.ere is precede n ce for 
this phonetic resu l t wi thin the larlguage , in Meyer I s record 
of l iyinl as en . It is equally possiLle that the forills 
represent the a ddi tion Of / l) / tO a ll oun root , with the resultant 
al lophon e the preferred realization of Iii before a nasal . 
Several corY'espondt:nces suggest this pattern -[P l. ~~j- strong, 
brave ) [ p 1.1tae :ry-i J -( bull ant) , and the possible underlying 
I! 
I i 
! 
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form of [vrae :1J uk -i] -(wator ) to be discussed later. A 
decision to adopt the more abstract pattern might be made 
if informant behaviour suggested it , or if an overriding 
pattern with VCV sequences h ad been ostablished . In the 
absence of such indications, I adopt the position that the 
sequence l ae :l,] represents the addit ion of /IJ/ to the noun 
I() 
with its singular morpheme . 
rfili s is the phonetic form of the Jrd person 
dual subject pronoun . . The quality and length of the vowel 
suggest analogy \vith (5) and ( 6 ), with reprosentation as 
1 / klng/ , and a possible underlying form kiying . Support 
for the form adopted may be obtained from Whyatt ' s 
possessive pronoun kivonawi - our . Meyer has a possible 
corroborating form in his " adverb or adjective" that provides 
rociprocal mean i ng . This latter form is king •••. un , into 
which is inserted the relevant pronoun , to yield such forms 
- we two ...• each other, king-m~ - un -
they pl. , face to face It may not be too far-fetched to 
relato the initial word in this form to the dual pronoun. 
( 8 ) [ prae :>'tJ Llk -~ - water . 
River languages is Quk 
Tho word for "water " in the Murray 
- basically . The word for "river" 
in Kaurna is pari 
- and pere is mentioned in an early 
record for the Meru languages . Now , Kartiperi e quates 
[jrae :'/IJ uk -iJ wi th drinking water, reserving the word 
monman - i for " sea water ". He also admi ts ryuk-i as the \vord 
for "Hater", wi th the samo meaning as [prae :'l) uk - iJ. It appears 
v ery likely , in the light of the decisions made on represent-
ations of similar forms, that the word in question could 
be par-i + quk-i. The necessity to insert a y-glide on 
suffixation in such forms has been discussed earlier , 
when representation of the singular 1Il0rpheme as /-iy/ was 
considered . 
9' 
Phonetic [ i ] 
Assignment of [ i J to Iii posed fewer pr6blems. A 
general pat tern Iliay be seen for [ i J: it oc curs main ly 
before retroflex consonants . Unfortunately, the quality 
of the vowel is such that an English investigator is 
likely to write an "r" into the transcription whether it 
should be there or not o All recorded material from the 
past must be considered potentially faulty . 
Spectrographic work achieved two results : it 
substantiated the equation of [ i ] with Iii , and it 
eliminated the possibility of retroflexi on in some cases. 
The norm frequency of the v Give 1 de scri be d as II centralized II 
is 500 hz . (1", ) , -16 2 5 hz . (1"2) • Since [ iJ has norlll 
frequencies of J75 hz . (F, ) and 2000 hz . (F 2) , the degree 
of centralization is remarkable . 'l'he measurement of 
" fronting" of segments is usefully obtailled by charting the 
difference in hz . between F, and F 2 . The difference in the 
case of(i]is about 1150 hz ., placing it well front of 
centre . It should be noted that \vhile [t:t-J is usually 
bac1<: of centre and perceptibly- rounded, there are occurrences 
of [ -l+J in \vhich the fonnant difference is , 000 hz ., placing 
it very close to centralized Iii . It is therefore true that 
in some words these two vowels are very hard to distinguish-
particularly in words heard only once . 
Spectrographic work eliminated retroflexes in some 
cases by strongly suggesting other features. For instance, 
in the verb [ pr i nt]- (come) , the nasal analysed appears to ~,. ") 
be interdental , and is entered as questionable in the lexicoll . 
In most cases , a preceding alveolar rhotic has been 
identified as the conditioning environment; in other cases, 
words have beelJ analyzed further to suggest consonantal 
features or a different underlying form . TI~e overwhelming 
evidence in the lexicon is that [ i J did not have phonelnic 
value ; loss of conditioniJlg consonants may have ueglln in 
SOme dia l ects , but comparison with others readily provides 
base forms including the cOl1ditionitlg environlllent . 
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Phonemicization of [~Jw as aided by the following 
facts. 
(1) McHughes provides many words ,yithout centralization . 
His dialect may condition this , Or perhaps his inade -
quate knowledge of the language. In the latter case, 
he gives whut he thinks the word is - and this is a 
valuable service in itself. In most cases , his vowels 
corresp~ld to the Ones most likely for a number of 
reasons . 
( 2) The major informants don 't always centralize . For 
instance, Kaftife{i says [ mr t p J - (c ut), [ krllJ-
(ground), [pr l.l..!;:t~ -( come) , a number of times , whil e 
centralizing the vowel most of the time. 
(J) CA or cognate forms from nearby languages provide clues. 
Yallop (1 97.6) was obliged to treat [~:J as a phoneme 
after studying KartiJlefiTs tapes: and Ka{tire{i Ts treatment 
of ~:Jleaves little alternative . Once again , evidence from 
other informants on a number of crucial words is important. 
111.e key ,y ords in Ka{tipe{i T s speech are as follows: (1) P3!: k-
(hole) ( 2) k~ :l - (c oot )(J) m~ : p -(stop). 
The word [ p± :kJ is given by Meyer as poke , pooki, 
and by others I110stly as perki. Mike Gollan and Maurice 
If the 
lateral is interdental, there is evidence of a tendency to 
very indistinct articulation or loss. The possibility of 
a base form IpU~ldl must be considered . Kartiperi himself 
introduces another possibility with his word for cave -
~r~:kJ - given in a very excited description of crayfish 
diving . On the basis of Katti~le{i's word cave , in view 
of his persistel1t omission of rhotics ill this position -
particularly in citation form - and by analogy with [mr±pJ-
to be discussed , I consider the most likely form here to 
be 0r~: kJ ' wi th a marginal possibi Ii ty of [pru~J~. Certain ly 
thi s w orcl is not c onv incing reason f or post ulating phoneilli c 
±: in the face of overwhelming evidence elsewhere in the 
lexicon that centralization is conditioned . 
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The word Lk±:l - i ] -( bald coot) was repeated very 
carefully by Ka(tipe{i ( to disalllbiguate from [k±t-iJ -( slut)) • 
Tb_e lateral appears to be alveolar , and the vowel appears 
to be spread . HcHughes provides another form : [k:(iYd~-iJ. 
Thus, once again, there is no real evidence in this word 
for phonemic /-i:/. I enter this \vord in the lexicon as 
~<Ti1J, wi th the proviso that the correct underlying form 
is probably/ k[iy - a:} -V, 
The word ~1I±: pJ -( stop ) , is in fact the verbjlllrip/-
(cut). ~1hen asked to say , "The rain is stopping" , Kar-LiJle{i 
- glossing the form as "There's a 
cut in the rain ." The rolled rhotic definitely appears in 
the verb " cut ", both in Ka"(tipe{i ' s speech (usually ) and in 
that of other informants. Dert Pinkie's version is [:1l~T:apJ. 
Kartiperi ' s deviant version of " stop" is not an acc idental 
occurrence, however : he repeats it on several occasions , 
never producing a rhotic . 
(1) individual peculiarity 
We must therefore assume 
(2) dialectal variation (J) 
loss of the rolled rhotic through English influence . If 
loss of the rolled rhotic , which provides a systematic 
environment for centralization, had proceeded in one dialect, 
then the centralized vowel was phonemic in that dialect . 
There is ample reason at this point, however, to represent 
the word in the lexicon with a rhotic . 
Centralized vowe l s occur regularly in the environ -
ment following rolled /r) A representative sample must include 
[mriri), as \ve11 as (1 ) [ prta;i) - COme (2)lkr±1] - ground 
(J) [ tr±pJ - splash il_) [ kr±ry -ulJ - grow . The centralization 
must be considered a synchronic phonological rule. It is 
v ery difficult to distinguish which vowel,fitJor l~J, occurs 
in a llY particular word . SOlne h ave undoubtedly been entered 
wrongly ; the main ide ntifyin g fealure is rounding, which is 
often not apparent On tape , especially where the rhotic is 
heavily rolled . \{ll erever a fully rOlled syllabic rhotic 
occurs and the vowel is later identified, that vowel is 
always / i / . Thus I have entered words in the lexicon wi th 
/ 1.1/ only where the vowel is somewhat distinguishable. 
1'he mode of realization of ~~/ in closed syllables 
cr~ates a nL1mber of problems i n representation . Impression -
ist i cally , the forms vary as fOllows :[mi- : p ,1Jli-rp , mrp , 
mr i-: p , mr z p ] -( CL1t) . Placement of the rhotic to form 
either initial or final clL1sters is qL1ite arbitrary . I 
place the rhotic in the initial clL1ster to avoid several 
OCCL1rrences of three final consonants , L1nknown except for 
a "ynk" seqL1ence . In addition , the following theory of 
development of these clL1sters motivates placement . 
It seems likely that the forms obs e rved evolved from 
oarlier forms as follows : 
m ~~3 rip - CL1t, stop 
p it! r:iJl.~ )- c ollle 
k L~}ri I - gr oL1nd 
t t~ rip - splash 
k l~ri~- L11 - grow 
Shift of stress then occL1rred over tIle single rhotic , 
with redL1ction of the initial vowel . As n conseqL1ence of 
the strongly rolled manner of articulation of the rhotic 
in post - con$onantal position , illld perhaps also an affect . 
of one vowel on the other , the vowel following the rhotic 
centralize d., the rhotic itse l f receiving SOllie of the stress 
that in other environments passed fL111y to the second vowel. 
Representation of the rhotic in the initial clL1ster 
reqL1ires that centralization of Ii i in the environment after 
Ir/ be a synchronic (optional) rL1le :.2 Motivation for 
centralization is primarily the manner of articL11ation of 
h~ not the place of articL1lation . 
" If Meyer lists two interesting homophones, ryL1rli -hill 
II If [ J ( and J]L1rli - 2nd person dL1al pronoL1n. :J i-q-i - hill) 
is recorded in the lexicon with a spread vowel and retro-
flex lateral, ~L1t the 2nd person dL1al pronoL1n is never 
attested . Meyer ' s spelling sL1ggests a probable interdental-
he represents the lateral with dOL1bled letters , even in 
bOL1nd form . lIe doesn ' t indicate length on the vowel; bL1t 
in the absence of a featL1re on the lateral, a tense lui 
WOL1ld be expected . The " r" L1sed by Meyer is pr obably an 
indication of vowel qL1ality ; the " r", hmvever, is not 
recorded for the shoTt form , where - L1 l) L111 
. 
appears . The 
overall pictL1re fits the OCCL1rrence of IL11 in the environ-
') • l~ • J 
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ment precedil lg an interdental latoral . Thus those two 
words are undoubtedly / 1Ji~ -i/- (hill) andAu~y (2nd dual) . 
Phonetic [JJ and [E.] . 
It has been noted elsewhere that mid vowels must 
be considered contrastive in Yaraldi, in spite of 
extensive alternations between vowels in certain forllls in 
the language . TIl.ere is very little variation in the 
proJlunciation of vowels in <lily l I OU]1 or verb roots. 
In most case phonetic [£.J and [.)J are assigned to tho mid vowel 
phonemes . There is some evidence , however, that 
/ a/ can be heard as CJJ , in the environment before ~"'/ and 
also before/k/ , in ljunaypon ' s rendition of [JA ~ kJ for 
;£ak/- (see) . It is also apparent , even with short vowels, 
that /a/ in the environment before an interdental lateral 
can be heard as r.£] . The word [ p l la~k-iJ - callop would 
have boen transcribed with / e/ if careful pronunciation had 
not been available in the field . Indications that the 
functional load of these vowels is limited suggest a 
tantalizing possibility that with complete information the 
mid vowels could be either eliminated or strictly limited 
in the i r contrastive role . 
NOT8S 
1 . All mOdeI'll inforrnants are aware of a COJlLl~ast between 
f.lla : (af- sister)and / rnar:.af (llanLl), as mentioned previously . 
)\los-L are aware of the recent acquisi tion of " mara" - but 
recogn "LZC the relevant feature? No one knew of any 
other pair of words so dis-Linguished . 
2 . Several words are exce?pLions to the shortening of 
vo\vels on suffixation : -Lhe words [rni :m ,~un-iJ -(woman) 
and ( rna : r-aw- :iJ are occasionally heard fully long. 
The? vowel in ( rni:m-un-i1 is always tense, I"hich may be 
unusual in its consistency, but reasonable in -Lhe 
environllle?llt bef ore ( m1 . 
J . There seelll~ a possibility -Lhat Oi.:laJj- burn, heat, and 
(!qa~b -a { - :iJ -(bread) miGht he J()lated . T~w [eLttures on 
the consonallt s present no olJstacle , as good luck alone, 
in one clear rendition of "bread" might accoul1.t for the 
observed features ; they may well be there on "burn". If 
the relationship cou ld"b e established , there would be 
good evidence of the loss of final voiced stops (even 
in non-hoillorganic Clusters) . The earlier existence of 
voiced stops, probably distinctive, could the?n be pos-
tulated . 
4 . The possibility that voiced stops disting uished nouns 
and volceless stops, verbs is supported by a correspond-
ence noted between one nOLln and veru pair . The noun 
( prtl : g ] -(fi re) is unusual in containing a final voiced 
stop , and must be treated as an exception . A correspond-
verb I prok" is recorded in Meyer. The oddity of [pr++g] 
might de?rive from a verbal form meaning, literally,"to 
fire" - skin or peel by holding over the fire . The 
prese?nce of a verb, disLinguished solely by the final 
consonant, might well have forced rete?ntion of the 
voiced consonant in Cpn~g]. If the distinction is more 
than a preferred realization, but a rigidly followed 
rule, then once again there is evidence of an earlier 
VOicing distinction . 
50 There Ltre only four exceptions to this generalizatioll : 
[p l. la~k-iJ -( callop); [ rn :t.t;.!l<:J- ( a type of fish); [ pr±kJ or 
[PH~k) - hole ; and [JJ ayaell lp ) - back. The first two of these, 
a nd possibly the third, illvolve 8 following interdental 
lateral. There is one lateral that is i nell s ti~l c t 
before a velar stop - appLtrent l y the interdental lateral-
often to b~ located only with help from the records . It 
may not be coincidental that t h e voiceless stops OCCllr 
primari. ly ill the environ ment of interdentals. One other 
word - /J) a l"J../ -(fl esh ) seeli lS to vary lJetwecJl voiced and 
voiceless final stop. 
6 . Moorehouse li sts a transitive/intransitive pair similar 
to Taplin ' s in is voc abu l ary ,of ljayaWUl) : ping-kin -
(tall) , pingirin -( throw down) ~ 
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7 . MQyer ' s analysis of thQ imperative suffix may derive 
from this form of verb root . He givQS the imperative 
as the bare root of tho vQrb or tho root + suffix "i". 
It is quite possible that the latter "suffix" is the 
transitive stem of certain v~rbs. }1Qyor's analysis 
of a " causative " suffix "en" cQrtain1y derives from these 
verb s . There is con siderable ev idence that the form 
en is the phonetic realization of the sequence iY-~~~Q­
that is, the -iv -final stem suffixed with the present 
tenso morpheme . Thus Meyer's causative form pint yen 
is attosted in the l exicon as the transitive verb 
[Plp<;Ji y a n] - (find) 
8 . In l3a : kepcJi it is kat; in the Pine Hurley tribe, ka1; 
in Kaurna , it is kad1a ; in Kemendoak" (Kureipi), it 
is 1<:alli . There is 011e installce of ku1.1 In 
~ayawury and the MQru languages it is eithor kellu or 
kedlu . 
9 . The word ,,,ir engi. or lvirangi means" dog" in a number 
of Kulin languages . In the occurrence of this word as 
an older form, Yaraldi llIay again suggest an earlier 
link with languages farther up the Murray. 
10 . 111.ore arQ a nUlllber of forms in ,,,hich a correspondence 
Illay be soen be tween a nOun and its deri va ti on , whi ch 
is l)-final . For instancQ , there is a frequQntly heard 
form / ku.)1gil)g-i/ -(lOin cloth) which must bQ relatQd to 
/ kaJl9-i/-(urine) - the higlyvowel perhaps conditioned by 
the prQceding palatal . Meyer has a few words to say 
about retent ion of the f inal "-ili on nouns when suffixed . 
IIe notes that when a vowel-initial suffix adheres to 
a noun ending in "i", thQ "i" usually drops; but if 
the suffix begins with "i", the resultant vOlvel is " a" 
probably Cae]. Cons idering his e ~ rlier remarks on 
insertion of a gl ide on suffixation with vowol -initial 
forms, it is likely that his "'a " represents the sequence 
Ci y i] • 
11. If the underlying form were ji<:iYing/, then a possible 
derivation! kiy! ( reprosenti n g the Jrd person sg . S 
pronoun) and /l) a ;!./(the 1 st person dual) might be 
postulated. As previously note el , a elual variant suffix 
- alJal is recorded in the lexicon, It might be that SOllle 
dialects retain ed the fon ll -X-]ciyall a1 while o-Lhel's dropped 
the final syllab l e . The underlyine forlll silliply rep:r'esQn-Ls 
thQ Jrd sg . pronoun with a dual marker to forlll a Jrd 
dual. ute that the correSpOndQllCQ [ kit, ",........ kiyJ is already 
in evidence in the l anguage , in the 0 pronoun !-iyaJ.:\ /-
representing the S pronoun + object markQr, and in the 
correspo lJ dellCe of, -Lhe pronou n ! kii:}(i)/ and the dellloll-
strative / iyi!. 
12 This rule applies only in c losed syllables. ' On l y in closed 
syllables is the rhotic syllabic . No syllable closed by 
a semi - vowel is ever observed to participate . 
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6 . PHONOLOGY 
6 . 1 VO\4ELS 
A chart of the main phonetic variants may be seen 
on page 27 , section 2 . 5 Vocalic variations may be 
observed in the pattern shown below . 
Vowel length is not distinctive , and variations involving 
length will be ignored in this chapter . A full discussion 
of the problem of vowel length is presented in section ~Z. 
Most of the alternations noted are observable on 
tape, but SOme were collected from a comparison of the 
lexicon and past records . The main variations , and the 
sources of information - origirial spelling included, where 
applicable - are set out in the table belol.v . 
T - Tindale , 0 - Bl ackmoor , M- Meyer . 
r"P:...;1:.::1:..:0c;:n.::..e=-::tc.:;i=-::.c_V'--a=r--=i::..;a::::-.::t--=i::..;0-=..::..:n:..:s"--_ _____ E;:::':.::.n:...<g::>..;1 ish 
i ~ e ~ ae 
In "sources ", 
Source(s} 
il /V eil 
e 1 /\/ al 
past tns~ 1 dialemt ~unaypon, B 
il N el N eil 
nend /\/ nand 
ind /\./ eend "..J eind 
1\:1 ") ,v U~e t ,rJ 1J~Q t 
pri ~ /V pte) ~ p{ae~ 
giy /V g(-')y 
l11i Illuni /\/ l1lellluni 
pi l) l<. /'J pei ~k 
pili ~ peli 
pip 9 iy r-I pep 9 iy 
9 ili ~ l}eli 
continuous ptcl . 
ergative, bd , frll. 
ablati ve 
2nd . p , pr o . (s g . ) 
Jrcl . p . pro.(sG . ) 
proud 
go 
woman 
fall 
eye 
find 
heart 
M 
M(1 , 2) T (3) 
M 
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Il,M,T. 
lexic on 
lexic OIl 
lexicon 
lexi c on, T 
lexicon, Taplill 
lexicon 
lexicon 
Phonetjc VQriat i ons 
li'1 rv lew 
rniw rv mew 
i n N en ,-v an 
inyeri /'"'../ anyeri 
in rJ en r..I an 
kilawi rJ ke l aw i 
, 
yaemp rV y~ mp ~ y Amp 
traep /'V tra. p 
p{aek rv p{ak /V p {lA k 
[aem "'-' -cam r../ rA m 
yaen 
n 
/'-../ YI1~,r...J Y.J\l), 
nak rV n ll k r-/ u a. k 
.... 
,., 
U /'-/ 0 
k G)!) /V k 01) 
l<:uli rV ko l i 
1] umaw i rv lJ omawi 
uraem rV 0:raem 
koyi /'J k o y a ti 
mold: i ,.-...../ m QI ~api 
.,.." " r1 
tu l QiJi rJ tOlaiJ i 
l}I}uyi ~ r)1} oyi 
uwa l rJ owal 
kuk i /V koki 
1] uki r.J -9 old 
yul i rJ yoli 
p{ungi /'-J p{ongi 
I uk i r--/ loki 
nungi rJ nong i 
() • 1 
Ellp;l i sh 
sit 
bowels 
pres . tns . 
poss . 
99 
Source ( s ) 
Derndt-l , Lex . 2 
lexicon - l , M- 2 
M, J3 
past tns - l dialect M 
brother 
whi te mill'l 
suck 
lean , fall 
go a\vay , ri se 
te l l 
talk 
see 
hear , understand 
head 
poss . pro . 2 sg . 
p urposi v e 
basket , stick + 
scud , sea devil 
kaJ'lgaroo 
dead man ' s oil 
inchoative 
elbow 
water 
wave 
snare 
tear 
coru , weed 
lexicon - 'I, M- 2 
lexicon - l , M- 2 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon , M 
lexicon 
lexi c on , \{hyatt 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon 
lexicon , M 
lexicon , rccordE 
lexicon , l'l 
lexic on 
lexicon,.H 
lexicon 
100 
Further evidence of variability of vowels may be 
obfained from the records . Blackmoor , in his spelled 
version of the Legend of Wayungari, represents as eel 
all the forms transcri bed v ari ously by Tindale as i: I or 
that is, he is unaware of the variations noted by 
Tindale . The variations undoubtedly also account for Meyer ' s 
and Taplin ' s alternat i ve fOrIliS of the singular morpheme -
I I i II or I I ell, as i n pulgi , pulge - house . Further , there is 
men t i on by Meyer of suffixe s beginning wi th II i II alL ering 
to lI a ll when suffixed to a noun (which he presumes to retain 
its singular morpheme · - i;) . There is also concrete evidence 
that the sequence i yi is realized as l e]. 
In spite of these variations , mid and high vowels 
contrast in identical phonetic environments. No attempt 
to isolate a phonological , or even a consistent morphological, 
environment has proven successful. Close examination of the 
language at f i rst suggested a limited contrastive function 
for the mid vowels, particularly for the mid back vowel . 
The suggestion of restricted functional value remains ; it 
must be considered a possibil i ty that English influence in 
transcribing and interpreting phonetic variants as 
contrastive mid vowels could have played a part in condition-
ing speakers to inflexible realizations. Out spectrographic 
work has indicated that mid vowels occur in the environment 
of all the consonant series , functioning contrastively . 
In such work as this , information on what kind of develop-
ments occur in deteriorating languages would be very help-
fu l indeed . If a language could be expected to undergo 
Changes as extensive as the development of a more complex 
vowel systelll , then it might be that Yaraldi at Lhe tillle of 
study \vas presenting two different diachronic sLages. It is 
notable that wherever really good informatioJl on frequently 
heard words i s available, identification of an underlying 
forlll or a conditioning environment for vowel quality is 
possible . Nevertheless, it is quite possible that eontrast-
ive llIid vowels had developed before English contact; older 
records are remarkab l y consistent both with each other and 
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with the lexicon . 
A five - vowel system must be postulated for Yaraldi , 
with the stipulation that the f ull set of distinctions 
is not mai n tained throughout the language . Vocalic 
varia ti ons take place prilllari ly in rllinor gramma ti cal 
categories and in some very common noun and verb roots . 
In noun roots , different invariant vowels Ivere sometimes 
observed in roo~s and their ( probable ) derived sterns : 
u{:oyD -baske t , bag ; [lCQyut iJ - s ti cl< wi th bag On end . Thus in 
the most cOlllmon verbs an.d noul1s , in der i ved noun stems , and 
in minor grammatical categories , the most extensive variatiolls 
occur . Al l the e n vironments mentioned are likely to be 
categories relat iv ely in acc e s sibl e to change : 
preserve an ear l ier three - vowe l system . 
they may 
1.f11.ere variation between mi d and high front , or mid 
and high back , vowels occurs in the lexicon or is reliably 
attested in the records , the vowels are symbolized as /I/ 
and lui , respectively . \\There 110 such variation is recorded , 
all occurrences of mid and hiGh vO\vels are considered 
invariant , and are recorded as·/i/ , /e/ , /u/ , and /0/ . 
The phonemi c inventory of vowels, then , is shown 
be l ow : 
Front llack 
High i u 
I 
}lid e u 
a 
Low 
U 
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6 . '1.1 Front Vowels 
/I/ This symbol represents the variable high front vowel. 
The vOlVel thL1S syrllbolized is realizeu as [1.J ,[€.J or 
Cae] when short alld stressed, and as [iJ )[e J or [aeJ when 
long. The norm realization with length is ( eJ often with 
a y - glide onto the following vowel. Before nasals, C ae] 
is the norm, lVith length. 
/ i / This is an invariant high vOlVel. IV-hen long or half-long, 
it is very close - approximately cardinal / i/. The main 
env ir onments for leng·th are (1) noun roots of the structure 
( C) C V C ; ( 2 ) the environment before /r , 1, m/ (not clear 
which particular laterals are involved); (3) after the semi -
vow e l s /y/ and /w/ . For further discussion of length, see 
section 5.2 page 75 . 
Before a retroflex , /i/ usually centralizes to [i-}, 
with central i zat ion inhibited by a preceding sellli-vowel or 
palatal COIlS onan t . Centralization also occurs normally 
in closed syllables in the envirWlment after /r/ . 
\\1 len stressed and short , itis more lax, but not as 
open as cardinal / 1 / . Hhen un stre s sed , / i/ is usually schwa. 
/e/ This is an invariant mid front vOlVel. I{hen long or 
half-long, it is tense - close to cardinal /e/ - wId 
sometimes d i phthongized . It is normally lon g in the 
same envirolllll ents as /i/ , above . 
recorded as " a i" in the past. 
This vo\\rel was often 
1·{h en short and stressed, it is close to, but more 
"front ed " than, cardinal / E / . It is sorlletin les roalized 
as ~ \\lure ()P(~Jl vowel, cluse to cardillal /ao/ , n.lthuugh 
informwlts in some cases,-lVith no apparent pattern , unfort-
unately,- correct this lower realization. 
Cae] of the phone me /e/ certainly occurs; 
mainly before peripheral stops. 
An alloph.one 
it is recorded 
Vo,vel Contrast s 
/i/ with lei : 
y:ce · rn 
p{im 
- dance 
ti e up 
to L>e sick 
( J • 1 • 1 
to sit around in conference . 
mrip - c Llt , stop 
"'l 'ep - grind 
p[ilt - ant 
"'" 
PEe~t, - chase 
ment - fight ,., ... 
mink - a bird 
... 
"I OJ 
/a/ The norm realization of this vowel is s li&htly front 
of cardinal / e / . Considering its range of a llophones,it 
mi ght be characterized as a central vowel 
and back allophone s . 
with both front 
14hen short and stressed, this vowel can be heard near 
cardinal ;A/ , with no apparent conditioning environment. 
Unstressed /a/ may b e reduced to schwa, but it is much more 
recoverable than the hi g h vowels, usually identifiable in 
words uttere d carefully or repeated . 
In the environment before retroflexes, /a/ is 
commonly approximately / ./\. /, as in/mru:t/ - steady. A few of 
the more common words containing /a/ may be heard with 
central i zed vowels , particularly in the spee ch of Mrs. 
Hankin and Mrs . Ivilson. For in stance ,[rna~ r-./ IIL"i: "~J -( stone); 
G) a.t} rv 1)i-I: ] - (1st person pI. pro . S ) . As lI1en tioned previously, 
it seems likely that / a / has reduced in the formation of 
SO ll ie clusters, perhaps aided by some tcndency to ccntralize. 
\411 c ll lOllg , in the c llviroJllllollt l)cforc /1' ,1,( LlJld/1I1/ , 
/a/ is raised to Cae] 
before interdental / II . 
... 
This has been noted particularly 
u . 1 . 2 
Following laminal consonants , /a/ is often raised 
to [aeJ . 
In the environment before a laminal COJ1Sonant , a 
distinct y - glide may be heard . This accounts for Meyer ' s 
rec ord of 'vords like kai ll yani - youth and kainyi - urine 
for / kap- un - i/ and/kap - i/ . 
There is no doubt that altern~tion /a/~[o ] takes 
p l ace in the suff i x /aw -i /o There are exalilples on tape 
of [ nla r-Ull -:)w] - my sister , where l::> lvJ represents the (si ster) \ 0 ) poss . 
possessive suffix /-:- aw - i /. Past spelling attests to this 
alternation : gellanoe , gelano, kilano,v - brother. 
alternat i on pattern has not been noticed elsewhere . 
Vowel Contrasts 
/e/ with /a/ : 
geypul 
gaypul 
nem 
nam 
pep 
pap 
- break 
- jump about, philander 
- leave behind , ignore 
- cook 
- bake 
- take away . 
/al with /0/ 
k:c ok 
p ( ak 
pont 
pant 
mo l 1; 
~ .... 
- malt 
n ,., 
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- black 
- rise 
- cod 
- breed , bear 
- scud 
- agentive suffix 
8ack Vowels 
This 
lui Thi:'3 is t li n variabln back vOlvel . It occurs II lostly 
in llJinor grarnl Ilatical categories , but the variable back vo,,,el 
appe ars llJore commonly i n verb and noun roots than the variable 
front vowel . Th.e high back realization usually occurs in those 
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phonological , as opposed to structural , environments that 
condition length . Extensive study of these alternations 
for sOme conditioning environment has completely failed; 
but the back mid vowel has a more assailable position as 
a phoneme than the mid front vowel : the variations are 
more frequent and more obvious in the noun and verb 
cat e 15 or i e s . 
/u/ This is the invariant hiGh IJack vowel. \'vhen long , 
the high back vowe l is normally tense , rather front of 
cardinal /u/ and sl i ghtly rounded . Environtllents for length 
are identical to those for / i/ and / e/ - and see section 
5 . 2 for a discuss i on of vowel length . 
An allophone , (GI)] occurs , even with length , in the 
environment before retroflex consonants . 
A c<:ntrali zed a l lophone , approximately /Jct-/ , occurs 
after the tril l ed rhotic , in closed syllables . It also 
appears , even wi th length , in the environment before 
laminal consonants . Thus the lax , slightly rounded ~ central ­
ized allophone of /u/ fo l lows part of the pattern of occurrence 
of centralized Iii . Differentiation is often difficult . 
The disti n ction is perhaps a subtle one even in the field 1 
as the degree of rounding is not great ; nevertheless , the 
'1 
language appears to make this fine distinction . 
hillen un stre s sed , / u/ reduce s to schlva . 
/0/ This is the invariant mid back vowel . 
\vhen short , /0/ is either [.:)J or [a . ..] . , when long , it 
is LO] or [:)] The quality [:)J so often apparent in the 
long vowel could on l y h ave been enhanced by En g lish contact . 
Invariant /0/ is recorded only in initial syllaules . 
LJecause of the prob l e ms in distinguishing the allophones 
[,:)J and [c",..] of /0/ from [u...] of /a/ , sorne occurrellces of /0/ 
may be ill orror . 
Vowel Cou trasts 
Contrast of /0/ with /a/ has been demonstrated . 
/ 0/ with / u/ : 
ll1u~~-at: - magpie 
1l101t - ap - sea devil 
~" 
yont 
" ... 
wade 
yunt 
"" 
- whole, the lot 
6 . 2 CONSONANTS 
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pot 
... 
horse 
put 
" 
pull 
The consonant phoneme inventory is shown in 
the table belm" . 
Peripheral 
/ ~ 
Non-peripheral 
~ ~ 
L~minal Apical 
labial velar /' '" /' "-palatal interdental alveolar retroflex 
stops P k t 
'" 
t t 
Nasals m 9 n ,... n n 
Laterals 1 I 1 
~ 
Hhotics r r 
Semi -
Vowels w y 
6 . 2 . 1 Stops 
stops at all points of articulation are clearly 
otainable from tapes. Voicing of stops is not treated as 
phonemic in this paper, but see section 5.J for a full 
discussion of the problem . To obtain the correct phonetic 
realization from the phonemic representation , the following 
rule applies : stops are voiced in final homorganic clusters 
in noun roots finally or before ~; final stops in other 
words are voi ce d before vowels , but not before -i, the 
singular morpheme . 
6 . 2 . 2 Laminals 
The larninal stop, initially sometimes a fricative, is 
a stop with occasional fricative release in medial and final 
posi ti on . Taplin often missed the stop in medial and final 
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positioll . In the speech of Mrs . Wilson's daughters , the 
interdental stop can be seen to be truly interdental -
(Tindale says the tip of the tongue protrudes about . 5 cm . 
between the teeth ); complete occlusion is made between 
2 the tmlgue and the upper teeth . 
The palatal stop is, illlpressionistically, very similar 
to the English alveo - palatal affricate? except in the 
speech of Mrs . Wi l son, where it is a palatali zed stop . 
On the basis of Mrs . Wilson ' s accuracy in othor areas , this 
manner of articulation must "be considered correct for at 
least one dialect . 
Initi a l contrast between interdental and palatal 
stops occurs onl y marginally. Taplin recorded initial 
interdental stops in J2 words , and they all precede l a ~l; u" 
or II 0
"
• lIe has 1 4 occurrences of palatal initial stops 
before "i II and " e", with only ~ambuki ( borrowed) deviating . 
Only three words in the lexicon break this general pattern. 
~ve have the prOblematic /~ u!]; -i/ or/t,il}- i/ (foot) ;/~i~i{/-
( dray , taxi) sai d by Taplin to be based on the nOise of 
the dray - a .nd I!i wantj -( pass wind ). The latter is the 
only uncontrovorsial and clear oxample of I i i following 
an i nit i al interdental stop . It seems safe to conclude 
that an initial distinction between lamina ls had entered 
the language but was marginally established . For a dis -
cussion of original comp l emelltary distribution of the 
I aminal seri e s , see Dix on (1 97).c) . 
In ordinary speech , the palatal stop occurs frequently 
in word - final position because of the form of the Jrd persml 
pronoun: I-it)/. But palatals are in fact very restricted 
word - fillally . The lil ost COllllllon laminal ill finQI position is 
the interdentQl . 
There are numerous words in the l exicon Qnd early 
records in \vhich a laminal stop precedes a rhotic in initial 
clusters . 111 every caso except Ono the initial stop is 
interdental. Th e One exception is [~rin~ J - snoeze , a form 
that amused the informant who gave it - presumab ly because 
of the ono rlJatopoiea . 
~------------------- - ----- ------------------------------------------
• 
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6 . 2 .1. 2 Apicals 
Articulatory evidence of the retroflex stop is 
available only indirectly . Spectrographic and impression-
istic evidence suggest articulation near the front of the 
hard palate, with quite "clear" quality. Some of the 
difficulty in determining retroflex spectral patterns may 
derive from proximity in point of articulation of the two 
series . The best evidence of retroflexion is provided by 
an audible preceding rhotic. English interference and poor 
tape quality often preclude identification of this rllotic . J 
Alveolar stops\and other consonants)are considered 
unmarked in the sense that specification of some other 
feature is required to prevent assignment to the alveolar 
series . This approach is dictated by the necessity to 
depart from past records in signifying interdental and 
retroflex features, aJl.d by the Ivider range of articulatory 
possibilities displayed by alveolars. 
Retroflex consonants do not occur lVord-initially • 
stop Contrasts 
Initial 
pap 
tak 
-tald 
kank 
- take away 
- eat 
- stoop 
- laugh 
Interv ocalic 
i:;ipaderuk 
natit, 
patay 
paijaw 
piyakul 
- ground lark 
- yonder 
- move legs 
- heal 
- daJlcing stick 
Note that it is difficult to demonstrate contrast inter-
vocalically for all consonants because of the scarcity of 
roots of Ill ore thaJl One syllable . Host disyllabic stenIs in 
the lexicotl are suspected derivations , eV()ll when cOlnplete 
proof of their origin i~ unavailable. For instance , a 
minimal pair O~a~ -a( 1 -{pretty) and [ ka -5-ar] -0eedles from the 
ulack boy buSh) might be ci ted, but the [-at ] syllable strongly 
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suggests t h at the environment is inter - morphemic. 
Finally 
mlap 
I? rat 
wrat 
wat, 
mat 
tak 
" 
... 
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- heron 
- hurt , ache 
- wai t 
- ul1sh 
- st Olle 
- eat 
Nasals 
-109 
Nasals have been uJlamLJieuously recorded for every 
point of articulation attested for stops . Hetroflex and 
palatal nasals are chiefly derived from the tapes , although 
a small number were articulated by modern informants . 
6.2 . 2 . 1 Laminals 
The palatal nasal is articulated by the blade of 
the tongue against the back portion of the hard palate . 
It is easily confused with a very "fronted" velar nasal 
articulated wel l forward of the velar area in the environ-
ment before front vowels. Identification of particular 
nasal.s as velar must follow from the remarkable consistency 
of the best investigators in presenting the nasals as velar. 
The articulation accounts for Taplin ' s forms like ngyan . 
It does not appear that alterllation between the palatal and 
velar nasals takes place initially; it []lay do so, but the 
on l y clear suggestion is from Taplin, who did not accurately 
record the nasal . 
TI1.ere is ample evidence in past records and the 
lex i con of palatal nasals in unsuspicious environments . TI1.e 
simpl est conclusion from the evidence is that palatal 
nasals are phonemic at all points of articulation distinguished 
for stops . 
Interdental nasals are articulated with the tip of 
the tongue protruding sliGhtly between the teeth. 
a ll y a slight fr i cative release can be heard . 
Occasi 011-
Insufficient evidence on initial nasals precludes 
certainty on their distribution . It might be postulated that 
nasals behave like stops , with a marginal laminal distinction 
6 . ;~ . 2 . 2 
occurring initially. A number of occurrences of initial 
1) 111 / are re corded , whi Ie the ini tial st op in an analogous 
environment (before IIrll) is always interdental. 
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the stop doesn't Occur in an identical environment - before 
nasals - initially, and thus the palatal feature is not 
completelyanolllolous . "p r" is recorded several times; 
the scarcity of Qr may be attributed to inadequa te 
records . There is no evidence of laminal nasals a s second 
memb ers of initial clusters . 
6 . 2 . 2 . 2 Apicals 
Articulation parallel~ that of stops. Note that 
the preliminary r hotic significant in recognition of retro-
flexes is more commonly heard with nasals than with laterals, 
so that more nasals are correctly identifi ed in the lexicon. 
Retroflex nasals do not occur initially. They do 
occur as second melllbers of initial clusters, recorded in 
this position in the lexicon and in Blackmoor . There is 
ample evidence of both apicals . in final position, and 
slender evidence inter-vocalically . 
Nasal CO l1 trasts 
In iti aJ 
mink 
" ninkawi 
pangataw 
nanaw 
,.. 
1J api 
- a bird 
- (hi s ) mother 
- handkerchief 
- search for 
-1 sg . pro . S 
Interv ocalic 
ma{at)an 
l1l a l)-and 
- crow 
- tong 
tap akaw - axe 
man ar - liz ard ( probably 
n 
m! al1lal-~aypuri - a bird . 
1-'re - c Oil s onan tally 
k<1)"1kan - youth 
IIl i1;.;k - a bird 
kank - laugh 
kungar - swan 
man - ar ) 
Finally 
prim 
nip 
mim-un 
- in ,... 
tinil) 
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tie up 
thigh bone 
- woman 
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- present tense suffix 
- flesh 
Laterals 
Spectrographic analysis was particularly helpful 
1 -I 1 
in l disting uishing laterals . 
discussion. 
See section 1,.2 for a full 
6 . 2 • J . 1 Lalllina.ls 
There is llO direct artj.culatory evidence on palatal 
laterals - but the lex ico.n and past records indicate a 
characteristic y-glide from preceding vowels , and often an 
audible off - g lide . 
It has been mentioned previously that the impression-
istic effect of the interdenta l lateral easily confuses it 
with the retroflex . It is particularly "dark" in final 
position, very difficult to locate from indirect sources. 
The chief acoustic clue is a slightly fuzzy realiza.tion, 
with occasional fricative release . A preliminary sound 
rather like " d" was heard in several consonants later 
identified as interdental . This is of interest in view 
of the two orthographic conventions signalling possible 
interdentals : the doubl ed cons onan t and the "dl", "dn" 
c Onv en ti on s . 
At least one lateral - probably the interdental - is 
very indistinctly articulated pre-consonantally. Only 
cOllipiLri solls of earlier recurds with t ape rncords rovealed 
the tJre sell c e of certain 1 a teral s - for exa1l1pl e, the lateral 
in!tulti / -( reed) . Certainly SOme pre-consonantal laterals 
.., .... 
have been accidentally omitted from the lexicon . Equally , 
there are several words in which no la.teral is recorded in 
the past , where suspicion of a latera l appears from tape: 
for example , /yuk - i/ -(boat), heard fJ'om ~unaypon as [yulkiJ 
or [ yu : kiJ a.nd recorded by Treagus as yLllki. A silllilar 
word ,/kuk - j!- (elbow) was heard as [ kLllld]' 111.e possible 
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l ateral has , in the face of overwhe lming past records without 
a l ateral , been i gnored ; yet the situation is interesting -
if a lateral occurred in / yuk -:i/, the word might represent 
/yul - i + - uk - if a familiar looking stem . /Kuk - i/mig'ht 
wave? ' 
also be re lated to a form recorded in McHughes ' dialect as 
[ g ullvayJ (probab ly ~ + aw ( poss .) - i ) This latter 
form is retained in the name of the town " Gulw a " at an 
"elbow" ill t h e Murray Hiver . 
Distribution of the palatal lateral is accessible 
only from past records an d the lexicon . 111.ere are numer ous 
occurrences recorded word - initially . 
occ urs consistently word-initially . 
The interdental also 
It is recorded in front 
of the mid front vow e l but not the hi gh vow e l; and since 
there is no way of being sure that , in a word like 
[EJ isn' t an allophone of /a/ , it is impossible to be 
certain of even a marg i nal laminal distinction . 
Final palatal laterals are slightly more frequent 
than stops or nasals , but are still restrict ed relative to 
the interdent a l . 
No laillin a l distinction can be demonstro.ted inter-
vocalically, but it may perhaps be presumed . 
The presence of initial 1 suggests the possibility of 
..., 
interdenta l consonants in second pos i tion in initial c l usters . 
The only suggestion of this is in the form /~~ ayp/-( spread) 
g iv en by Mrs . Kartiperi . 111.e \\lord g iven by other informant s 
is /q .. ayp/ - but the fact that Mrs . Ka {tiperi considered the 
interdental lo.te ral in that position to be possible is 
suggestive . 
G. 2 . J . 2 J\picals 
Impressionistic a n d spectral evidence on retrof lexion 
substo.ntiates IHack ' s (1920 ) d escription of 0. " slightly 
ref l exed tongue II. 
As 1Ij(~nt ioD e d earlier , o. lveolo.r l aterals are often 
very d ark word - final l y, son let imes even darker than might 
be expected through Engli sh interference . They are typically 
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"fronted " word-initially, a feature typical of Australian 
languages and often noted as a peculiarity of the English 
spoken by Aborigines . 
No retroflexes occur initially, but both apicals 
occur as second member of initial clusters. There is ample 
evidence of a final distinction , in spite of difficulties 
in identification . 
Lateral Contrasts Possible only in roughly analogous environ-
ments . 
Initial 
lam - carry 
lew - si t 
.... 
101 tuw - up , 
'"' " ~ lorul - over to 
In I:nitial Clusters 
m:} aw 
mlap 
- to, from 
- heron 
Interv ocalic 
pu], - uwar 
kalatal 
-stone 
- wa ttle 
Pre - c ons onan tal 
- hunt 
- liver 
- go snaring 
wu;Vc 
ka],kur 
we~k 
mrilk - shake legs in dancing . 
F i nal 
mral 
day ;!. 
pal 
(Ie ) aJ, 
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- a bird 
- make eyes , flirt 
- travel 
( -I, ) - here 
Hhotics / r / , / f / 
I ll forlll~nts of the 1960 l s preserved a rhoLic 
distinctio ll to sorno extent . Yallop (1975) noL e d harbj lCl.:its 
insistenc e on the continuant rhotic ( in rejecting a trill) 
in D:"raQ . I)- i ] - (bad, silly ). Mrs. Wilson was aware of a 
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rhotic distinction in initial clusters . Several times she 
produced a short tap so typical of modern pronunciation, 
and then corrected it to a firm trill , saying lIin some 
words you must put more expre s si on on the II rll II. 
Study of the tapes reveals four different rhotic 
allophones : a trill,/r/~ a very rare flap allophone of 
the trill, [lJ ' a retroflex continuant, LA] and a very 
prevalent retroflex tap,/(/ 
In the pronunciation of all informants, the English 
rhotic keeps interfering with any consistent pattern . From 
early records, however, it is possible to determine that 
the shorter allophones were much more prevalent than either 
the continuant or the trill. 
Spectrographic analysis reveals that the trill is 
generally made slightly farther forward than the retroflex , 
but that there is considerable overlap. Impressionistically , 
Black's (19 2 0) description accurately describes the r hotics: 
the trilled rhotic is IIharder ll than the continuant. See 
sec t i on 5. 4 . z for a descrip ·~ion of the possible develop-
ment of the syllabic rolled alveolar rhotic. It appears 
likely that English interfered frequently with the syllabic 
rhotic even where it is preserved, as spectrographic analysis 
reveals it to be a continuant with several trill-like 
interruptions in vOicing - in at least some of its occurrences . 
A certain amount of information on possible former 
distributional patterns is available from Ka(tiperi and from 
comparison of the records . The patterns are as follows . 
Final : In certain key words and morphe mes (such as 
/a(ika:c/- (de m. pr 0 ·. ) and /-ayl tJrs. sg. bd . pro .», the 
continuant rhotic always occurs; in others, suc h as / -Ulvalj -
( caus .), the trill always occurs . Alternation of the tap 
and continuant retroflex can be seen when the -i suffix 
is dropped ; where the realization was a tap before the 
vowel, it becomes continuant word-finally . Frequently 
the retroflex allophone present is an indication of a 
morpheme boundary. Note here that the rhotic in the 
word Yaraldi appears usually as a retroflex tap - but 
• 
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i tis imp 0 S ~ i b 1 e t 0 be , s Ilr e . 
. Initial: consistently some words h ave Ir/ , some Ir/ . 
Intervocalic : SOme words contain Ir/ , some Ir/ , but 
consistency is not as complete in this environment . 
Preconsonantal : " before sonorants , It I is consistent 
in some words in continuant form, but it is impossible 
to distingui sh many of the rhotics . 
heard . 
The tap is usually 
Post-consonantal: (in initial clusters ): If I and Irl 
are clearly distinguished. 
TIl.e patterns exhibited offer suggestions that can 
never nOw be confirmed - or even argued . I consider it 
probable that both rhotics h a d continuant and shorter 
a ll ophones , but even the existence of the alveolar flap 
is open to challenge . Some short rhotics are now easily 
conf used with an "I", while others are not: it appears 
likely that the former have alveolar articulation . 
A suggested pattern of allophonic distribution is 
shown be l ow . 
I {/--)[c] or [.~J I C __ 
I t/ ) [..4] /{4-~:/f-} 
Ir/---)[rJ I __ #- It/--~[(] or [AJ I c 
It:! ) ( I __ + 
The tril l ed rhotic is heavily rolled , often syllabic , 
initially after a consonant; intervocalically it is much 
shorter , often a flap. Pre-consonantally it is usual~y a 
a flap, a l though several interruptions may sometimes be heard . 
Finally it is a firm trill . The retroflex rhotic is a short 
tap to inforrllants who are careful , bLlt often it is o..rticulated 
as a continuant after a consonant - presumably through 
Engli sh interference. It is a continuant initi a lly and 
finally, as we ll as intervoca~ically within a morpheme. 
pre - consonantally , it is either a tap or continuant , with 
little apparent pattern . At a lliorphemc boundary , even 
inter-vocalic a ll y , it is usually a tap . 
Hhotic Contrasts 
Initial 
ruw - earth, ground 
rong - brother - in - law 
Interv ocalic 
6.2 . 5 
taLuk 
taraJ,g 
- leg ( a derived stem?) 
- spear thro\ver 
Pre - c OJlS oJ) alltal 
Illarpang 
la{m 
- axe 
- duck 
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In this particular environment , where distinctions are 
very difficul t , the symbol /R/ may be used in the lexicon 
to indicate an unidentified rhotic o 
here is very poor . 
The di s tinc 't i on shown 
Pos t - c Ons on nIl tal 
P r jln t 
.. "1 
p :cak 
Final 
ku{ 
kur 
-uwar 
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- corne 
- r ise , go away 
- shin 
- river 
- causative suffix 
- plural suffix 
Se mi - v o\ve 1 s / w/, / y/ 
Meyer records diphthongal vowels " ai " , \\ a u" and \' oi'~ 
Where these occur word-fina lly , he records the sequence as 
" . 1/ ,I • 
alY , auw Many of these words appear in the lexicon , and 
there is no evidence of any distinction between l ay/ and 
/ aiy/ citlwJ.' recorded or intended . [Hack and TinclalG record 
such sequencGs as " ay " I' /I aw as c10es Yallop, a nd therG is 
very good reason to do so. 
Semivowels /y/ and / \v / occur word - initially and 
intGrvocalically , and thus fOrtll part of the consonant 
invGntory ; they also occur word finally wheJ'G tlwy are often 
clGarly articulatGd . Thus [ pi jAi[piyi] 
}leyer noted that after (hiS) VOWGls" o"and"u~ " w" 
must be inserted on suffixation . Since all words except 
6 . J 
certain kin terms are consonant - final , this glide is 
be~t represented in underlying form as part of the 
L~ 
consollant system . 
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Representation of all diphthongs as vowel + glide 
removes diphthongs from the system, only slightly enlarging 
the number of possible consonant clusters. It results in 
one three-consonant cluster in the sequence /lJoynk-ury' -
(shake) . The nUlllber of such clusters may well be larger: 
\\ & '1 the possibility of representation of the verb glve as 
/peymp/ has already been discussed. 
Semi - v owe I Contrast s 
Ini tial 
yan d i ,.,.., 
wanbi 
In Clusters 
$.1aypul 
l<:lawt 
... 
Interv ocalic 
I11J1 e~vand 
piyakal 
Final 
- old 
- dog 
- philander 
- scrape 
- llIeat 
- dancing stick 
pakaw - spirit 
~alkay - cousin 
6 . J PHON OTACTICS 
G.J . 1 \vord-illitial Consonants 
6 . J . 1 . 'I Single Cons on an t s 
Vowels occur initially only in lilllited grammatical 
categories . They are recorded in dellionstrative and possessive 
pronoulls, particles of direction and location. It is likely 
that further information would suggest underlying forms for 
all in which an initial consonant is represented . For exanlple, 
the particle ~-(here) , recorded by three writers and heard 
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on tape as [a;~J is given in a song as [ka~]. 
Any consonant may begtn a word except for the retro-
flex series, illld perhaps for the palatal lateral . In the 
latter case, there is possibly neutralization of initial 
laterals . There appears to be neutralizatiml of initial 
laminal stops in the environment preceding I t! 
With only one exception , the interdental stop is the 
laminal occurring in that environment . 
6 . J . 1 . 2 Consonant Clusters 
The possible first consonants in initial clusters 
are identified in Set I below . 
Set I 
(1) Any non - retroflex stop or nasal 
(2) Either semi - vowel 
TIle set of possible second consonants is identified 
as Set II, below . 
Set II 
(1) Api ca l nasal or lq. teral -
( 2) Etther rhotic 
11-1e set of possible combinations of these consonants 
actually recorded is set out Set III, below. 
Set III 
(1) An y set I consonan t and eithe r rhotic . 
(2) Any set I stop or peripheral nasal and set II lateral. 
( J ) Velar stop or peripheral nasal -and set II nasal . 
(4) Laminal nasal and alveolar nasal. 
6 .J . 2 Intervocalic Cmlsonants and Clusters 
There are very few intra-morphemic single consonants 
or clusters in intervoc a lic position in the l exi con . If 
forms containin g final syllables that can be analyzed as 
suffixes are included, the possible set of int ervocalic 
clusters is almost identical to that of final clusters. 
The range of possibilities is only slightly extended : 
I~w/ is a ttested in /pa~wad-i/ -(bone) , and / y Ju / occurs in 
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/ nay kr un - i/ - ( tad pol e ) • The form may, however, be recorded 
wrongly - it could well be /naykur-un -~ 
6 . 3 . 3 l~inal Consonants and Consonant Clusters 
Any single consonant may occur finally, although 
palatals are limited. 
The attested set of final clusters is set out below. 
Problems in the transcription of consonant features and in 
limited data are particularly severe with final consonants, 
which are most obsc ure on recording. Some of the omi ssi ons 
noted below are undoubtedly fortuitous . In some cases, 
such as 4 ( a) and (b) below , a probable collapse is 
suggested , but the relevant consonants are n e ver attested. 
Final Clusters 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
( 6 ) 
(7) 
Any homorganic nasal or lateral plus stop . 
Alveolar or interdental nasal plus peripheral consonant . 
(~ry is not attested , perhaps fortuitously) 
Retroflex nasal plus velar stop : nk 
( a ) Any lateral plus velar stop: lk, lk, lk, lk . . ,.,..., 
(b) Apical lateral plus bilabial stop: Ip 
Rhotic plus peripheral stop or front peripheral nas a l: 
rm , {m , rk, :c.k , rp, ·CP . 
Palatal semi - v owel plus peripheral cons onant : 
ym , yp, yk, YIJ • 
Palatal glide plus alveolar or interdental lateral: 
yl , yh' 
6 . L~ 
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NOTES 
Different conventions " 0" and " er " adopted by Heyer 
suggest that he recognized a difference. 
Ka{tiret::.i gives fricative release to many root - final 
stops . Ile also gives a number of interdental fricatives 
where stops have been recorded consistently in the past . 
This has caused great difficulty in identification of 
final consonants . Ka[tifleti ' s final fricatives are 
not considered definitive evidence of interdental 
articul at ion unless there is corroboration from other 
sources . TIle frequency of these fricatives may be a 
result of over - compensation or even a stage in the 
progress iv e loss of homorganiC stops in c lusters. At 
one point he was heard to say II I must wipe my-th nose". 
Attention shoul d be given to the form of the present 
tense suffix /t~g/ . Heyer noted the much reduced form 
of tIle vowels In this suffix , but cOl1mlented that the 
natives wou l d supply the correct vowel if questioned. 
The two vowels attested are Ii/ and /u/- they are apparent 
margiJ1ally in the present tense suffix in modern speech 
but c l ear l y appear in Kartipeti's use of the past tense 
suffix , wh i ch is /i:r/ or JUT:! . Equally , in 13lacl<:moor ' s 
dialect , a form I-i l)/ or I-lll)/ appears (noted by Heyer 
as an altern at i ve fOrJll ). In the past tense suffixes of 
e i ther shi1.pe , the v owels are used qui te consistently 
by Bl ackmoor . It appears that these vowels should be 
considered conjugat ion markers . 
The final in terdental nasal has been recorded in many 
places . Ivlrs . Wi l son insisted that this final suffi.x 
i s l- a l:r~ ] - wit h a fin a 1 f r'i cat i v e a 1m 0 s t 1 i k 8 En g lis h 
"th". lIer instructions we re " with your tongue up 
between your teeth . Hrs . Hankin tried to distinguish 
thR way the Yaral ri:L say II 11 " in th(~ pre sen t tense fr om 
the way the En g li s h say i t - a d iff ere n c: e not c 1 ,~ art 0 
1'1'0 agus , and cjl1i te lost On tape . But [vII' s. Ranki n, who 
cU d not mention a final stop, appeared aware of some 
difference . Edgar Lampard spe lled the verb leave: 
"ne moonth" , and Bl ackmoor ' s version of the p r esent tense 
i s spo Il ed "oon th 'l. It appears likely th.at the final 
fr'icative i s part of the on - gOing tendency to the 
ins c~rtioll of " optiollal" stops - past records never includo 
a stop . The point of artic ulat i on of the nasal is quite 
clear , h oweVer , 
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7 . THE LEXICON 
. Entries in this lexicon are made in both phonemic and 
phonetic traJlscription , to preserve the exact form of the 
word as it occurs on tape . The form given in each case 
represents the best decision possible on the evidence 
available . If two forms are presented , the second is to 
be read as an a l ternative , or second choice . Suffixes ' 
pronouns and most particles arG li sted in the appendices . 
Postulated suf fi xes are underlined. 
lfuere feat ures are bracketed, they are considered 
probable . Where features are entered with certainty , they 
have been determined either directly or from several 
different reliabl e sources . 
Entries are in alphabetical order, with interdentals 
preceding alveo l ars , and palatal and retroflex consonants 
following alveol ars . The velar nasal is the last nasal 
listed. Nouns are not identified, but verbs are marked (V) 
and transitivity is indicated; modifying nouns (or 
adjectives ) are simply marked (M). 
Phonerni c 
kal, kel 
n ., 
kalat 
~ 
kalatal 
., -
kalatun 
..,-
kalt 
"'"I 
kalt 
kalta:r 
kaltuwar 
kaJ,kut:: 
kap. 
kapkan 
kar:k 
kar,lld y 
kaJllllar 
. ..... 
kap ~ 
kaJ1~0lI 
ka~a{ 
Phonetic 
kae: 1 
/ / kalat 
~ 
/ , 
kalatal ,.. 
/ " kala~un 
kald 
'"''"' 
kalt 
kalda{ 
l<:al towar 
ka~ku:-c 
ka· yp 
ka· yp kan 
kar,ll~ 
kaJ,lgiy 
l~al:ma£. 
ka · yp9 
ka. r9i~ g 
ka'~a~ 
English 
dog 
dRwn 
wattle 
snowdrop 
throat , windpipe, language 
dig 
tail 
yabbie 
liver 
leg 
youth 
laugh 
!llock 
mullet 
urine 
(V tr) 
(V intr) 
(V tr) 
lOin cloth 
needles of the black boy bush 
Phonemic 
klal 
klamat.ar 
klaw 
klalbal 
.. -
knak 
. 
k{at 
kraw 
k:cawta~ 
ktay 
lccayaw 
lq:ep (1;) 
k(l1)k~ 
kril 
krirJ unal 
kriJ)ul 
k:c,ok 
kruw 
lak 
lam 
lap (~) 
laryk 
lawr ~q· 
laflTl 
lew 
le{at 
li?~ 
lok~ 
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rt .... " 
lunat 
" 
Phonetic 
klal 
klama~ar 
klaw 
klalbal 
- . 
kna :k 
ktat 
kra ( : )w 
k{aw(a~, 
lc(a : y 
k(.ayaw 
kfeYIJef 
kp.1)-kat: 
kri-:l 
kri-l] unal 
kri-l)ul 
k[ok 
kru ( : )w 
lak 
lae.m 
la-rq 
lal)k 
kt:aw~ 
law1:t+ ,'V lawr ? 
la-\m 
li.w 
let:at 
11.1) al 
1.:> kat:, 
lo.lt:Jw 
,., .... " 
lunat 
,... 
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English 
heat,burn (V tr) 
small piece of wood 
far (Time) 
bread 
waddy 
breathe on (Vtr) 
big (M) 
spoonbill 
snake 
smoke 
stick 
white man) co"'p"e 
ground 
plant 
grow (V intr) 
black (M) 
blood 
pierce (Vtr) 
carry (Vtr) 
swell (V?) 
dance (V?) 
goose 
ash 
sit 
silver 
tea 
cockle 
down (Dire c ti on) 
like that 
12J 
Phonemtc 
mal tay 
mam 
mB..Q~ 
m~t~ 
manant 
• ,,' 'J 
mankut 
manrn 
man t 
mat: 
mara~ 
markur 
marpa1) (g) 
mataw 
"'-
mat 
may 
mayiryg 
me mp 
ment 
n" 
meralt 
"' .... 
me{p , merp 
mil 
Phonetic 
mAL tay 
ma : m 
m~Q-ar /\/ ma~9.ar 
mAQ t,ar 
mAnand 
ITlanm 
IIlap3 i 1)gi 
m~t 
ma : {. 
rnata~ 
markut: 
marptlJJ 
mataw 
n 
, rna~t 
ma : y 
mayi1)g 
nJ £ rnp 
mr nt 
"~ 
meralt 
n ... 
mi lat:aw~~ m "Z lat:l) waJ~ ~ 
mimun mi : ma n 
mink m ~nk 
.., n 
mip mip 
rni~ mi : ~ 
mIw miw ,.... m£:w 
molt m ~lt 
"'"' n~ 
m onman , lllaJ}man m<Ullll C) u 
Illulp mQlp 
mu* ~~ mQ},!ar 
mump 
III un t 
., ... 
muntena 
.,,, 
Ill QIllP 
mc:;lnt 
mQnt£na 
n .. 
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English 
many 
fish 
frill-neck lizard 
berries 
tong 
gut , stomach 
punch, hit 
uncle 
steady, easy 
sister 
testicle 
moOn 
axe 
(chew?) (V tr) 
good man, boss 
stone 
wind 
clothes 
hit (V tr) 
fight (V?) 
dry 
catch (Vtr) 
stab, charm 
grass 
woman 
a bird 
what 
name 
bowel 
(V tr) 
scud , little white waves 
water (sea water) 
bang against (V tr) 
magpie 
mumble (V?) 
droop (V) 
pregnant 
Phonemic Phonetic 
mun mu : n 
mu:rrn mu .... m 
ITIut mo t 
., ,... 
mu~a:r~ mCl ta{ap 
muwant muwant ,.,,, 
" ,., 
mu:calap lll G) r alap 
1ll1ap mla : p 
1ll1amaldaypar 
. ,., nJ~amal~aypar 
mlaw mlaw 
. 
mnoy Illn :ly 
Illnak mna : k 
. 
Illl} aku:c m.t;akut 
mnan Illl}a : n 
Illnewand ml}£w~<1 \ 
ml!IlJ (g) mr: I 9(g) 
Ill{al mra : l 
m{am m:c.am 
Illt:a~ t m:rant r,,., 
m[ank mr.ank 
m:rat Illr a ! 
mril 111t:1-ld 
m:c.ilk m:[ 1. 1k 
I11tink In{'i.nk 
Ill:[inm m:[1 nl11 
I11firybal m:£l'-9bal 
mrip mr:i: : p,m:i: : p 
m:e ok m{'Jk 
mrol t mr:Jlt 
Inroldul mr ;) ldul 
mruF ij - mrQf1~ 
mt uk m{u : k , mr~ :k 
7 
English 
lip 
cOver 
drink 
mite 
pine 
small 
(v tr) 
(Vtr) 
heron , wise man 
a bird 
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to, toward (a prep. to Kartineri) 
privates (fema le?) 
beard 
reed 
penis 
meat 
mud 
a bird 
cook 
m ov e 
die 
naked 
stop 
(Vtr) 
(b owels) 
(M? ) 
(V?) 
(v tr) 
shake legs 
shake 
(V? ) 
g o quickly, hurry (V?) 
sing 
cut, stop 
get , hold 
jUIIIP on (v tr) 
philander (Vintr) 
c Over up (V ) 
basket 
(, 
i' 
Phonemic 
~ak 
nanaw 
t'\ 
nati~ 
nay 
nam 
nant 
nal) k 
naryku{ 
ry ap 
nar 
na'~ 
na~at 
naw{iol 
naykr~ 
ni~5 
nilJ gIIJ (g) 
nip(~ 
nilJkaw 
nembb: 
nemp 
ne-9kantu\:.. 
non l< 
" -' n01)ay 
nun K 
nungar 
R{,ak 
n:cal t 
nrem 
yangataw P'\ -
pinbul 
Phonetic 
nan 
~ 
nat 1,. ~ 
nay 
nam 
nant 
7 
English 
see (Vtr) 
look f or (V t r ) 
Over there (Direction) 
here (Direction) 
bake (Vtr) 
fly , underarm 
na~g sun 
nal)kU{ N 1)ar;ku[ good (M) 
l)a~: p 1 st sg . pro . (s) 
nar. 
na : ~ 
na~at 
nmv:ci 01 
naykr un 
ni~a:c 
n 'lf)gae . IJ (g) 
n ,? (af) 
n 1,. r) kaw 
n £ m 
n £ mp 
raw (M) 
friend 
ni t 
Ii ttle boy 
tadpole 
bone 
thigh bone of dead man 
(hi s) mother 
leave, ignore (Vtr) 
stay, remain (~intr) 
a bird 
snare (related to cord?) 
n ?IJay 
nQng 
Q{a : g 
n:r a1d 
nfe . m 
panga~aw 
rinbul 
bake 
cord 
lizard 
good , champion (modern only) 
temper, skull 
examine 
handkerchief 
hide (V intr) 
Phonemic 
!) a~ 
IJa~ t 
l)al~~ 
ryalkay 
1)alk~ 
l)8.£~ 
ljanan 
l)~~ 
;' / 
lJ awan -p. 
, / 
ljayamp 
ryet: 
1)il 
') i ~ 
90~k 
!fop 
1}0Y-9 k 
?uk 
l)ul t 
l)Um 
l)umpa :c 
"" / l)unap 
rylem 
9napa~ 
fn e mp 
fnembiy 
9.1}uy 
9r amp , ryrang 
9{ ak 
1){'ak 
l)ra ljky1 
ryrinku1 
Phonetic 
IJ Yae :~ 
ry a~t 
ry a 1tar 
I)alkay 
Yj Yalkun 
/ , "" ry a~a{ /vnanar 
;' / 
ry an a n 
1) al2<1 
IJawan ~ 
ryYayae omp 
I)"{ 
lJi:l 1)e :1 
I)i::l 
90~k .... nork 
9:>P 
ryow 
90Y9k 
1)u: k 
1)611 t 
l)um 
IJumpa r. 
;' ,. 
1)unap 
1)le - 01 
l}napa !; 
f nEmp 
pncmbiy 
9.r: u :y 
I}ramp 
l):cak 
IJt a (:)k 
ry{alJkul 
ryrirykul 
7 
English 
'1 s t pers on dual 
flesh, meat 
duck 
co usin 
mussel 
money 
pigface 
who (er~) 
camp 
back 
net 
h eart 
hill 
bite (Vt r ) 
walk,go (Vintr) 
over there ( Direction ) 
dan ce ( V h.) ( an -ul form 
water {ire sh ) 
kick, bang, fight 
2nd person sg. Co) 
breast 
li zard 
g uess ( V h. ) 
three 
tang l e (V intr) 
tang le (V trO 
dead mall' s oil 
brain, sacred 
angry 
teal duck 
co ugh (Vintr) 
danc e (V intr) 
occurs) 
Phonemic 
palkur 
palpul 
p a1!e{, 
pdl 
pam 
pal} 
/ / 
PaTJar. 
pa.IJku-tj 
--- '" . pU[aYl 
pak~ 
pakaw 1 
patwat 
" " 
patay 
pay 
pel 
pelat 
pelt 
pelday 
pemp 
pempandaw 
pe~}:; 
pentiy 
",.. -
pet 
pil 
pilalk 
... .. 
ilt P " ... 
pi;h!~ 
piltIJl(a) 
.. ,.~
pIp 
pIpal 
pIpa~aw 
pIp (iJ) iy 
pIp ij 
pIr) k 
Phonetic 
palkur 
palpul 
pa!tq :::-
pa( . )l 
pa : m 
pa : r} 
/ ,.. 
pal) at, 
pill}kuij 
./ f pa....\ ayi 
paka:r 
pakaw 
patwat 
,., " 
pa~ay 
pay 
pe : l 
P Ela~ 
p l ld 
Py£ Iday 
'I pe·mp 
pe ~ mpandaw 
pent 
... " 
p e.t 
~ 
pi:l 
p 11alk 
,.., ~ 
p l. lt 
.., .... 
P l l~ar. 
p 2 ~tae'IJ(g) 
IJl p ( <1 ) P£)l (} 
P 1pgal 
plJlcja~aw 
p t r<jiy p fpcjiy 
Plp9 
p t llk per}k 
'7 
English 
cat c h (V t 1-. ) 
fat 
salt 
travel , go (V) 
girl 
rain 
shade, spiri t , photo 
kangaroo 
honey 
prayer song 
spirit 
bone 
move legs slowly 
s wear ( Vi" \ ... ) 
semen 
egg 
duck 
(Vtr) 
go, move (in SOme fashion) (V ) 
give 
basket 
(V tr) 
stink, smell (V intr) 
smell (V tr) 
steal 
eye 
callop 
strong 
possum 
bull ant 
buttocks , beautiful 
emu 
sugar 
look for, search (find)(V tr) 
look for (V intr) 
fall(V intr) 
Phonerlli c 
pom a £ 
po~ 
ponp!:!!L 
po} 
pond 
po-\:. 
pot ,.., 
pot 
po~u\\Tal 
pu~(~)un 
pulk 
,., 
pul~. 
pu ~  
punt M,., 
pun t ar "., ~ 
punaw 
'"' -
pUIJar 
pUl)k~_ 
puykalaypar 
pu:cimin 
pu(uwa~ 
put 
'" 
putaw 
1'\ -
putay ,., 
plak 
p~ep 
p~epuram(p) 
pluk 
plu.t;lt 
PEak 
p{at 
pr.ant 
preht 
prep 
p{Iryuk 
Phoneti c 
'" " piyakal 
p :> ma t; 
pog lY P .:> -lJ. 
p .:>npun 
p .:> q 
p :>nd 
po ::c 
P ;>: "j;, 
p ::>: t 
p t)~uw al 
p It .n 
"" pa }, g 
pt::llae : ry 
PQ ~:) \var 
PQ~cA 
p~ndar 
1'\" ~ 
PO.!Ja:c 
p.::i} 1)-kat:. 
P61n kalaypa{. 
P&{l..m\.n 
P Or ;::>war 
PQ(:)t 
... 
P C:::>' t aw 
PC) t ay 
n 
plak 
P ~ £P 
plcpurm 
plC)k 
plQnt 
'"''' 
Pt:.ak p..fa..k 
prat 
prant 
Pf£lt 
"'" 
P{,EP 
PEae : ryuk 
7 
Engli s h 
dancing stick 
catfish 
die 
tail 
child 
(v intr) 
Murray R iv er Cod 
an us 
horse 
lou se 
hun t ( V i .,ft. . ) 
a bird 
house 
navel 
grinding stone 
mouse 
rat 
bag 
seal 
widgeon 
spear 
g ut, discover ,open (V tr ) 
imagine 
p ull, pound note 
wise man, doctor 
bandicoot 
wind, p l ait (V tr ) 
feel (V b... ) 
instinct 
frighten, shock (vtr) 
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lirt , pick up , touch(Vtr) 
rise , go (Vintr) 
hurt , ache 
frighten 
chase ( Vtr) 
lif t (V tr) 
water 
(V intr) 
(V 
Phonemic 
prik ,pulk 
,... 
p{i1~ 
prim 
print 
l'"' "l 
,prunt 
~" "l 
ptir,tama! 
p{itul 
Pt: 1 t.. 
pruk 
prulk 
PLump 
p{unJ< 
P{UP 
:cam 
r ewal 
ritaLuk 
{onl( 
t Gnuk 
ruw 
ta 
M 
tak 
'"' 
~alalJK 
tam 
., 
~amirur 
;tami y 
~aIJ~ 
taypul 
... -
7 
Phonetic English 
pri-k pi-:k hole 
P~l*~ ant 
Pt"zm tie up (Vtr) 
pri-nt 
L~ "1 come (Vintr) 
Pr';'l}ama~ forget (V intr) 
p{-i-~ul swim (V intr) 
p~" ~""pr ~ ~",praet, proud 
prQ:g fire (coals) 
prG)lk vomi t (Vihh.) 
Pp:a mp smoke (Vtr) 
pra ng snare, bull rush 
P[u :p ghost 
Aam"'A'ae .• m ... ...rJ\m tell 
~ ewald half 
r\taruk willy wagtail 
~~ng brother-in- .aw 
~~n~k . correct, exact 
r u :' \v ear t h , 
~Ok swim 
.Ae·m scrape 
~a ""'i)a (song) in front of (Dirction) 
tak 
'" 
~alaIJg tV 
tam .... tae. m 
.... ,. 
~al1lip U.{ 
tamiy 
" ~ar)ul 
taypul ,., 
eat (Vtr) 
tongue 
burst (V \\'\h) 
shoot (V tr.) 
creep up on (Vtr) 
stand (Vintr) 
j Ulllp ab out (Vintr) 
·~endiy ~fOndiy judge 
~ep t f P 
~eynac ~eynar 
tinpul,tunpul ti-npul 
".-~r, ,.,. 
ne~r (Direction ) 
gum 
forget 
tooth 
1JO 
Phonemic 
tftambu{. 
L '" \. "' ) 
titi[ n .,., 
tiw a nd 
tukar n _ 
tul 
n 
;liu~ 
tul t 
.. , 
" " 
tum 
'" ~U1l(}<)~ 
tupadaw n ,,_ 
tuy 
" 
tuyun 
n 
taku{'ak 
talt 
tam 
tant 
. , 
tapakaw ? 
ta{eym 
taral ( ) 
ta{uk 
taw 
tayl 
n 
tek 
temp 
teypul 
tinin 
tinipo{ 
t ' )', 
tal 
talk 
tont 
tok 
tukup 
tul 
tula~ 
Phone ti c 
t 1. tambuL 
l '"') l") 
ti tn:,-v t £ t t{ 
,.. " 
tiwand 
" 
~Qka{ 
t(;)l 
., 
tQl 
n 1"\ 
t ol t 
" 
",.. 
t am"- tu · m 
" '~tJl) (g) a{ 
t (Jpadaw 
" 
t Q: y 
" 
t~YQn 
'" 
tam .- tae . m 
tan t rJ tL\.n t 
I: .\ \ •• J 
,/ ,-
tapakaw 
". ,-
ta{eym 
/' ". / 
tarakg taralg 
t~ uk t~AGk 
taw 
tayl 
'" 
tEk 
tunp 
teypul 
t 'tn 1. I} 
t 1 n.Lne r UJ 
to : 1 
talk 
. 
t :md 
t :J k 
i,.Qk@b 
t ol 
t Gll a~ t:>laij 
'7 
English 
finger play (not certain ) 
dray , taxi 
pass wind (V ) 
bony bream 
scrape (V tr) 
wish (V ) 
star 
choke (V i "t y . ) 
tongue, language 
cloud 
hair 
big goanna 
blackfish 
s t a a p (V i h t r. ) 
raise up on a platform (Vtr) 
sleep (Vintr) 
weapon , aX9 
cut around (Vtr) 
spear holder 
leg 
neg . particle 
make eyes , flirt 
limp 
plant 
break 
(V ) 
flesh (exact g loss not clear) 
boot 
back 
bite (Vtr) 
blind (M, V?) 
squeeze (Vt r ) 
turtle (one dialect) 
circle (enci rcle?) (V 
kangaroo 
) 
Phonemi c 
tu l t 
.... '"' 
tult 
tuluk 
tun 
tup 
tu{. 
tU{ , tur 
iJambuk 
iJelkut: 
~e~ 
~e:r 
~e ~ 
~ il 
i,i l k 
~ i 1)k 
~ipadet.ak 
~it 
~ iri lelJ 
tfank 
trup 
trupul 
teat 
tt.: apul 
t{opui 
t~ep 
tlayp 
• 
wal( 
wal 
wal1. 
wal1: 
.. 
Phonetic 
tulJ 
" ., 
tuld 
tulQk 
tu : n 
t c() p 
t (;:) { 
tu.: 'f 
1ambuk 
7£ lku{ 
~e : ~ tae : l 
~[ { 
~£ ~ 
~i :~ 
t i lk 
~'lJ)k 
~ z. paEietak 
iJi : r 
" / ~i:(i : laI) 
tr ank 
tr~p 
trQP6l1 
tr .:> t 
... 
t~ c£ P 
t~ayp 
W N ( 
wAI d 
w.illd 
7 
English 
reed 
hoarse (M) 
blanket 
sand 
cover up (Vtr) 
charm, raise 
b:lackbird 
sheep 
bittern 
arm, wing 
sWive(Vtr) 
paint (Vtr) 
fly 
shin bone 
swim ,dive (V in.tl"'. ) 
spit (V1'"ty,) 
g round lark 
callop 
Southern Cr as s 
gr owl, scold (Vtr) 
splash ( V tl' ) 
wash (Vintr) 
hit, fight, kick (Vtr) 
lJ~ 
(Vtr) 
(Vintr) lean 
Lperhaps these descend , diminish are identical 
fog 
spread 
prod in fire (Vtr) 
shake (V ) 
cloud 
hot 
Phonetic 
wa~ ~uf 
wan f 
wankul 
wankant 
. " 
warunt 
wa~ 
wa~~ 
wayt:i~ 
welk 
weI] 
we1}am 
we ry un 
wet:. 
wet 
... 
winm 
wilJ-k 
wit: 
wi f ap 
witakut 
wita~~ 
wok 
wokena 
wulk 
r'\ 
wulk i y 
" -
wulku1 
wunm 
'"' 
wunmul 
,., -
wunK 
wur 
wr atu1 
'- n -
wr.a~pu[ 
wE' a~ ·~u:c. 
wranp 
Ph onemi c 
\.Ja
Y ~ "ljur 
wanb 
wankctll 
wankand 
. . . 
warund 
w c.. ~ 
w l.\.~un 
way\:i : war 
w£ lk 
w e ~kiy 
wae· 1) 
wae'l) Cl m 
wae. l)un 
w£t 
w£ t 
'"' 
\v l nm 
,/ , . 
w~{ap 
wi {ak.J t 
w~{at.~ 
w.) k 
wck £ na 
wQlk 
wa lkiy 
" 
w':::>lko 1 
w(i)nm 
'"' 
w~nmul 
.... 
wGlng 
wu.:( 
wta~ul 
wr.aY ~pur. 
wr. aJ;r~ u r. 
wranp 
7 
English 
g ut, abdomen 
dog 
eli mb (intr) 
scales, skin, fur 
warm (M) 
bush 
scrub duck 
heav e ns 
snare (V intr) 
snare (Vtr) 
jump, hop (V intr) 
rabbit, k a n garoo rat 
herd of little animals 
s it (V intr) 
want ( V tl"'. ) 
make 
blow 
be sick, ill 
1J 3 
bandicoot (oft e n called this) 
g oanna 
a fish 
bake (same as wak??) 
steame d , burnt (participle 1) 
search (Vintr ) 
hunt, (vt r ) 
heav y (M) 
throw (V tr) 
throw , fish (Vint r ) 
sea wee d 
camp 
wait (Vintr) 
scatterm,muddle (Vtr) 
mix ( v tr, ) 
stamp , pound (vi t ..... ) 
scratch (V"(y) 
Phonemic 
wrep 
wri~<;l 
wrIl) ( ) 
w{uk 
wrult 
wrultu{am(b) 
yalku:c 
yal p 
yalp 
yamalay 
yamp 
yan 
,.., 
yant 
"'., 
yar:~ 
yank 
ya1J~) 
YillJ-kuram(b) 
Yarald 
yar 
yarirnin 
yarul 
ya{ 
yay 
yayuram(b) 
yelt 
"'n 
yern 
yir 
yo~ 
yolt 
yont 
"f"\ 
yornp 
yot 
yuk 
yul 
Phoneti c 
wr t. p 
wr i:-ld 
.. 
wAae :lJ-( g) 
wFa k 
wr6l1 t 
wrultu:cm 
yaelkG){ 
yalb",yaelb 
yalp 
yae · mAlay 
yal1lp 
yaQ ,,-yaer:. 
yant 
"'" 
yand 
- " 
yang 
YEUJl9) 
ya1Jkur m 
/ .... /' " Yarald",Ya:cwld 
yar 
yarimin 
yar<» 1 
ya...! 
yay 
yayurm 
Yl~~ 
ye·rn 
yi:£ 
y):~ 
y .)l d 
Y.:Jnt 
n n 
Y.Jmp 
y~: t 
yu : k 
yu:l 
7 
English 
grind (V 
plant 
bad, silly 
go, travel 
strike 
rnatch 
reed 
a fish 
drink 
one 
bashful 
talk 
134-
tr) 
old , wandering (1'1 or V) 
spear 
sinew 
where 
tomorrow 
language name (retro tap in modern 
. pour (Vtr) pronunciation) 
make water (Vtr) 
flow 
behind 
eat, chew (V ' ... tl- ) 
food 
hunt (with feet) (V tr) 
spi 11 (V tr) 
army 
bark 
shag 
wade (V I"'t .... ) 
suck (also listed as yamp- not 
cold clear which it is) 
boat 
wave 
7 1 J 6 
Phonetic Phonemic English 
yul yu "l long (M) 
y uluk yu{,I)l uk rabbi t 
yult yult stretch (Vtr) 
yunt 
" ... 
yund 
,," 
whole , all (M) 
yun yu : n soon 
yung ya ng body hair 
yup y~p push (Vtr) 
yur y u.:r tide 
yutuk y 1. t a k y(O t Qk billy can 
yrank,prank y:cank burn (Vtr) 
yrap y{aep satiate (V ) 
Yr.otul y{.::> t tVI be pleased (Vintr) 
y(em y{e.m dance (V ) 
y:cel y(e ol lie down , back to fire (Vintr ) 
Yfiryk yr z.l)k be cold (Vi"h) 
y:(iy y:(iy show 
1 J b 
NOTES 
1 . It will b noted that stress shift occurs sporadically 
over sonoran.ts even when the final syllable has the 
shape of a suffix . This may, of course, reflect a 
root that had the vowel in it that late r b e came 
generalized . 
a glide . 
Occasionally shift of stress Occurs over 
2 . The two words 9tak ( angry ) and rrr ak ( teal duck) 
may be homophones; they may be recorded in error -
although uniformity in the past suggests otherwise . 
It is a slim possibil ity that the modi fi8r may have 
ev 01 ved as the name of the animal. Perhaps the sound 
or character of the duck suggests anger? Certainly 
Kartineri insists that the name of the huntsmansspider 
is nrae.mbi -( sacred , brain) and of another animal 
is ry a~ku{ -(go Od ). 
J . In spite of the very centralized vowel in the word 
foot -[t-et-:~J or [ti:~Jj, and in spite of the obvious 
interdent a l in that word , its derived form shoe, 
as given by several people, appears to have no initial 
interdental, to somet imes contain the vowel [t] , and 
to have an apparently retroflex nasal . No occurrenCe 
was suitable for spectrography, but this form does 
suggest that the ori ginal Yaraldi word for foot 
contained the I i i vowel and a centralizing retroflex. 
Berndt, H . 
Black, J.M . 
1 J7 
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APPENDIX I 
Free Form Pronouns : 
S A 0 
Sg . 1 . l) ap ( i) l) a~ ( i) nal,.l (i) 
2. IJint ( i) ryum(i) 
l"""') 
J . kI~(i) kiy - ul(i ) kIn, i ·Sall., Yall. 
" " '"I 
dual 1 . l)a;!. (i) 7 lam ,., 
2 . l)u;t,,{ i ) ~ lUm ,., 
J . kI.IJ( K) kIIJ (K) - ul kIry(I<,)-un 
. 2 PI. 1 • l) atj. (1 ) ) nam 
2 . l)U~ (i ) J ) nUm ( ... ) 
J . kat ) kan 4 . 
The features in the singular are established from the 
tape s . Most of these pronouns appear on tape in the bound 
form, so that features may be determined o 
kiy-ul, IJa~ and IJuk has been discussed . 
Analysis of 
" 
1 . The initial interdental here is suggested by Meyer ' s 
spelling and supported by Moorhouse ' s ~lamm for ~ayawury. 
2 . MeyerVs spe l ling suggest an interdental here, but 
Tindale and JJlackmoor contain evidence for a retroflex . On 
tape , ~unaypon says (l]±r.tJ, but his bound form is [-aIJa[.l~' 
It appears likely that the nasal is retroflex . 
J . Meyer g i ves a long vowel here, but it is reported as 
G] Url{j by most other wri ters , includi l)g Berndt . Moorehouse 
gives I] UnnU for ~ayawu1J' The quality of the vowel, the 
spelling , and the sound of the bound form [-t:J9G:1nJheard on 
tape suggest an i nterdental nasal . 
L~ . The form of the Jrd pI. (0) is suggested by Tindale's 
Legend (1 9J5). He transcribed this pronoun with a rhotic, 
varying the transcription between the trill and the retro-
flex . It is un l ikely that such a confusion could arise 
if the feature were interdental 
APPENDIX II 
Th0 dir0c ti on adverb s Cll1c1 purti c 1 e S oLJ S0rv ed on tape are 
recorded; some not found on tape but encountered in the 
records are included with comment . It appears that SOme 
direction particles served for both time and place 
specificati on . Very little may now be ascertained of the 
apparently large body of ori0ntation words . 
(k)a=)\Sl ) - here, at this place 
(k)a) ( Cj. )- ul - still (frolll }1eyer) 
- movement down - as far as .. ... 
- movement up - as afar as . ... 
- Over to 
- as far as - no vertical specification 
l)ay - movement toward speaker 
-aiv - given by Meyer as "this present time or place ll • 
- the two forms represent the apparent verb root 
heard on tape in the order ~come here" . 
}raW - given by Ijunaypon as II on II , by Meyer as II over there ll • 
Probably represents the suffix" - awl; 
ayuk - One of several f OriliS given by Meyer as noun ac t ually 
meaning lithe place beneath ll rather than IIbeneath'l . 
tap near 
.I:I.-..:.. 
tar - under 
yar 
trill . 
behind . ljunaypon gives this form \vith an apparent 
His version of the interrogative root "ya:(I' 
contains a retroflex continuant . If this pattern was 
correct , which seems possible , and if the proper source 
of the name IIYaraldi li could be discovered, the correct 
assignment of the rhotic could be made . In this paper 
I have chosen to represent the rhotic in Yaraldi as an 
alveolar out of preference for the II behind li interpretation 
of the etymology . The possibility that the final portion 
" al til 
.,~ 
represents 
- the possessive used as locative -
seelJlS vury ureat . II ., Note that the forll l yarilte given in 
Meyer clearly suggests stress on the initial syllable. 
In the many occurrences of the word on tape, although 
there is fluctuat i on in stress , there is frequently equal 
stress on both syllables . 
APPENDIX III 
The following cases have been noted on tape or 
are worth noting with respect to form. 
Ergative/instrumental : iI, eil, el, ael 
Dative/allative : aJ)k with a variant - ak noted 
1 Locative: basically ury 
Ablative : (1) anant 
. ..,,.... 
( 2) an - man t 2 
Genitive: a~(~) J 
aw ( pronouns) 
4 if-ef , apef 
1. Three different locative suffixes are given : ~ (sg .) 
TIle cOmmon pattern of 
occurrence of case and number suffixes in the records is 
root +n umber + case (although there are numerous inconsistent-
cies ). It is difficult to see the situation with the locative 
as anything but the reverse ordering of these suffixes . The 
dual and plural suffixes are obvious . It has been argued 
earlier that the 
-i of the singular noun may be interpreted 
as a singular morpheme which may originally have been view _d 
solely as a root-final vowel . This ~ may well be only a 
variant - indeed, it may only be a variant spelling, as the 
third person singular pronoun - which is related to the 
number morpheme - is spelled in the literature as ki;, ke~, 
ka~ • Note too that a form ~ is recorded for Yaraldi and 
given the meaninG lIonlyli by Meyer; Moorhouse has the same 
suffix in ~ayawu-9 'vi th the meaning IIrestrictive li . It may 
be related, derived or a borrowed form . It seems reasonable 
to specify the locative as ~ plus number morphemes. 
2 . rl1le variant an -mant appears to be used primarily with 
places . 
meaninG 
Note that an is Given in Heyer as Q locative suffix 
II on II - and also that mant is homophonous with the 
word for IIclwellinG Ii ,"hol1 sn ': It may be the word for dwelljnG 
that appears here . 
J . The possessive suff ix is observed in Meyer to 
occur both with and without the final stop. This suffix and 
the directional particle a*J> are the pnly forms recorded 
as early as Meyer with apparently optional stops. 
4 . Taplin and Yallop suggest that -apB{ is an ablative on 
pronouns, distinctive from i}1e[, a genitive suffix glossed 
as " belonging to" . . Although the suffix is usually ife:s 
in records , in texts it is just as often aner , with genitive 
I <-
meaning . It appears that there is only one suffix, with 
variant pronunciations and spellings. In Dlackmoor's 
text , the form "~aline" recurs , meaning "belonging to us". 
This form is ~al -variant dual ~ - initial part of the 
genitive suffix . It appears that a further breakdown may 
be made - ip+et in this suffix . 
APPENDIX IV 
Spectrographic work was done at the Department of 
Linguistics, A . N . U. solely on the speech of James 
Kart i neri . 
In the spectrographic representation sho\"n, the horizontal 
scale across the top of the picture represents time 
. 10 sec . to each interval . The vertical sca]e represents 
hz . at intervals of 1000 hz . Measurement was taken only 
to 4000 hz . even though interdentals might have been of 
interest in the very high frequencies . For comparative 
purposes the measurements were kept uniform. 
The chief unit of interest is the section - a darkened 
portion On the spectrogram which represents a measurement 
of frequency versus .mplit~de . Pe~cs of energy in the 
section are referred to as poles, while points of minimum 
energy are zeroes. 
The poles of the section mirror the points of relative 
intensity of each component frequency of a sound; the 
fornlant ban.ds in the background of the picture do just the 
same thing without , of course, giving as clear a picture of 
the amplitude involved . The formant bands depict a pattern 
of reinforcement of sound waves which is made by the 
resonating cavity. It follows that the pattern of the 
formants will differ with the different configuration of 
that cavity . The best formant picture is obtained by use 
of the wide band filter ; the formants are numbered F 1 , F2 
starting at the base of the picture . 
Use of se c ti ons as the primary source of information 
is necessitated by intensity problell1s. Laterals have vowel-
likQ forillants, with a ll otal.)lu lack of intellsity ill the higher 
frequencies . It is necessary to block out the vowels by 
use of the gate mechanism, to obtain a sample only of the 
lateral in question , and then to increase the intensity to 
the point that a good section may be made of the lateral 
alone . 
Trallsitions are formant movements froll1 One frequency 
toward another as the pattern of one phoneme 
that of an adjacent one . 
alters to 
APPENDIX V 
Examples of the common "suffixes!! for which etymologies 
are clearly stated on tape or transparently available from 
meanings are 
;t.ayp-ul 
~ayp-at 
- jump about 
- a little bird. 
!!Ive call it that because it hops around!! -Kartipe{i 
la m - carry 
(k)lam-a~-ar - little pieces of wood. 
This etymology is given explicity by Meyer, who 
re c ords the noun without initial stop. 
nah<J. - flesh 
na~~q:. naldar -duck 
"It's a good eating one"- Kartineri 
mnak - beard m~ak-~tlt - a reed along the lake with hanging fronds. 
pUI~Q. - mouse 
pl1Qsl-ar - rat 
nung - snare 
nung~ar - lizard 
There are J5 stems ending in -at 
recorded in some instances). 
(or perhaps -ut, e{ wrongly 
2. -aw : This is the form of the genitive suffix characterizing 
possessive pronouns. It 
for instanc8,peYmp~n-aw 
occurs in a number of derived nouns; 
-basket (from pe· mp t give ); and 
-at -aw 
" 
-sugar (from pipg ( beautiful) and at 
----I!-
(a 
frequently occurring syllable in these derived stems) + 
genitive suffix 7). There are 10 such disyllabic stems. 
I 
-un: 12 stems end in this "suffix!!. In only One is the J. 
etymology given explicitly. 
- b ounc e, jump ab out 
- a herd of small jumping animals (or perhaps 
one such anim al ) • 
Strongly sugge sted etymologies with this suffix : ryrak - angry 
2rak-un - shark; ~ -bush; wa~-un - scrub duck. 
4 
-al the derived status of the word pir(q)-al is made 
clear by Kartineri - who, after discussing the word pip(g) ~ I L ) 
meaning(beautiful, buttock), says: lIthe way the emu runs, you 
know - we admire that, we do admire that - just the swaying, 
you know" 
5· -uk clear relationship of yul -(long) and yul-uk(rabbit) 
